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Abstract 

With requirements to deal with ageing infrastructure and to meet environmental 

targets, the installed capacity of converters, including converter-interfaced generation and 

back-to-back converters, is expected to experience a continued growth. In traditional 

power networks, synchronous generators provided the overwhelming majority of 

electrical power, with some induction generators providing the remaining electrical power. 

The dynamics of operation of both machines are well understood, including potential 

stability issues. With the introduction of converter-interfaced generation, power networks 

are becoming diverse systems, associated with which is an increased number of stability 

issues to consider. 

The majority of modern converters employ dq-axis current injection control (or vector 

current control) in which a phase-locked loop is used to synchronise with the voltage at 

the point of common coupling where the converter is connected with the network. In 

recent years, potential issues with performance of PLL when the AC network it is 

connected to is weak have been reported. Poor performance of PLL under such 

circumstances will lead to a cascade of errors in the control system, culminating in an 

unstable system.  

This thesis investigates the stability of the power system when large quantities of 

converter-based generation are present. The stability thresholds, termed as system tipping 

points in this work, are evaluated for both small and large disturbances. A time-domain 

analytical method to assess the tipping points, the tipping point search method, is 

introduced. This can be applied to any network model. Additionally, a network frequency 

perturbation tool, which can also be applied in time-domain model, is introduced to 

visualise the response of individual generators to network frequency fluctuation and 

predict potential interactions among the generators. 

Following the identification of the limitations of vector current control, alternative 

control strategies which emulate synchronous generators, some more so than others, are 

investigated. Based on these studies, recommendations for power system engineers are 

made to ensure that the transition from a generator-dominated network to a converter-

dominated network is as smooth as possible.  
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1.1 Motivation and scope 

Owing to various government policies concerning the reduction of CO2 emissions, 

future power systems will be predominantly powered by renewable energy sources, the 

bulk of which connect to a power system through converters. Thus, conventional, 

directly-coupled synchronous generation will have a smaller contribution to the dynamics 

of a future power system; that is, the contribution to voltage stability from directly-

coupled synchronous generation will be reduced, but so too will the overall system inertia 

be, by which frequency stability is also affected [1]. Accordingly, a complete understanding 

of the dynamics of the converters in a power system where there is a small amount of 

directly-coupled synchronous generation, covering all possible operating conditions, 

becomes paramount. 

Modern-converters are typically controlled using the vector current control approach, 

referred to as dq-axis current injection (DQCI) control in this work, which operates in a 

rotating frame, known as the dq frame, which is, in principle, synchronised with the 

voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC); the grid synchronisation is achieved with 

a phase-locked loop (PLL) [2]. Under the assumption of satisfying synchronisation of the 

PLL, i.e. q-axis voltage is zero, control over active power output is then achieved through 

regulation of the direct (d-axis) component of the current flowing through the filter 

impedance; reactive power output, or AC voltage control, is achieved through regulation 

of the quadrature (q-axis) component of the current flowing through the filter impedance. 

The performance of the PLL is dependent on the voltage stability of the grid to which 

the converter is supplying power. The lack of a strong voltage source, which will 

characterise future power systems with high penetration of converters, manifests itself in 

poor grid synchronisation by the PLL [3]. Thus, what is originally an angle 

synchronisation issue causes, through a cascade of errors in the converter control system, 

other issues, such as frequency instability.  

There is an existing body of research exploring the effects of converters on system 

performance, covering network frequency stability [4, 5], angular stability [6, 7] and 

voltage stability [6, 8]. However, there are limited studies on the stability issues for 

converter-dominated systems. The penetration level at which the instability phenomenon 

is first observed is defined as system “tipping point”. For example, the authors of [9] 

investigate system performance when power generated from non-synchronous 
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distribution generation, including wind and photovoltaic (PV) units, is up to 30% of the 

system demand. Helge et al. [10] studied the stability of the Great Britain (GB) power 

system under a small, predefined set of operating points penetration ranges of non-

synchronous generation (NSG) including high voltage direct current (HVDC) 

transmission systems, using a phasor based simulation.  

A state-space approach to small signal stability analysis involves deriving linearised 

models of each component in the system, before amalgamating the component models 

into a single, large model. The electrical part of a synchronous generator (SG) is a single 

component in a power system, as is the electrical part of the converter; additional 

components are the control systems associated with each source of generation. 

Accordingly, since the number of states associated with models of each component can 

be quite large, the combined model of the power system may comprise a multitude of 

state variables. Moreover, due to the highly non-linear blocks in the PLL such as voltage 

controlled oscillator and phase detector, developing theoretically robust linearised models 

of the PLL particularly when the inertia is low, can be challenging. As a result, a state-

space model which would include adequate representation of inverter connected sources 

with their controllers can be very difficult and thus impractical to develop. 

Instead, in this thesis, a time domain approach is proposed to assess the system 

tipping points, the method which will henceforth be referred to as the tipping point 

searching (TPS). In the TPS method, a set of combined viability criteria has been defined 

to detect instability, which includes the PLL locking status in DQCI controller, system 

frequency, rate of change of frequency (RoCoF), voltage magnitude and voltage total 

harmonic distortion (THD) level, with the operating limits chosen according to the 

existing network grid codes. This method can be used in any time-domain power system 

model. In this thesis, system tipping points, both in terms of small signal stability and 

transient stability, for systems which feature conventional DQCI converters are 

investigated using two network models: a reduced GB transmission (RGBT) model in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory (RMS-simulation), and an aggregated power system (APS) 

model in MATLAB SimPowerSystems (EMT-simulation). The effects of various critical 

parameters including overall system inertia, system impedance, converter capacity factor 

and existence of non-linear load (NLL), on the system tipping points are systematically 

studied.  
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Along with the TPS method, a network frequency perturbation (NFP) tool is 

introduced to visualise the response of individual generators to a periodic fluctuation in 

network frequency. This way potential interactions between different generators can be 

identified. With a generator exposed to perturbed network frequency, its active power 

output is analysed using the Fourier Transform and the NFP response are obtained. 

Similar to the traditional frequency domain analysis of control systems, the NFP analysis 

can be carried out based on the linearised model of the generator and its controller; it can 

also be applied to the generator model in time-domain with network perturbed by a sweep 

of frequency. 

In the last two decades, the displacement of conventional generation by renewable 

energy sources led transmission system operators to be concerned with the reduction in 

the system inertia [1, 11]. Consequently, attention was primarily given to investigating 

control algorithms which circumvent associated frequency stability issues. That is, control 

algorithms which contained the RoCoF equation, were embedded into conventional 

DQCI controller [12]. For frequency events, droop control algorithms were also 

considered. Relatively little attention was paid to voltage stability; indeed, it had been 

assumed that any voltage stability issues could be handled by incorporating droop control. 

In the last five years, the issue of voltage stability has become significantly more important. 

Given that the consensus now is that DQCI control has fundamental issues in weak 

systems, alternative algorithms have been developed, typically emulating, to one extent or 

another, the dynamics of a synchronous machine [3]. In such control algorithms, 

synchronisation is achieved through power flow considerations. The resulting converter 

systems (including the controller) are referred to as grid-forming converters by system 

operators (e.g. published by GB National Grid [13] and ENTSO-E [14]) or virtual 

synchronous machine (VSM) techniques. In this thesis, having explored the stability 

thresholds of DQCI converter, the stability implications of adopting the aforementioned 

variations on DQCI control and alternative control approaches are studied in this work. 
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1.2 Principal research contributions 

The main contribution of the thesis are summarised as follows: 

 A novel time-domain analysis method for investigation of power system stability 

threshold associated with the voltage instability issue under high penetration of 

converters is proposed. A set of combined viability criteria to detect the instability 

has been defined, which includes the PLL locking signal in DQCI controller, 

system frequency, RoCoF, voltage magnitude and voltage total harmonic 

distortion level. The operating ranges for those parameters are chosen based on 

the existing network grid codes. Awareness of the instability phenomenon and 

system tipping points is important to assist system operators and manufacturers 

with future system planning and operation. This method can be applied to any 

time-domain power system model for tipping point assessment. This is distinct 

from traditional stability assessment methods, such as small signal stability analysis, 

which involves linearisation of the system and can become very complex (and 

thus not practical) when dealing with power systems with high penetration of 

converters.  

 A novel tool for visualisation of the responses of individual generators to a 

periodic fluctuation in network frequency herein referred to as the NFP method. 

It can be used to compare responses of converters’ different control algorithms 

with traditional SGs. The analysis can be conveniently performed using time-

domain model only. With a rapidly increasing penetration of converters, the NFP 

analysis tool could be particularly useful in the future power networks where a 

variety of control algorithms may be operating at any instant in time. The NFP 

analysis tool combined with the TPS method forms a powerful analytical 

framework to study network stability under high penetration of converters.  

 Assessment of the impact of various converter control techniques on system 

stability thresholds to provide guidance to system operators on network planning 

and regulation. While different types of converter control techniques have been 

widely reviewed under high penetration of converters, uncertainty of their effects 

on system stability and potential interactions remain. With utilisation of the TPS 

method and NFP analysis tool, such effects can be studied; the results have been 

of great interest to manufacturers and system operators. For example, GB 
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National Grid [13] and ENTSO-E [14] have considered the outcome of this 

research in their next-stage review.  

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 reviews future energy scenarios and power system challenges associated 

with increasing penetration of converters. This chapter also gives an overview of 

operation principles for traditional SGs and power electronic converters, as well as their 

control systems. The converter-related literature review includes both line-commutated 

converters (LCC)-HVDC and voltage source converters (VSC)-HVDC. The principles of 

operation of VSC-HVDC and its conventional DQCI control are included. Alternative 

converter control techniques that could contribute to the resolution of stability issues in 

converter-dominated systems are also to be reviewed and discussed. Two algorithms 

which emulate characteristics of synchronous machines, namely the Virtual Synchronous 

Machine with zero inertia (VSM0H) and VSM-type, are described in detail. 

Chapter 3 presents methodology used in this thesis, including simulation models for 

power networks, the TPS method and its detection criteria, as well as NFP tool for 

frequency response visualisation.  

Chapter 4 demonstrates and quantifies the power system instability phenomenon 

using the simulation models, which contain synchronous generation and DQCI 

converters. The tipping points are systematically assessed for small-signal and transient 

stability. NFP responses of conventional converter controlled by DQCI controller are 

studied and compared with SGs. Effects of various system model parameters including, 

but not limited to, system inertia, system impedance, generation loading level and 

existence of NLL are also explored.  

Chapter 5 explores performance of various converter control techniques reviewed in 

Chapter 5 compared to the conventional DQCI converter, and their potential enhancing 

effects on the tipping points. NFP charts for the various converter controllers are also 

compared in terms of their effects on system dynamics and potential interactions.  

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by summarising the contributions of the research, as 

well as future work that can be built upon the finding and outcomes of this work. 
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Conference papers: 

 A. J. Roscoe, M. Yu, R. Ierna, H. Urdal, A. Dysko, H. Urdal and C. D. Booth, "A 
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2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, key motivating factors for the large scale implementation of non-

synchronous devices, as well as various challenges associated with that will be discussed. 

Besides, working principles of main existing generating technologies and their controllers 

will be covered. This includes conventional synchronous generation and HVDC based 

systems as it is expected that a significant amount of power will be transferred via HVDC 

links in future interconnected systems. Additionally, the conventional vector current 

control technique for the VSC-HVDC system based on PLL to synchronise with the AC 

grid, i.e. the DQCI controller, will be described.  

The principles of operation of the DQCI controller are based on the assumption of a 

perfect PLL; that is, one which perfectly tracks the grid voltage at the point of common 

coupling. The departure from perfect phase tracking, as would occur with any real PLL 

(particularly in weak systems) leads to a cross-coupling phenomenon in the inner current 

control loop which could lead to converter and system instability issues. Therefore, 

various converter control techniques that have the potential of resolving system stability 

issues under high penetration of converters, which are categorised based on whether 

DQCI control and PLL are used or not, will be reviewed and discussed. VSM concepts, 

also termed as grid-forming converters, which have been the most popular topic in this 

field, mimic the behaviour and characteristics of a real synchronous machine based on 

the converter interface. Two representative models of VSM are covered in detail in this 

thesis: the VSM0H and VSM-type converter. Both are considered helpful for system 

stability studies and promising to assist the high penetration of converters. 

 

2.2 Driving forces behind power system changes 

The combination of an increasing global population and the 

industrialisation/modernisation of nations has led, and will continue to lead, to an 

increased demand for energy. Indeed, according to [1], the total world energy 

consumption may increase by 48% between 2012 and 2040.  

At the same time in Asian countries such as China, Japan and Korea, energy demand 

can increase by as much as 72% [1]. In particular, the partial liberalisation of Chinese 
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markets which begun under Deng Xiaoping led to and continues to drive a massive 

increase in industrialisation and wealth of many Chinese citizens. Combined with the 

continued population growth of China, this is yielding a huge increase in energy demand. 

With the Chinese government focusing primarily on economic growth in recent decades, 

it mainly used conventional, fossil fuel based, energy sources such as coal to power the 

economic transformation. However, in more recent times, the Chinese government has 

pushed for a massive increase in the deployment of renewable energy devices, culminating 

in the Chinese government’s participation in the Manila-Paris deal. This stipulates that 

full decarbonisation should be achieved by 2050 with the peaking of global emissions 

occurring no later than 2020. More immediately, the Chinese government has pledged 

that 15% of its energy generation will be contributed from renewable energy resources by 

2020 as stated in [2]. Presently, China has the largest absolute value of installed capacity 

of renewable energy devices (though this was largely due to numerous massive 

hydropower plants such as the Three Gorges Dam). Even when hydropower is not 

included, China still led the world in wind and solar generation during 2015 [1].  

The next largest contributor to CO2 emissions (as measured in 2015) is the US [1]. 

Due to the significantly smaller population, the US does actually have a higher emission 

per capita. Renewable energy sources accounted for about 16.7% of the total installed 

capacity in the United States, and 13.8% of the total electricity generation by 2015, with 

wind and solar to be the fastest-growing renewable technologies [3]. Approximately 

15GW of coal-fired generation was retired in 2015, which was the highest achieved rate 

in a single year to date.  

Whilst the US has recently withdrawn from the Paris deal, all recent administrations 

(including the current administration) acknowledge the threat posed by climate change. 

As a result, whilst the policy of the US is currently unclear, it is expected that the US will 

also move towards more renewable energy systems and more converter-based 

technologies. 

In Europe, the situation is somewhat different. Due to the modernisation of 

European countries not being a recent phenomenon and net population growth being 

moderate in comparison to nations such as China or India, most European countries have 

not experienced the same level of growth in electricity demand. However, being 

industrialised for more than a century meant that the emissions per capita were already 
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high. Indeed, as a unit, the EU contributes 9% of global emissions [1]. In an effort to curb 

emissions, the EU and nation states of Europe have set themselves targets for deriving 

increasing amounts of energy from renewables. The EU has set itself up targets for 

reducing the greenhouse gas emission progressively by 2050, i.e. the “20-20-20” targets 

[4], where a 20% cut in greenhouse gas emissions is expected by 2020 compared to levels 

in 1990, at least 40% by 2030 and 80% by 2050. By 2014, the greenhouse gas emissions 

in EU have dropped by 24% below the 1990 levels [4].  

With the majority of the Member States advancing towards the 2020 target, the gross 

electricity power generated from renewables in EU has reached to almost 26% in 2014, 

up from 15% in 2012 [5]. Figure 2-1 indicates the forecast maximum hourly penetration 

level of renewable energy sources relative to system load in the EU countries published 

by ENTSO-E in 2015 [6] for 2016, 2020 and 2025, where the penetration level of 

renewable energy source (RES) is defined by the power output from RES contributing to 

the system demand. Of the thirty-three countries in the EU, eight countries (Germany, 

Denmark, GB, Greece, Ireland, Northern Ireland, Netherlands and Portugal) are 

expected to encounter periods during which all power is provide by converter-connected 

sources; twenty-two countries (including the aforementioned countries) will reach 

penetration levels over 50% by 2025. Note that the 100% penetration levels do not mean 

that they occur simultaneously for the eight countries mentioned above on the same hour. 

Among the different types of renewable energy resources, the most popular ones in EU 

areas have been the wind and solar, whose installed capacity are forecast to increase by 

80% and 60%, respectively according to [6].  

The UK government has agreed to EU targets which stipulate that renewable energy 

sources account for 15% of total energy consumption by 2020. Since renewable energy 

sources are more easily integrated into the electricity system, it is expected that the main 

impact of renewables will occur in this sector; accordingly, 40% of electricity power is 

projected to be derived from renewable energy sources by 2022 under Two Degrees 

scenario [7]. Note that the Two Degree scenario defines the scenario where the 

environmental sustainability is the top priority, i.e. optimal development of low carbon 

energy and high penetration levels of converters. In 2008, UK government adopted a new 

Climate Change Act [8] where it is specified that the UK should reduce its greenhouse 

gas emissions by at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.  In spite of the deindustrialisation 
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of GB, which caused (and is projected to cause) a short term fall in electricity demand as 

shown in Figure 2-2, the electricity demand in GB will increase in the medium to long 

term. This is for the following reasons: a growing population, increased deployment of 

electric vehicles (EVs), and the proliferation of electric heating systems. 

 

Figure 2-1. Expected values for maximum penetration levels of renewable energy resources 

(based on power output from renewable generation over the hourly system demand power) by 

countries for 2016, 2020 and 2025 (data from ENTSO-E [6] published by 2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2. Forecast electricity demand in GB power network [7] 1 

                                                 
1 This image has been removed by the author of this thesis for copyright reasons. 
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Figure 2-3. Installed capacity of generation by type under Two Degrees scenario for GB 

power system [7] 2 

With a substantial increase of the renewable electricity sources, UK generated 7% of 

energy from renewable energy resources in 2014 [9] and 12% of energy is expected to 

come from renewable energy resources by 2020 under Two Degrees scenario [7]. The 

renewable target in GB power network will be achieved by 2022 under Two Degrees 

scenario which falls slightly beyond the targeted time due to relatively slow 

decarbonisation in the heating and transport sectors [7]. Between 2016 and 2020, as 

shown in Figure 2-3, fossil fuel including coal-fired plant and some old gas-fired power 

stations will be closed due to difficult market conditions and environmental legislation 

while the last coal-fired power station will be decommissioned by 2025. Gas generation 

will make a valuable contribution to security of the supply. New technologies led by 

renewable energy resources, mainly wind and solar, will experience further increases out 

of the total generation capacity. Due to more investment being made by introduction of 

Ofgem’s Cap and Floor Regime [10], a rapid increase of interconnectors can be seen as 

well, with installed capacity expected to ramp up by about 20 GW between 2015 and 2040 

[7]. Electricity storage technology has been evolving rapidly to support system security 

and reliability under increasing penetration of NSG, such as balancing and ancillary 

services.  

In all of the aforementioned regions, the transition to renewable-based energy will 

result in power systems that were once dominated by synchronous machines being 

dominated by converters. Even when synchronous machines are employed, for example 

                                                 
2 This image has been removed by the author of this thesis for copyright reasons.  
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in hydropower stations, the location of the plant can be far from the demand centres, 

especially in large countries such as China. To minimise transmission losses, HVDC 

systems are employed, decoupling the SGs of the hydropower station from the grid in 

which the demand centre is located. Indeed, HVDC interconnectors are already 

commonplace in China as a result of the large distances between generation and load. 

Moreover, as shown in Figure 2-4, the hourly instantaneous penetration level of NSG 

in 2030, i.e. mainly wind and PV, in the GB power network is expected to vary 

dramatically from 0% in August (moderate wind and high demand) to 165% in December 

(strong wind and low demand), which could potentially pose great challenges on system 

operation and security.  

 

 Figure 2-4. GB hourly instantaneous penetration level of NSG (%) to demand in 2030 

under Two Degree scenario [11] 

 

2.3 Operational challenges 

With dramatically increasing penetration level of converters, operability challenges to 

the existing power systems have drawn great attention of the system operators. To achieve 

a secure and reliable system operation under high penetration of converters, it is 

important to overcome such issues and ensure a smooth and efficient transition of the 

current power networks. The main challenges on frequency stability and voltage stability 

are discussed in this section. 
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2.3.1 Frequency stability 

Grid frequency is one of the most important indicators of the health of a power 

system. When generation and demand are balanced in a power network, frequency 

remains constant. As stated in [12, 13], the operational limits for contracted generators in 

the GB power system are ±0.2 Hz, i.e. 49.8 Hz to 50.2 Hz. As shown in Figure 2-5 within 

the ±0.2 Hz operational limits, the system will stay in continuous operation, and control 

system will regulate the system frequency to be as close as possible to its nominal value 

of 50 Hz.  

 

Figure 2-5. Illustrative frequency management requirement with respect to time [14] 

When there is a power imbalance, for example due to loss of a generation, the 

electrical torque demand exceeds the mechanical torque being applied to the rotors of the 

generators connected to the power system. By Newton’s second law applied to rotating 

bodies, this results in a natural deceleration of the rotors, as the power imbalance is 

compensated by the energy stored in the rotating masses of the machines. Given the 

intrinsic relationship between grid frequency and the rotor speed of directly connected 

synchronous machines, the grid frequency will drop in this scenario. On the other hand, 

e.g. following loss of a major load, system frequency will increase. Figure 2-5 shows the 

frequency response stages following a disturbance (generation and demand loss).  
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Figure 2-6. Generator with a synchronous coupling to the network (e.g. conventional SGs) 

[14] 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-7. Generator without a synchronous coupling to the network (e.g. converter-

interfaced generation) [14] 3 

System inertia is understood as the aggregated inertia of all the rotating machines in a 

power network (including generators and motors) that are directly coupled to the network. 

Such direct coupling allows power disturbances to be transferred to a change of 

mechanical torque that acts on the machine rotor, as shown in Figure 2-6, which can be 

visualised as a chain that connects a SG to the power system while a speed change can 

affect every component connected in the chain. Frequency in an infinitely strong system 

would never be shifted from nominal value, regardless of the magnitude of the transient 

event. Practically, the higher the system inertia, the slower the initial RoCoF in response 

to any transient, which results in less pronounced system dynamics following a 

                                                 
3 This image has been removed by the author of the thesis for copyright reasons.  
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disturbance and contributes to a generally higher level of system stability. However, power 

electronic devices, i.e. non-synchronous devices, are decoupled from the AC system due 

to the static AC/DC converter interface, and therefore are not able to contribute to 

system inertia. It can be described as a roller which allows power transfer between the 

generator and the network while a change in the speed on one side will not affect the 

other, as shown in Figure 2-7.  

In the GB power system, the system inertia level is already low during low demand 

periods and it is expected to decrease further between now and 2035. The system 

minimum inertia can even drop by over 60% between now and 2025/26 [15]. Even 

though the inertia level slowly increases after 2025/26 due to the construction of new 

synchronous generation, especially nuclear generation, it can still drop by more than 30%.  

The inadequate system inertia with increasing penetration of non-synchronous devices is 

already significantly affecting the operation of some synchronous areas. 

Challenges have been raised by the decreasing system inertia levels worldwide, such 

as those discussed in [14] for GB and [16] for Ireland and Northern Ireland. First, the 

widespread high RoCoF value across the network following system disturbances, i.e. loss 

of a generation or demand, could easily trip the RoCoF relay and lead to cascading 

tripping of many affected generators. According to [15, 17], the RoCoF based Loss-of-

Mains (LOM) protection setting which used to be 0.125 Hz/s, has been changed to 1 

Hz/s for all distributed generators, with a delay of 500 ms (i.e. the RoCoF must be 

continually above the threshold for a period of 500 ms before tripping is permitted). This 

is to reflect the increasing penetration of converters and their impact on system dynamics. 

In Ireland, the RoCoF grid code standard has been updated to 1 Hz/s for Ireland and 

Northern Ireland calculated over 500 ms in 2014 and the suggested compliance of RoCoF 

for any studies up to 2 Hz/s [18]. Meanwhile the level of infrequent infeed loss in GB 

national electricity transmission system has been increased from 1320 MW to 1800 MW 

since April 1st 2014 [19].   

With lowering inertia it is expected to become more difficult for the system to be 

maintained within the desired range, e.g. ±1% of 50 Hz in the GB transmission system, 

as stated in the Electricity Supply Regulations 1989 [20]. This is due to lack of 

natural/conventional frequency response provided by the converter.  
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2.3.2 Voltage stability 

To facilitate economic, efficient and safe transfer of active power across the 

transmission and distribution networks, voltage levels must be controlled within 

acceptable operation margins. In the GB transmission system, normal operating voltage 

ranges are defined as ±5% at 400 kV and ±10% at lower transmission voltages, with 

reference to [12]. Similarly, the ranges for distribution networks can be found in [21].  

Voltage depends primarily on the localised balance of reactive power supply and 

demand. When there is an excess of reactive power generation, the voltage at busbars 

nearby will rise; on the other hand, voltages will drop if there is more reactive power 

demand. When the power flows are high, electricity networks tend to absorb more 

reactive power (due to series reactance of the transmission lines and transformers), which 

requires additional source of reactive power to maintain voltages in the desired range.  

After a disturbance, such as an short-circuit fault, voltage level at nearby busbars will 

drop rapidly due to increased current as well as increased reactive power consumption. It 

is therefore important to ensure a fast fault current injection to arrest the rapid drop of 

voltages during this period. Short-circuit level (or fault level) is an important factor as a 

measure of system strength. In the conventional power systems, synchronous machines 

can provide high fault currents, typically 6 times the value of the rated current [22], 

because such generators operate as voltage sources with low internal impedance. As the 

majority of non-synchronous devices are connected to the system via power electronic 

devices, their contribution to short circuit level is limited to a great extent by the maximum 

current allowed to flow to prevent over-heating of the converter hardware. Additionally, 

the characteristics of the three-phase current contribution from an inverter in response 

to balanced and unbalanced faults can be significantly different from that of a 

synchronous machine. Therefore, increasing penetration of converter-interfaced 

generation in the power networks will lead to a significant reduction in short circuit levels 

which will impact on various aspects of system operation such as voltage management. 

Apart from the conventional regional voltage stability issues, another type of voltage 

stability issue related to the tracking performance of synchronous reference frame (SRF) 

PLL in the DQCI controller has also been discussed in the field specifically for weak 

networks, i.e. networks with high impedance, and/or high penetration of converters. 
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Traditional synchronous machines operate as balanced voltage sources connected to grid 

via a transient reactance [23]. However, conventional converters for non-synchronous 

devices typically use DQCI controller, where active and reactive power setpoints are 

translated into dq-axis rotating reference frame. This will be described in more detail in 

Chapter 2. Such method is used to control the switching bridges or multilevel modules to 

achieve actual injected currents closely marched to the reference values, resulting in a 

converter behaving as a balanced sinusoidal current source. This is required by the present 

GB and EU grid codes, such as [12, 24], even in the presence of voltage unbalance or 

harmonics. The DQCI converters also aim to have high equivalent impedance from the 

perspective of unbalance, harmonics and inter-harmonics. When there are harmonics or 

unbalance in the measured voltage waveforms, the feedback control signals could be 

affected in an undesirable way, leading to converter and system operation failures. 

Moreover, most of the existing analyses of the DQCI control scheme neglects the effects 

of the PLL. Given that the PLL has a low-bandwidth, it is more difficult for the PLL to 

track the phase of the grid at the point of common coupling, especially in a weak system 

where the voltage tends to be less stiff; hence, the performance of the PLL, and by 

extension the DQCI control scheme, deteriorates, which could affect the converter 

terminal voltage and lead to undesired cross-coupling in the dq-axis controller (as the 

measured voltage forms an input to the control loops). Such effects have been discussed 

widely such as by Lidong Zhang [25, 26], QingChang Zhong [27, 28], Ashabani Mahdi 

[29, 30], Dong Dong [31], as well as system operators, e.g. GB National Grid [32]. 

2.3.3 Sub-synchronous resonance 

Resonant oscillatory modes at a range of frequencies can occur in all electrical and 

electromechanical power systems where most of them are harmless and short lived 

because of effective damping in the system, i.e. inertia stored in the various devices. 

However, there are cases where the oscillations can grow with significant magnitude for 

a sufficient period of time, which can cause damage to devices or system instability. This 

especially involves those with associated frequencies reflected at the terminals of the 

generators close to characteristic frequencies of the connected electrical power system, i.e. 

generally lies in the sub-synchronous frequency range below nominal system frequency, 

and cannot be damped sufficiently [33].  
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Conventionally, the sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) is mostly related to 

reinforcement such as series capacitor-formed compensation [23]. Recently and in the 

future power systems, the high speed active controls deployed in numbers of power 

system technologies, such as HVDC equipment and wind turbine controllers, tend to 

provide negative damping to the system and therefore exacerbate SSRs, or so-called sub-

synchronous torsional interaction (SSTI) and sub-synchronous control interaction (SSCI) 

respectively [33], which could become increasingly relevant as regional levels of NSG 

increase [34]. Categories of SSR phenomenon are illustrated in Figure 2-8 [15]. In the GB 

national electricity transmission system, SSR has been a risk since the first HVDC 

interconnection between GB and neighbouring countries was established, which is 

generally related to current source converters operating in rectifier mode and it could 

become pragmatic when the negative electrical damping introduced by HVDC converter 

controller exceeds the positive mechanical damping from nearby synchronous generating 

units [35]. The GB Grid Code [12] requires the HVDC converter owner to hold the 

responsibility to mitigate any SSR risks that arise from the interactions between HVDC 

link and other plant by, for example, fitting the controller with an SSR damping loop.  

 

Figure 2-8. Classification of sub-synchronous interaction in power networks [15] 
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2.4 Grid code requirements for non-synchronous devices 

2.4.1 Synthetic inertia 

To overcome the problems of reduced system inertia, an idea of emulating the inertial 

response through control loops has been increasingly popular in recent years, which 

enables inverter power setpoint adjustment according to the measured value of RoCoF. 

Detailed examination of the synthetic inertia concept will be presented in Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 5. 

Some guidance as well as regulation documents, including the grid codes, have 

considered the application of synthetic inertia in non-synchronous devices as one of the 

possible options to support system operation. For example, EU ENTSO-E requires that 

the non-synchronous devices ‘shall be capable of providing synthetic inertia in response 

to frequency changes, activated in low and/or high frequency regimes by rapidly adjusting 

the active power injected to or withdrawn from the AC network in order to limit the 

RoCoF’ [24, 36]. UK system operator National Grid discussed the need for synthetic 

inertia in [37]. 

2.4.2 Frequency and voltage control 

Non-synchronous devices do not possess the inherent capability of frequency/active 

power support. With more and more non-synchronous devices to be installed in the 

power networks, the importance of providing frequency support from such devices has 

started to be realised. For example, in the GB Grid Code [12], it is required that the 

generating units, including the non-synchronous devices, be able to continuously adjust 

their output in relation to frequency across the normal operating range from 49.5 Hz to 

50.5 Hz and maintain stable operation over the entire operating range from 47 Hz to 

52Hz. It is also required that the non-synchronous devices are capable of performing a 

frequency droop between 3% and 5% and deliver a minimum frequency response of 10% 

of its capacity with no delay (or 2s delay maximum). Similarly, EU Network Codes [36] 

also have requirements regarding frequency droop response from non-synchronous 

devices for both under- and over-frequency situations.  
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Similarly, voltage regulation capability is required for non-synchronous devices by the 

grid codes [12, 24, 36] with reactive slope characteristic adjustable over a defined range, 

where reactive power control and power factor control modes could also be required.  

Such requirements have also been introduced in USA [38, 39], China [40], and Ireland 

[41]. 

 

2.5 Synchronous generator 

Synchronous generators have been the main source of the electromechanical power-

conversion devices in power systems for more than a hundred years. They are so-called 

because the frequency of generated voltage is directly linked with the rotational speed of 

the generator. Synchronous generators can be found in coal, diesel, nuclear and hydro 

power plants. Machine ratings can be in excess of 1500 MW; however, most generators 

have ratings of a few hundred MVA.  

2.5.1 Principles of operation 

The two fundamental parts of a SG are the rotor (field) and the stator (armature). The 

rotor is equipped with a DC-excited winding. The combination of the excited rotor 

winding and the rotational motion of the rotor (driven by a prime mover) produces a 

rotating magnetic field in the air gap between the rotor and stator. As a result, alternating 

voltage will be induced in the stator windings. Note that a SG and a synchronous motor 

share the same configuration. The synchronous machines can be configured to operate in 

either mode by changing conversion direction between mechanical and electrical energy. 

An illustration of the operation of a SG is shown in Figure 2-9 (a) while the equivalent 

circuit is presented in Figure 2-9 (b), where E represents the induced voltage at the 

generator internal terminal, V represents voltage at the grid connection point, and X 

represents the equivalent reactance of the generator. Note that resistance in the stator 

winding is neglected in this equivalent circuit as it is typically much smaller than 

synchronous reactance.  
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(a)                                                      (b) 

Figure 2-9. (a) Illustration of operation in a single phase of a SG; and (b) its equivalent 

circuit when connected to a grid [42] 

Active and reactive power transfer between the generator terminal and the grid 

connection point can be expressed in simplified forms by equation (2-1) and (2-2) 

respectively, where P is the active power, Q is the reactive power, and δ is the angular 

difference between the phasors E and V, i.e. the power angle.  
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2.5.2 Motion mechanics 

The rotor motion is determined by the Newton’s second law, given by equation (2-3), 

where J is the total moment of inertia of the rotating masses in kg∙m2, αm is the rotor 

angular acceleration in rad/s2, Ta is the net accelerating torque in N∙m, Tm is the 

mechanical torque in N∙m and Te is the electromagnetic torque in N∙m. Additionally, the 

rotor acceleration is described by equations (2-4) to equation (2-6), where ωm is the rotor 

angular velocity in rad/s, θm is the rotor angular position with respect to the stationary 

axis in rad/s, δm is the rotor angular position with respect to the synchronously rotating 

reference axis in rad and ωmsyn is the synchronous angular velocity of the rotor in rad/s.  
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When there is an imbalance between the electrical and mechanical torque, the net 

torque produces acceleration (or deceleration) which may be calculated using equation 

(2-3). In steady state, Tm and Te and the rotor acceleration is zero, resulting in a constant 

rotor velocity. When the mechanical torque is larger than the electrical torque, the 

generator rotor will accelerate; conversely, it will decelerate if the electrical torque is larger.  

By substituting equations (2-4) and (2-6) into equation (2-3),  
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It is convenient to express equation (2-3) in terms of power rather than torque and 

also in p.u. rather than in physical units. In the per-unit form, the swing equation 

expressed in terms of power is given by equation (2-8). The power imbalance is calculated 

using equation (2-9). Here, Pm,pu is the mechanical power in p.u. and Pe,pu in p.u. is the 

electrical power output of the generator. 
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The inertia constant H is defined by equation (2-10) with units in joules/VA, where 

the numerator part is the stored kinetic energy at the synchronous speed:  
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With the p.u. rotor angular velocity ωpu defined in equation (2-11) in rad/s, equation 

(2-9) can be rewritten as in (2-12), where ωsync is the base angular frequency (set to be the 

2π times the steady-state grid frequency), and δ is the power angle (rotor angle in electrical 

rad).  
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When taking into consideration the damping torque, whose value is proportional to 

the speed deviation, equation (2-12) can be expressed by (2-13), where Pd,pu is the 

damping power introduced by the speed deviation in p.u. as expressed in equation (2-14) 

and D is the damping coefficient.  
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2.5.3 Controllers 

To make sure the power quality indices are within standard limits, the system 

frequency and voltage have to be maintained close to their rated operational values. The 

frequency of a SG is exclusively given by the rotational speed of the generator shaft, which 

should be controlled within an acceptable operational range independent of torque 

fluctuations. Variations in the frequency are introduced by power imbalance in the 

network. Meanwhile, the excitation system must be able to automatically adjust the field 

current to maintain the required terminal voltage. An illustration of the main controllers 

of a SG is shown in Figure 2-10.  

Kinetic energy stored in the rotational masses of a turbine-generator will be released 

naturally during a power-imbalance event, such as sudden an increase of load or a loss of 

generation. Rotor speed (or generator frequency) is a key indicator of network power 

balance (or imbalance). Hence, it may be used as a control signal for governing the 

mechanical output power of the turbine, as shown in Figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10. Main controllers of a SG including turbine-governor and voltage controller [43] 

The main objective of the turbine-governor control is to ensure that the rotor speed 

is as close to its nominal value as possible. The frequency-active power relationship for 

turbine-governor control is shown in (2-15), where ∆Pm is the change in turbine 

mechanical power output, ∆Pref is the change in the power reference value, Df is the 

frequency droop slope and ∆f is the change in frequency due to a system disturbance.   
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1

 (2-15) 

To maintain the generator terminal voltage Vt, an automatic voltage regulator (AVR) 

is required to adjust the output of the generator exciter. As seen in Figure 2-10, when the 

reference voltage Vref decreases (or increases), the exciter voltage applied to the generator 

field winding is decreased (or increased) by the output voltage Vr, which then causes the 

Vt to decrease (or increase).  

In addition to turbine-governor and AVR controllers, a power system stabiliser (PSS) 

is often implemented in the exciter of a SG. The role of the PSS is to damp the small 

magnitude and low frequency generator rotor angle oscillations introduced by the voltage 

regulator actions, which are in a broad range of frequencies in the power system rather 

than a single frequency, e.g. 0.1 to 2.5 Hz approximately, by controlling its excitation using 

auxiliary stabilising signal(s). This is to reduce any potential detrimental impact on the 

system steady-state stability and power transfer capability [44]. To provide damping, the 
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stabiliser must produce a component of electrical torque in phase with the rotor speed 

deviations, such as shown in Figure 2-11 [23]. 

 

Figure 2-11. Example block diagram representation with AVR and PSS [23] 

2.6 Power system stability 

Power system stability has always been a major concern for secure system operation. 

As defined in [45], “power system stability is the ability of an electric power system, for a given initial 

operating condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical disturbance, 

with most system variables bounded so that practically the entire system remains intact.” Figure 2-12 

gives an overall classification of the power system stability problems.  

 

Figure 2-12. Classification of power system stability [45] 
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In conventional power networks dominated by synchronous machines, the main 

stability issue is to maintain synchronous operation after being subjected to a disturbance. 

Under steady-state conditions, there is an equilibrium between the mechanical torque and 

the electromagnetic torque of each generator, and their speed is kept constant. When the 

system is disturbed, the equilibrium will be disrupted and machine rotors will accelerate 

or decelerate accordingly based on the laws of motion. The resulting angle difference 

normally could be reduced by reducing the speed difference based on the power-angle 

relationship and the Equal Area Criterion, and hence, a new equilibrium will be achieved. 

However, when the angle separation is beyond a certain limit, there is insufficient 

restoring torque to react to the rotor speed differences, rotor angle instability will occur. 

When a synchronous machine losses synchronism with the rest of the system, large 

fluctuations will occur at the problematic machine(s) in the power output, current, and 

voltage, which will then cause protection system operate and trip the unstable machine. 

This stability issue is categorised as rotor angle stability which is defined as “the ability of 

synchronous machines of an interconnected power system to remain in synchronism after being subjected to 

a disturbance” [23]. 

Voltage stability refers to “the ability of a power system to maintain steady voltages at all buses 

in the system after being subjected to a disturbance from a given initial operating condition” where main 

factor causing the instability is the inability of the power system to meet the demand for 

reactive power [23]. “Voltage collapse” could occur following after a sequence of events 

accompanying voltage instability that leads to blackout or abnormally low voltages in a 

significant part of the power system [23, 46]. With increasing number of converters being 

introduced into the power systems, such as HVDC links and back-to-back applications 

[25, 47], they are usually associated with stability issues of the controller when connected 

to weak AC systems, as well as the unfavourable reactive power “load” characteristics [45].  

For both rotor angle stability and voltage stability issues, there are subcategories based 

on the severity of the disturbance, i.e. small disturbance (or small signal) stability and large 

disturbance (transient) stability.  

 Small disturbance/small signal stability is concerned with small disturbances in 

the system, such as continuous small variations in loads and generation, which are 

considered sufficiently small for linearisation of system equations to be 
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permissible for purposes of analysis. The time frame of interest is usually 10 to 20 

seconds following the disturbance [45].  

Analysis of small signal stability is usually established based on the linearised 

model (normally based on dq frame) of the network, including devices and its 

control systems, at a certain operating point and the stability is assessed based on 

eigenvalue analysis. The main challenge of the small signal stability analysis is to 

connect stability of a non-linear system to the properties of a linearised model at 

a certain operating point. For example, when analysing small signal stability of a 

network which contains a converter-interfaced generation/link connected with 

the grid via transformers and lines, efforts are required to connect the non-linear 

“converter frame” (shaped by the PLL) and “grid frame” to form the full stability 

analysis as they are based on different dq frames. This could become even more 

challenging due to difficulties on interpretation of its linearised model due to the 

non-linear blocks when ratings of the synchronous units is relatively low and/or 

system inertia is low.  

 Large disturbance/transient stability is concerned with severe disturbances such 

as system faults, sudden loss of generation/load, etc. which is also relevant to the 

pre-disturbance operating state of the system. The time frame of interest in 

transient stability studies is usually 3-5 seconds following the disturbance which 

could be extended for very large disturbances.  

Another type of the stability issues is the frequency stability which refers to “the ability of 

a power system to maintain steady frequency following a severe system upset resulting in a significant 

imbalance between generation and load” [45]. Frequency instability may result in sustained 

frequency swings which could then lead to cascaded tripping of generation units and/or 

loads.  

In this thesis, time-domain stability analysis methods for systems that contains large 

amount of converters will be introduced and used to explore system stability thresholds, 

which could be beneficial to small signal stability analysis due to the difficulties to obtain 

the linearised weak AC system model with the existence of PLL. Both small signal stability 

and transient stability will be investigated. 
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2.7 Power converters 

Power electronic converters have been used extensively in domestic, industrial and 

information technology applications. Figure 2-13 illustrates how the modern power 

networks work including electricity generation, transmission and distribution. With the 

exception of distributed generation, electricity is transferred over long distances through 

dedicated transmission lines, AC and/or DC, before being dispatched to users in the 

distributed network. To reduce transmission losses, the transmission lines operate at a 

high voltage. The distribution system will operate at a significantly lower voltage for safety 

and other practical reasons. To enable this mode of operation, power transformers are 

used to connect high voltage transmission lines to medium and low voltage distribution 

systems.  

 

Figure 2-13. Illustrated structure of modern power networks and applications of power 

electronics [48] 

Rapid development of power electronic converters has led to the steady increase of 

their usage in power systems over the past decades. The following examples are 

applications of converters: 

 power filtering to enhance power quality [49],  
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 reactive power compensation to increase the power-transfer capability of the 

transmission lines, 

 power conditioning to enable power exchange between two electrical networks in 

a controlled manner, such as back-to-back HVDC system which interfaces two 

AC subsystems at the same or different frequencies [50],  

 AC/DC/AC conversion for wind generators to transfer power through a DC tie 

line between two electrically remote AC subsystems,  

 DC/AC conversion (for PV solar array, a fuel cell, or a battery storage) to transfer 

power from a DC RES unit to the grid [51, 52],  

The ability to connect two or more unsynchronised systems is a major benefit of using 

converters. This makes it possible for a wind turbine to operate at variable-speed, which 

is beneficial for both maximum energy capture and reduction of mechanical loading. 

Converters also make it possible to connect energy storage devices such as batteries.  

Converters are referred to as either rectifiers, if the conversion is from AC to DC; or 

inverters if the conversion is from DC to AC. In this thesis, the main focus is on the 

stability of inverters under high penetration of converters in a power network. 

2.7.1 HVDC transmission systems 

Electric power transmission systems have been dominated by HVAC for more than 

a century. Debates on AC versus DC began in the 19th century, when the first DC power 

system was established by Thomas Edison and the first AC power system was founded 

by George Westinghouse and Nikola Tesla [43]. In recent years, HVDC transmission 

system has become increasingly more attractive to power system operators and companies 

compared to HVAC transmission for the following reasons [53-57]: 

 Capability to transmit bulk power over long distances via overhead lines (or 

undersea cables) with significantly reduced power losses compared to AC. 

 Capability to connect AC power networks with different operating frequencies, 

i.e. asynchronous connection between AC networks. 

 Active power flow can be monitored and controlled accurately and quickly 

through VSC controllers. 
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 Capability to mitigate or prevent blackouts since correctly-controlled HVDC links 

cannot be overloaded and power flow can be fully controlled. 

 Capability to segment different AC networks to prevent fault propagation from 

one system to another. 

 Capability to provide “black-start” support to one AC system from another(s) (if 

the appropriate converter technology is employed). 

 Capability to improve stability of interconnected systems as each system maintains 

its autonomy. 

 Capability to reduce construction costs and complexity since HVDC system 

requires two conductors while HVAC system generally requires three conductors 

or more (although power transfer capability must also be taken into account). 

 Capability, in some cases, to operate in a reduced power transfer mode following 

the loss of one conductor. 

2.7.2 LCC-HVDC 

Conventional HVDC systems are based on LCC (also known as current source 

converter) with thyristors as the main switching devices, an example of which is “HVDC 

Classic” by ABB [58]. The first commercial HVDC link in the world was constructed by 

ABB in 1954, which carried 20 MW of power at 100 kV level between the mainland of 

Sweden and the island of Gotland [59]. Presently, LCC-HVDC links can typically have 

rated power capacities as high as 1,000~5,000 MW [58]. LCC-HVDC transmission 

systems have been mainly used to transmit bulk power from large, concentrated but 

remote energy sources, e.g. large-scale hydropower plants [60], and over very large 

distances in countries such as Russia and China [61]. They are also used for short 

connections to interconnect independent AC systems, such as the connection between 

England and France [62]. 

The HVDC link is connected between the rectifier and the inverter stations to 

facilitate power transmission, normally in one pre-determined direction that is not easily 

changed. LCC-HVDC transmission systems utilise thyristor valves to enable the 

conversion between AC and DC. Based on the operating principles of thyristor, the 

thyristor valves can be switched to conduct current when the polarity of the voltages from 

AC system achieves the conditions required to trigger the thyristor. For LCC, the 
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thyristors are turned on by a gate signal, while they are turned off at the zero crossing of 

the AC current which is determined by the AC network voltage; this process is known as 

line commutation [63]. For normal operation of LCC-HVDC systems, the AC network 

has to be strong enough to facilitate completion of the commutation process and to avoid 

voltage instability. Strength of an AC network is measured by short-circuit ratio of the 

AC network to the rated power of the converter. The stronger the AC network, the higher 

the short-circuit ratio will be.  

According to [63], HVDC converters need a certain minimum recovery time to allow 

the stored charge during forward conduction state of the thyristor devices be removed 

before re-establishing a forward voltage blocking capability at turn-off state. When there 

is no sufficient time for this recovery process, the converters may experience 

commutation failures.  If the connected AC system is not strong enough and/or the AC 

network in the vicinity of the LCC-HVDC link is experiencing network transients (in 

particular, a short circuit fault which may cause an AC system voltage depression), 

commutation failures of the converters may occur. 

Commutation failures can cause DC short circuits and a breakdown in the ability to 

transmit active power. This is the main drawback of LCC-HVDC transmission systems. 

Other disadvantages of LCC-HVDC transmission systems include: AC voltage stability 

issues when connected to relatively weak AC networks, requirement for large AC side 

filters, limited operating range due to maximum commutation delay, and inability to 

control the direction of power flow [54, 64, 65]. With the requirement to improve the 

performance and flexibility of HVDC transmission systems, VSC based HVDC 

technology has been developed. This is believed to be the main technology that will 

underpin the vast majority of HVDC systems in the future and will form the main focus 

of investigation in this thesis.  

2.7.3 VSC-HVDC 

VSC-HVDC systems are markedly different from conventional LCC-HVDC 

transmission systems: they are based on high-frequency pulse width modulation (PWM) 

techniques and the use of self-commutating insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) (i.e. 

they can complete switching functions independently of the current flowing through 

them). An example of a VSC-HVDC system is the  “HVDC Light TM” by ABB [66]. VSC-
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HVDC systems are the preferred technology for connection of remote sources of 

generation, e.g. offshore wind farms, onshore wind farms, oil and gas offshore platforms, 

solar PV, etc., to AC grids. Furthermore, embedded VSC-HVDC links has been utilised 

to improve performance of existing HVAC grids [67]. 

Even though the VSC-HVDC technology is less mature compared to the LCC-

HVDC systems, it is developing rapidly. The first VSC-HVDC project was commissioned 

in 1997 by ABB and was used to interface an HVDC connection between Hällsjön and 

Grängesberg in Sweden with a length of 10 km, rated at 3 MW, 10 kV [68]. According to 

[68], the highest capacity VSC-HVDC links that have been installed to date are the 1000 

MW, including the two 320 kV links INELFE between France and Spain built by Siemens 

in 2015, a 320 kV link in Xiamen, Fujian in China built by C-EPRI in 2015, and a 350 kV 

link in Luxi, Yunnan in China built by China Southern Grid in 2016.  

A more detailed description of the operating principles of VSC-HVDC and its control 

system will be presented in the next section.  

2.7.4 Comparisons between LCC-HVDC and VSC- HVDC systems 

Based on the findings of a literature review ([65, 69-75]) focused on the characteristics 

of both LCC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC transmission systems, a qualitative comparison 

outlining the key differences and merits of these technologies has been performed, as 

shown in Table 2-1.  

For an LCC, the commutation process is controlled by the external circuit, i.e. the 

electrical AC system to which it is connected, where the turning-on and turning-off of the 

converter valves, is initiated by the reversal of the AC voltage polarity. Therefore, the 

LCC-HVDC will need additional equipment, such as synchronous compensators to 

provide AC commutation voltages for blackstart [74]. Conversely, the VSC is a self-

commutated device whose commutation process is independent of the external AC 

voltage. That is, it creates its own AC voltages in case of blackstart. Furthermore, the 

LCC-HVDC can experience commutation failure as a result of a sudden drop in the 

amplitude or phase shift in the AC voltage, which results in temporary DC overcurrent. 

This does not occur in VSC-HVDC as it is immune to any voltage dips or transient AC 

disturbance due to the self-commutation [14, 55].  
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As the duration of the commutations in LCC depends on the voltage source level and 

the commutation reactance, i.e. mainly dominated by the converter transformer leakage 

reactance), even when the firing angle is 0º, LCC consumes reactive power, which can be 

as much as 50-60% of the active power of the converter [63, 74]. VSC is capable of 

generating voltage waveforms at any phase angle relative to the system that is being 

supplied, either leading or lagging, and therefore the real power and reactive power can 

be controlled independently. Therefore, reactive compensation is normally required for 

LCC-HVDC due to its inductive nature, while it is much less required for VSC-HVDC.  

When the HVDC links are used as interconnectors between two subsystems or 

implemented in multi-terminal DC (MTDC) configuration, sometimes it is required to 

reverse the power flow direction on the link. This can easily be done on VSC-HVDC as 

the current direction can be changed which simultaneously changes the power flow 

direction and there is no need to invert DC voltage polarity. While for LCC-HVDC, the 

direction of power flow is determined by the polarity of DC voltage, i.e. the entire HVDC 

system must be taken offline for a short period of time to complete one-time power 

direction change of DC power flow [70]. Moreover, the amount of reactive power 

required in LCC varies with the active power conversion. This means that the converter 

filters and amount of reactive power compensation need to be continually adjusted when 

the load condition varies, while VSC can provide any amount of reactive power 

independently of the active power transfer [74].  

Compared to transistors, thyristors have relatively slow switching processes. 

Consequently, the switching frequency of LCC-HVDC is normally less than 1 kHz, 

whereas VSC-HVDC systems can have switching frequencies as high as 20 kHz. This way 

VSC-HVDC systems can produce cleaner waveforms. However, higher switching 

frequencies are also associated with higher losses. Hence, a trade-off must be made 

between waveform quality and losses when designing an HVDC system.  

An additional consideration to be taken into account when designing an HVDC 

system is the transformer linking the HVDC system to the AC grid. For LCC-HVDC, 

special converter transformers are required to be designed to withstand a harsher electrical 

operating environment, such as exposure to high levels of harmonics contained in the 

generated voltage waveforms [70, 71]. As the VSC-HVDC systems produce cleaned 

voltage waveforms they can connect to the grid via a conventional transformer.  
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Table 2-1. Comparisons between LCC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC technologies [65, 69-

75] 

Attributes LCC-HVDC VSC-HVDC 

Maturity of technology Mature Developing 

Adopted valve Thyristor Transistor (IGBT) 

Operation Line-commutated Self-commutated 

Commutation failure Can occur Does not occur 

Requirements on AC 
system for satisfying 

performance 
Strong AC grid No 

Power control Active power control 
Active power and reactive 

power independently 

Reactive power 
exchange with AC 

system 

~50% of active power 
transferred 

No 

Reactive compensation Required Much less required 

Power flow reversal Not achievable Achievable 

Black start capability Require additional equipment Yes 

Harmonic filter 
Large AC and DC filter 

devices required for removal 
of distortion and harmonics 

Small or no filters required 
due to insignificant level of 

harmonics 

Output voltage 
Contains significant lower-

order harmonics (if no filters 
applied) 

Near-perfect sinusoidal 
voltage waveforms 

Switching frequency ≤ 1kHz Few kHz to 20 kHz 

Converter loss 
0.7% to 0.8% of transmitted 

power 

1% of transmitted power (as a 
result of the PWM which is 
switched on and off many 

times in a cycles) 

Converter transformers Special design required 
Conventional transformers 

can be used 

Multiterminal 
configuration 

Complex, limited to 3 
terminals 

Simple, no limitations 

Mostly used for 
Transmitting bulk power for a 

long distance 

Transmitting power from 
remote area with renewable 

energy 

Converter station 
footprint (relative size) 

Large due to volume of 
harmonic filters, 200m x 

120m x 22m (100%) 

More compact, 120m x 60m x 
22m (~40%) 
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As the process of changing direction of current is not dependent on the direction of 

DC voltage, it is relatively more viable to build VSC-HVDC with more than a few 

terminals, i.e. VSC-MTDC system. They could be either radial, meshed, or a combination 

of both [54]. For LCC-HVDC it is much more challenging to form multi-terminal direct 

current (MTDC) network due to its operation principles and it is practically limited to a 

maximum of three terminals [69].  

Bearing in mind the aforementioned points, the footprint of the LCC converter 

station is normally larger than that of VSC converter station [71].  

Besides the high switching losses disadvantage of VSC-HVDC, its switching devices 

can be fatally damaged under overcurrent situations such as DC fault. As the continuous 

conduction in the diode will cause a rapid increase in DC fault current (even when the 

IGBTs are blocked) the fault can only be cleared by the dedicated DC breakers at both 

ends of the link which significantly increases the delay in restoring normal system 

operation [69]. LCC-HVDC outperforms VSC-HVDC under these circumstances due to 

the combination of smoothing reactors (that are used to limit the current peak) and fast 

converter control which drives the DC current to zero. The process of restarting the LCC 

can be achieved within 100 to 300 ms [74].  

In summary, as VSC-HVDC overcomes most of the drawbacks of LCC-HVDC 

technology, it is almost certain that it will be developed further and utilised in a wider 

range of power applications. Therefore, the VSC-HVDC technology is also the main 

focus for detailed modelling and analysis presented later in Chapters 3 and Chapter 4 of 

this thesis. 

 

2.8 Operation principles of VSC-HVDC and its control system 

2.8.1 Models of VSC 

Generally, the most common VSC models are the detailed switching model and the 

average-value model. The detailed representation of VSC includes the modelling of IGBT 

valves which allows accurate replication of the switching procedure. This approach is 

suitable for electromagnetic studies where the converter switching process is of great 

importance. A detailed operation principles of VSC will be introduced in Appendix C. 
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However, it requires small sampling time step to ensure an accurate representation of the 

fast switching actions; naturally this introduces a large computational burden, which 

would be considered unacceptable for carrying out studies of large power networks. The 

attenuation of high frequency content by the phase reactor (and possibly a capacitor bank) 

means that any high frequency content generated specifically by the switching process can 

be ignored [76]. Therefore, for the studies in this thesis, the average-value model is used 

which represents the average response of the switching devices, controls and converters 

by applying controllable voltage and current sources and switching functions, while 

neglecting the effects of high order harmonics introduced by the switching process, as 

shown in Figure 2-14.  

 

Figure 2-14. Average-value model (AVM) of VSC in single line diagram 

Note that as the power flow direction of VSC-HVDC transmission system is bi-

directional, each converter can be controlled as either rectifier or inverter. The rectifier 

and inverter VSC operation modes are quite similar except that their power reference 

values have the opposite polarities due to different power flow direction. In this section, 

operation of VSC in the inverter mode, when it is interfaced with an AC grid, is illustrated.  

Control of the DC voltage of the VSC is derived from the power conservation 

principle, i.e. power flowing on the DC side should be equal to power flowing on the AC 

side plus the converter losses. Considering ideal conversion, the formula (2-16) links 

powers on AC and DC side, where vt,abc is the voltage generated at the converter terminal, 

it,abc the current flowing at the AC side of the converter (into the AC grid), VDC is the DC 

voltage across the capacitor on the DC-side of the converter, IDC is the DC current 

flowing from the DC side to AC side of the converter.  
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DCDCcctbbtaat IViviviv  ,,,
 (2-16) 

The relationship between the ac-side voltages and DC link voltage is shown in 

equation (2-17), where mabc is the modulation index of the PWM which is the amplitude 

of the modulating signal divided by the amplitude of the carrier signal.  

abc
DC

abct m
V

v
2

,   (2-17) 

 

2.8.2 Configuration of a VSC-HVDC 

Figure 2-15. Historically, the preferred control algorithm has been based on vector 

current control, denoted by DQCI in this thesis. The topology of said control system is 

illustrated in Figure 2-16. Note that power flow of the VSC-HVDC link can be controlled 

to be in either direction between the two AC systems. 

 

Figure 2-15. Generic configuration of a symmetrical mono-polar VSC-HVDC link  

A generic configuration of a two-level VSC-HVDC transmission system is shown in  

Typically, there are transformers, phase reactors and AC filters connected between 

the converter and the AC grid to provide satisfactory performance and to meet the 

transmission specifications.  

 Phase reactors are applied to enable the control of both active and reactive power 

by regulating the current flowing through them. In addition, since the phase 

reactor is an inductive element, it also acts as a filter to reduce high-frequency 

harmonic components introduced by the switching process of the converter.  

 Normally, transformers are required to ensure that the voltages of the VSC output 

and the AC system have the correct magnitudes. The transformer, being an 

inductive element also, acts as a filter similar to the phase reactor.  
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 For two-level HVDC systems, the harmonic content is significant even with the 

filtering capabilities of the phase reactor and transformer. Consequently, a shunt 

AC filter (featuring a capacitor) is often implemented.   

Capacitors on the DC bus provide a means of energy storage since there is never a 

perfect instantaneous balance between the energy being extracted from the DC bus and 

that being injected into it.  The DC capacitor also provides a low inductive path for the 

turned-off current, i.e. current flowing in the switch valves that have been turned off. 

Furthermore, the capacitor also reduces the voltage ripple on the DC side of the HVDC 

link. 

2.8.3 DQCI control 

As an established control algorithm, vector current control is well-documented [54, 

72, 76]. In this thesis it is termed as DQCI control. Referring to Figure 2-16, it can be 

noted that the vector current control utilises a dq frame. The dq frame typically employs a 

Park and Clarke transform which will be introduced in Appendix B.  

 

Figure 2-16. VSC-HVDC configuration with its vector current control system, i.e. DQCI 

control (* represents reference value) 

The active power P, and reactive power Q, flowing through a point of interest as 

expressed in a dq-frame are given by equations (2-18) and (2-19), where vd and vq are the 

dq components of voltage measured at the point of interest and id and iq are the associated 

currents in dq reference frame. 
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Active and reactive power through the effective impedance between the converter 

and the grid can be fully controlled by modulating the converter terminal voltage, as 

shown in equations (2-20) and (2-21). 
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2.8.3.1 Phase-locked loop (PLL) 

Essentially, the PLL acts as a closed control loop, i.e. the synchronisation loop, which 

drives the q part (vq) of the measured PCC voltage in the converter dq frame to zero, and 

the phase signal it measures is also used to control the power flow from the converters. 

The basic topology of a SRF-PLL is shown in Figure 2-17 [77, 78].  

Normally, a proportional and integral (PI) control is required to act as the loop filter 

and estimate the phase to be used in the Park transform, such that the dq components are 

controlled to become constant in steady state. The three-phase voltage vabc measured at 

the converter PCC is transformed to dq variables vdq. The q-axis component vq is sent to 

the PI controller as the phase error signal and then is added on the grid nominal frequency 

ω0 to form the measured PLL frequency ωPLL. The output phase angle measured by the 

PLL θPLL is finally calculated by integration of PLL frequency. Therefore, the voltage 

controlled oscillator (VCO) generates a sinusoidal signal whose phase angle is 

proportional to the integral of the measured ωPLL. 

Conventionally, the objective of the SRF-PLL is to achieve a dq frame in which the 

voltage at the PCC is aligned with the d-axis in order to synchronise the VSC to the AC 

grid. Consequently, in ideal conditions, the q component of the voltage vq the PCC as 

expressed in the PLL dq-frame is zero. Hence, if the PLL performs satisfactorily, it follows 
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that the DQCI control should make it possible to control active power and reactive power 

independently as vq is zero in equations (2-18) and (2-19). This is one of the main 

advantages of the DQCI control.  

However, conventional DQCI control based on PLL to synchronise with the AC grid 

operates under the assumption that the grid is stiff, i.e. has a relatively low impedance, 

and the vq is controlled to zero. However, when the converters are connected to a weak 

AC grid, the voltage waveform measured at the converter PCC could be more variable 

when disturbed, which introduces a weakened phase reference generated by the PLL, i.e. 

worsened tracking of the transmission network, and could lead to instability of the 

converter. This issue has been widely discussed such as in [25, 31]. In [32], it shows that 

the capability of PLL based converters to remain stable operation and fault-ride-through 

is compromised with reduced system short circuit levels. This is potentially the major 

barrier to achieving very high penetration of converters in power networks and has drawn 

a lot of attention from researchers and manufacturers in this field.  

 

Figure 2-17. Schematic of a SRF PLL  

2.8.3.2 Inner current control 

The objective of the inner current control loop is to track the current reference 

vectors with a feed-forward control scheme and then provide updated voltage reference 

vectors to be used by the PWM to generate proper output voltage waveforms, where a 

fast independent control of the currents under system disturbances can be achieved, 

through voltage orientation from abc reference frame to dq reference frame. 
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The voltage at the converter terminal may be related to the current flowing through 

the converter and the voltage at the point of common coupling by the following 

expression: 

abctabcabcabcs vi
dt

d
LRiv ,,   (2-22) 

By applying the Clark and Park transformations, the three-phase variables can be 

transformed into the rotational dq-frame, where ω refers to the angular speed of frequency 

in the AC grid,  

q
d

ddsdt ij
dt

di
LRivv  ,,

 (2-23) 
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q
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 (2-24) 

It can be seen that both expressions contain a mixture of d and q current terms. This 

is an artefact of operating in the dq frame (derivative terms expressed in the dq frame 

produce cross-coupling). For this reason, the feed-forward terms previously mentioned 

are introduced. These compensate for the cross coupling terms. Under the assumption of 

well-established dq-frame (with vq aligned to zero), the active power and reactive power 

outputs can be controlled independently by varying the reference current values idqref by 

employing outer controllers as will be introduced in the next section. 

To represent procedure of the inner current control loop, equations (2-23) and (2-24) 

can be rewritten as follows: 
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Accordingly, the structure of the inner current controller is shown in Figure 2-18. The 

proportional and integral gains for the inner current controller need to be selected based 

on specific converter and system parameters, such as the converter switching frequency, 

DC and AC voltage levels, phase reactor impedance, AC filter design, etc.  
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Figure 2-18. Illustration of the inner current controller in the DQCI control algorithm 

2.8.3.3 Outer controllers 

The outer controllers for VSC-HVDC system generate reference current values for 

the inner controllers. idref is set by either an active power controller or a DC bus voltage 

controller; iqref is set by either a reactive power controller or an AC voltage controller. 

The modes can be selected according to specific system operation requirements. For a 

HVDC system, one of the converters must employ a DC voltage controller to make sure 

the active power flow in the system is balanced. The control laws of the aforementioned 

controllers are given in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-2. Equations for the outer controller modes  
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2.8.4 Active and reactive power capability 

While active power and reactive power in a VSC-HVDC transmission system can be 

controlled independently, there are few factors that will affect its power transfer capability, 

such as discussed in [79, 80].  

 

Figure 2-19. Active and reactive power capability for VSC-HVDC transmission 

system 

IGBTs have a limitation on the maximum current flowing through the transistor in 

case of damage to the device. This establishes the maximum MVA circle in the PQ plane, 

as shown in Figure 2-19, which is the result of multiplying the maximum allowed current 

through the device by the measured voltage at the AC-side PCC of the link. Due to this 

limitation, the MVA capability will be reduced proportionally when the AC grid voltage 

drops, as seen in the dashed lines in Figure 2-19.  

The second limitation is the maximum DC voltage level. As explained in section 2.7.2, 

the maximum voltage the VSCs can generate at the AC side is dependent on the voltage 

at the DC side, and the amplitude difference between the converter terminal voltage and 

grid voltage will then decide the reactive power flow along the system, referring to 

equation (2-21). Therefore, when the AC grid voltage is higher, the voltage magnitude 

difference will be higher, which enables increased reactive power capability; and vice versa.  

The third limitation is the maximum DC current/power flowing through the 

transmission link which will affect the active power transfer capability directly.  
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As explained before, the VSCs can alter their operating points almost instantaneously 

within the power capability range, such as rapid active power flow direction reversal by 

changing the DC current direction without changing the DC voltage polarity. 

 

2.9 Alternative converter control techniques to assist system stability under 

high penetration of converters 

In this section, converter control techniques that have the potential of resolving 

system stability issues under high penetration of converters will be reviewed and discussed. 

In section 2.8, the principles of operation of the DQCI controller are based on the 

assumption of a perfect PLL; that is, one which perfectly tracks the grid voltage at the 

point of common coupling. The departure from perfect phase tracking, as would occur 

with any real PLL (particularly in weak systems) leads to a cross-coupling phenomenon 

in the inner current control loop which could lead to converter and system instability 

issues. Therefore in this chapter, the various control techniques are categorised based on 

whether DQCI control and PLL are used or not. VSM concepts, also termed as grid-

forming converters, which have been the most popular topic in this field, mimic the 

behaviour and characteristics of a real synchronous machine based on the converter 

interface. Two representative models of VSM are covered in detail in this thesis: VSM0H 

and VSM-type converter. Both are considered helpful for system stability studies and 

promising to assist the high penetration of converters.  

 

2.9.1 Stability enhancing solutions based on DQCI control 

This section discusses the control strategies which may supplement the baseline 

DQCI controller (defined as the combination of an SRF-PLL, inner current controllers 

and the power/reactive power controllers). These solutions are grouped according to their 

objective(s): the emulation of inertia, the provision of frequency droop, the provision of 

voltage droop, and/or enhancement of PLL. 
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2.9.1.1  Inertia emulation 

It is known that the displacement of conventional generators in favour of renewables 

will result in a lower overall system inertia with the effect being a higher sensitivity of the 

grid frequency to power imbalances. Most power systems impose strict limits on grid 

frequency. Furthermore, the rate of change of frequency, which is inverse proportional 

to the inertia of the system, is a critical parameter. This is because distributed generators 

use measured frequency to detect islanding. When a distributed generator observes the 

RoCoF to be above a certain threshold, its protection system assumes that it has become 

disconnected from the main power system. Subsequently, to protect itself and de-energise 

what the protection system perceives to be a small power island, the generator trips. 

Because of this arrangement, events on the main power system may produce unwanted 

tripping when the inertia is low leading to a cascade-style instability.  

To compensate for the lower system inertia, synthetic inertia can be adopted. In the 

simplest case, the power setpoint is adjusted as shown in Figure 2-20. In this thesis, such 

a concept is quoted as the swing equation based inertial response (SEBIR) control, with 

the fundamental principle expressed by equation (2-27) which is derived from the 

commonly known swing equation [23]. Similar to the response of a synchronous machine, 

when there is a power imbalance in the system, e.g. a loss of infeed, the system frequency 

drops and the RoCoF becomes negative; as a result, the NSGs equipped with SEBIR 

control contribute active power (proportional to the measured RoCoF and inertia 

constant H) which has an effect of counteracting the impact of the original ∆P and thus 

supports the system recovery.   

2
df

P H
dt

    (2-27) 
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Figure 2-20. Configuration of SEBIR control applied as additional loop to DQCI control  

SEBIR-type control algorithms have been widely discussed for practical devices, 

ranging from battery storage to wind turbines. Also, a number of technical publication 

discussed implementations of SEBIR-like control in various applications: 

 [81-87] discussed control algorithms that make it possible to extract natural kinetic 

energy stored in the rotating elements of wind turbines and/or virtual inertial 

response from the temporary power surge of the wind farm.  

 [88-91] presented control techniques to support system frequency by 

manipulating energy stored in the DC capacitors based on power balance between 

the DC and AC side.  

 [92-95] proposed virtual inertia support method via SEBIR control and a virtual 

prime mover on energy storage system which can help with frequency restoration 

and active support after a power imbalance event.  

 [96, 97] discussed about enhancing frequency control via small scale distributed 

energy resources such as EVs.  

 It is also considered by system operators, such as EU ENTSO-E [24], GB 

National Grid [12, 37] and Ireland [41], and manufacturers such as US GE [98], 

SIEMENS [94, 99] and ABB [100] with its product EssPro Energy Storage Power 

Conversion System [101]. 

Accurate RoCoF estimation and fast response are crucial to achieve the desired effect. 

Normally, frequency is measured by differentiating the measured phase angle. For RoCoF 

measurement, there is another stage of differentiation. Differentiation term naturally 

involves an amplification of signal noise, and therefore the two stages of differentiation 

to assess RoCoF make it even harder to obtain clean and useable signal for the control 

processes. To overcome this, carefully designed filters are required with sufficiently long 

measuring windows to ensure accurate and noise-free measurement of RoCoF. 

Unfortunately, this comes at the expense of additional signal delays [102, 103]. Therefore, 

there is a trade-off between RoCoF measurement accuracy and control response time 

which should be considered carefully in the design process. Due to such reasons, in [14, 

104], SEBIR-type inertia emulation technique is termed as fast frequency response or fast 
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active power injection, which is distinct from the inherent inertial response of a 

synchronous machine.  

A PLL can be used to determine the grid frequency. However, it was shown in [105] 

that PLL Alternative algorithms include, but are not limited to the second-order 

generalised integrator (SOGI) and the Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). In [106-109], 

it was shown that PMUs provide frequency (and RoCoF) measurements with an 

acceptable accuracy, speed and robustness against faults, which has been used for many 

monitoring, control and protection applications. For that reason, the frequency 

measurement methods that will be investigated in this thesis are those used in P and M 

class PMU. A high level overview of such methods can be found in [103].  

Unlike traditional synchronous machines, the inertia constant in such inertia 

emulation strategies can be set in theory to any value as it is a control parameter. However, 

there are limitations introduced by the converter capacity and frequency measurement 

accuracy [110]. The amount of power requested is bound by the amount of energy 

available on the DC bus (conservation of energy). In addition, a constraint is also imposed 

on the current (to avoid damage being done to the switching devices). Finally, as illustrated 

by Figure 2-20, the inertia constant acts as a proportional gain in the control sense. It, 

therefore, has the ability to amplify noise if set too high but also lead to negative gain 

and/or phase margins, resulting in instability. 

2.9.1.2  Frequency and voltage droop controllers 

Provision of frequency and voltage response is crucial to ensure the network 

frequency and voltage are controlled within the required operational limits, and to avoid 

damage to connected devices, such as rotating machines, transmission lines, and other 

components. This service is normally provided by conventional synchronous machines, 

In recent years with increasing penetration of converters, researchers and system 

operators (such as grid code documents [12, 111]) have been focusing on implementing 

such capabilities on converters.  

Associated expressions for active power-frequency droop control and reactive power-

voltage droop control are shown in equations (2-28) and (2-29), with corresponding 

characteristics shown in Figure 2-21 (a) and (b) respectively, which are effectively straight 

lines with negative slopes. For example, in frequency droop control, when the measured 
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frequency drops from f1 to f2, the active power output from this unit will be increased 

from P1 to P2 (according to the characteristic with a frequency droop slope of Df) to 

facilitate the restoration of power balance in the system. The reactive power-voltage 

droop control react similarly with a voltage droop slope of Dv.  

1 2 1 2( )ff f D P P     (2-28) 

)( 2121 QQDVV V   (2-29) 

 

(a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 2-21. Droop characteristics for (a) active power-frequency and (b) reactive power-

voltage  

 

Figure 2-22. Implementation of active power-frequency and reactive power-voltage 

droop controllers as additional control loop on outer controllers of DQCI converter 

control 

Droop controllers are implemented to provide an additional power reference to the 

outer controllers of DQCI converter control system, where the power reference value 

Pref (Qref) sent to the active power controller and reactive power controller will be adjusted 
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when the measured value, i.e. frequency f (or voltage V) at the converter PCC differs from 

the reference frequency fref (or voltage Vref) based on the droop equation, as shown in 

Figure 2-22.  

Droop controllers have been used widely in the microgrids, which are regarded as 

effective control methods for active power and reactive power sharing when there are 

several paralleled converters. This is discussed in [112-114] (frequency droop control) and 

in [115, 116] (voltage droop control). Paper [117] used frequency droop control from 

both wind turbines and VSC-HVDC system where parameters for such controller should 

be selected carefully, otherwise will deteriorate the frequency response instead of 

improving it. Both active power-frequency droop and reactive power-voltage droop 

characteristics are required by [12, 24, 41] on the converter interfaces, such as HVDC 

links and DG converters. 

2.9.1.3  Enhanced PLL algorithms 

Stability issues with the PLL in DQCI control are related to the influence of the 

converter operation on the voltage measurement used for grid synchronisation, especially 

when system impedance is high. Corresponding effects on the converter dynamics could 

partially be mitigated by reducing the PLL bandwidth, which will however result in a 

slower dynamic response of the converter, as discussed in [118]. In [119], rather than 

synchronising with the weak PCC, a voltage sensor-less approach is proposed for 

synchronising to a remote and stronger point in a weak grid by a virtual flux based 

estimation. Paper [120] proposed an impedance based compensation term which was 

introduced in the traditional SRF-PLL which could ensure quasi-stationary 

synchronisation to a virtual remote point and an extension of stability range in a weak 

grid. The principles of improving performance of the PLL phase tracking and DQCI 

control is to synchronise converter control with a stiff source in the network, such as a 

slack bus. However, the existence of slack bus in real power networks is not guaranteed. 

Especially under significant penetration of converters, future power networks are 

expected to be much weaker and therefore, it is even more difficult to find a reliable point 

for the PLL to synchronise with. Moreover, although method discussed in [120] 

established a virtual remote point to facilitate PLL synchronisation by compensating for 

an estimated equivalent grid impedance, it is impractical to obtain the precise value which 
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in practice is likely to vary due to the constantly changing generation and demand, 

especially in the future power networks where intermittent generation such as wind and 

PV could be dominant. Therefore, stability issues of DQCI converter could still remain 

unsolved in the long-term, even with such enhanced PLL algorithms, such as discussed 

in [25, 121]. 

 

2.9.2 Stability improvement solutions without DQCI control 

Taking into account the control stability issues with the DQCI control and 

unsatisfying grid synchronisation using a SRF-PLL in a weak grid, converter control 

algorithms have been proposed and widely discussed to replace the conventional DQCI 

controller. Considering the benefits for existing system operation, stability enhancement 

and infrastructure, including protection and system control units, it is of great advantage 

to mimic operation principle of a traditional synchronous machine on a converter 

interface. Moreover, traditional synchronous machines with speed governor control and 

excitation control provide favourable features to support system operation in either 

transmission or distribution networks, including the provision of natural inertia and 

damping of disturbances and system oscillations, frequency regulation through governor 

droop control, control of voltage and reactive power flow, islanding operation, and high 

level of fault current infeed (as a synchronous machine operates as a voltage source rather 

than current source). Therefore, a VSM concept which enables the converters to operate 

(to a certain degree) in a fashion similar to SGs, or often quoted as the grid forming 

converter in grid code documents such as [122], has been one of the most popular topics 

in the studies of converter control algorithms to assist system stability under high 

penetration of converters.  

The current state of art of the VSM concept has been reviewed in [110, 123, 124]. In 

this section, VSM techniques for converters without DQCI control (or a PLL) will mainly 

be discussed. System inertia is considered necessary to damp system frequency and voltage 

oscillations; therefore, implementation of virtual inertia based on the Swing Equation, i.e. 

the second order model which describes only the rotor dynamics, has been discussed in 

[125, 126]. Higher order models of VSM have been proposed too, such as the first VSM 

concept [127], ‘VISMA’ concept [128, 129], ‘synchronverter’ concept [27, 28, 130-132], 
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and ‘inducverter’ concept [29, 30, 133]. [127] proposed the first VSM algorithm, which 

allows a grid compatible integration of predominantly RES even in weak grids, with 

properties such as interaction between grid and generator as in a remote power dispatch, 

reaction to transients, full electrical effects of a rotating mass, and primary frequency 

response. The ‘VISMA’ concept [128, 129] controls the inverter current to follow the 

current reference generated from its control system which emulate a traditional 

synchronous machine.     [27, 28, 130-132] proposed the ‘synchronverter’ concept where 

the inverter is controlled to generate an output voltage via embedding most of the major 

properties of a synchronous machine and act as voltage source to the grid similar as the 

traditional synchronous machine. Authors in [30, 133] presented a high order VSM model 

which provide virtual inertia and synchronising and damping power components and later 

proposed a ‘inducverter’ concept in [29] which controls the converters to act as an 

induction machine with the ability to self-synchronise with the grid without need of grid 

information and provision of virtual inertia and damping.  

Rather than implementing key features of synchronous machines, control algorithms 

have also been proposed aiming to solve the issues with conventional DQCI control and 

PLL performance, such as the power synchronisation control introduced in [25, 26, 134], 

where the VSC synchronises with the AC system through an active power control loop, 

similar to the operation of a synchronous machine, and a strong voltage support can be 

provided from such VSC terminal to the weak AC grid.  

VSM concepts provide the possibility for converters to act in a similar way to the 

traditional synchronous machines and assist with system stability and operation under 

high penetration of converters. Meanwhile, it also provides a high flexibility of the 

converter configuration, as its parameters are not constrained by the physical design, cost 

or mechanical/practical considerations that are present in a traditional synchronous 

machine. Therefore, it is possible to control and achieve desired behaviour which can be 

advantageous for both operational and economic considerations, such as desired inertia 

constant (could be limited by controller performance), high efficiency as rotor friction no 

longer exists, and critically damped oscillations.  

However, as the majority of VSM techniques drive the converter as a voltage source, 

in a similar way as the traditional synchronous machines, it is important to implement 

current limitation (even short-term current overloads) in the control system to avoid 
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damage to converter hardware, especially when there are faults presented. For most of 

the VSM techniques discussed above, insufficient consideration to current limitation have 

been given, or otherwise it is common for them to switch back to conventional DQCI 

control when there are faults detected, such as discussed in [26, 135]. [136] proposed a 

voltage drive mode of the VSC in a similar way to the power synchronisation concept 

with a fast-acting current limitation block which is capable of providing balanced or 

unbalanced fault current, which is believed to be a simple and effective way of current 

limitation and provision of balanced or unbalanced fault currents.  

In this thesis, for dynamic studies of system stability and tipping points, two 

representative VSM techniques have been used, i.e. the VSM0H algorithm based on [136, 

137] and a VSM-type architecture which emulates virtual inertia and damping power. Both 

algorithms are equipped with the current limitation blocks discussed in [136]. 

2.9.2.1  VSM0H control 

The VSM0H method of controlling a converter represents a VSM, but with zero 

inertia constant H. Figure 2-23 shows a block diagram of the control philosophy, and how 

it relates to the 3-phase switching bridge and line filter. The main control strategy is 

notable in that the only measurements needed are the currents flowing from the switching 

bridge, Iabc. Additional measurements of voltages and currents at the grid-side of the filter 

inductor can be used for fault current limiting and to optimise active and reactive power 

setpoints. There are a number of important points to note in relation to the VSM0H 

controller. 

Firstly, there is no PLL to be used for grid synchronisation. The phase angle of the 

voltage synthesised at the switching bridge is derived purely from an integrator which 

advances at a rate determined from a conventional droop slope of frequency versus 

measured active power output. This will effectively eliminate the effects of PLL 

performance and make the converter controller more reliable in a weak AC grid.  

Secondly, there is no inner current loop which attempts to produce sinusoidal 

balanced currents. Instead, the measurements of active and reactive power, averaged over 

1 cycle using adaptive boxcar filters tuned to the fundamental, are used to determine target 

frequency f and voltages |E| using the conventional droop equations. The resulting 
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frequency and voltages are used directly to derive the angle and magnitude of the drive 

voltage. Filtering the measurements of active power P and reactive power Q over 1 cycle 

is extremely useful, because when unbalance or harmonic voltages or current occur on 

the network, P and Q tend to ripple at twice fundamental (for unbalance) or higher 

frequencies for unbalanced or negative-sequence harmonics. The filtering removes these 

components entirely and leads to a steady values of f and |E| during scenarios of 

unbalance and harmonics. 

 

Figure 2-23. VSM0H converter control algorithm and single-line diagram of switching 

bridge and line filter 

Thirdly, there is nothing in the VSM0H control strategy which attempts to introduce 

any synthetic inertia. In fact, if a VSM0H converter (alone) is feeding a power island and 

an active power load-step occurs, then the frequency would experience a rapid ramp from 

the initial frequency to the new frequency, as determined by the droop slope settings, over 

one fundamental cycle. The ramp occurs over 1 cycle due to the boxcar filtering. If the 

filtering was removed then the frequency ramp could in theory occur “instantly”, although 

in practical terms this could never be measured. Although there is no inertia, the response 

rapidly tracks the droop slope, with only a small time lag. As a result this control strategy 

does not directly mitigate against RoCoF immediately following after an event. However 

the frequency nadir can be well managed by the VSM0H strategy. This is true under the 
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assumption that sufficient energy and power are available at the DC bus to provide the 

required response, which may be significant and is dependent on the change in the balance 

in load and generation. 

In this way, the converter behaves as a stable voltage source, connected to the grid 

via its filter impedance. The result is a converter which mitigates power quality in a very 

similar manner to a SG which behaves as “a voltage source behind a transient reactance” 

[138]. This is in contrast to the DQCI-controlled converter which has the objective of 

behaving as a balanced sinusoidal current source (with PLL and controller-related 

imperfections). This voltage-source behaviour is important, and as a consequence, the 

VSM0H mitigates power quality and high-frequency oscillations in the voltage waveforms 

at its connection point. 

The controller design of VSM0H is not dissimilar compared to the concept of power 

synchronisation control proposed in [139]. However, the implementation used in VSM0H 

also includes single-cycle boxcar filtering which introduces a damped resonance into the 

closed-loop response (typically at ~20 Hz), while being extremely beneficial for power 

quality, as well as an effective current limitation block with fault current provision to both 

balanced and unbalanced faults. 

2.9.2.2 VSM-type control 

Among various VSM techniques discussed in the industry which provide different 

characteristics of a synchronous machine, a simple VSM-type model (instead of the 

complex full order models) which emulates the basic characteristics of a SG is built and 

used for the comparison studies. The VSM-type algorithm has a similar output stage with 

that of the VSM0H algorithm, where waveform sent to VSC is derived from a model of 

a rotor with associated mass and damping, as shown in Figure 2-24. 
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Figure 2-24. High-level control diagram for a ‘true’ VSM converter controller with virtual 

rotor angle measured from active power output at the converter PCC 

Referring to the power angle equation shown in equation (2-1), the electrical angle 

across the filter impedance X (p.u.) can be written as δ and considered to be equivalent to 

a rotor angle. Using this analogy, the VSM-type response contains only “spring” (power 

output is proportional to δ) and “damper” (power output is proportional to dδ/dt) terms. 

The VSM-type response adds an extra “mass” term - via a finite value of inertia constant 

H. This term adds a response proportional to d2δ/dt2. This changes the response of the 

device from a purely damped response, to one with a 2nd-order transfer function with an 

associated natural resonant frequency determined by, 

HX

f
fn

2

2

2

1 0


  (2-30) 

Resonance in the VSM rotor is exact analogy of rotor oscillation in a real synchronous 

machine, and is generally in the 2-5 Hz region for normal values of H (2-10 s) and X (≈0.1 

p.u.). In some literatures, damping is considered to be a mechanical or droop-related effect, 

such as in [27, 131], but in reality any real synchronous machine with significant 

mechanical damping, i.e. friction or viscous windage, would be rejected on efficiency 

grounds. By far, the dominant damping effect in a real synchronous machine is the 
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electrical damping, whose amount is limited by physical constraints on the damper 

windings and also on electrical losses associated with them. These operate as an induction 

machine to provide a torque proportional to slip (power proportional to dδ/dt), with the 

associated inefficiency and reactive power losses inherent in an induced-rotor-current 

machine. Real SGs have damping ratios ζ of the order of 0.2 and hence the decaying post-

transient rotor oscillations observed after system events and changes in operating point. 

Therefore, in a VSM, electrical damping should be dominant as a function of the rotor 

slip angle derived from either the measured active power (as shown in Figure 2-24). 

Meanwhile, there are no efficiency or mechanical design constraints on the damping ratio 

ζ and the resulting damping term magnitude. Essentially, ζ is a freely variable parameter, 

settable in software. It is therefore possible to choose ζ=1 which will lead to critical 

damping of the rotor, and this would be a highly desirable network stabilisation tool and 

potentially omits the need for complex PSS (Power System Stabilisers) as found on SG. 

However, damping the rotor resonance right down too much might detract from some 

of the beneficial inertial response.  

As a result, the VSM-type converter has a control bandwidth much lower than 50 Hz, 

configurable droop settings via a virtual governor, and a damped rotor resonance which 

provides virtual inertia. The fact that the control bandwidth is which smaller than 50 Hz 

(compared to the conventional DQCI controller) with a 2nd-order transfer function 

response and virtual rotor inertia means that the voltage source induced by the virtual 

rotor filters is capable of generating unbalance and harmonics which appear at higher 

frequencies, while most of the conventional DQCI converters do not react to them unless 

special control blocks are designed. Similar to the VSM0H, the VSM-type converter 

behaves as a robust balanced three-phase voltage set which mitigates voltage power 

quality problems in a manner proportionate to its rating and filter reactance X.  

During close-in faults, action needs to be taken to avoid convertor destruction, as it 

is operated as a voltage source. This intervention is described in [136] and has the 

advantage that it can service unbalanced,  resistive and non-linear fault currents, rather 

than the “balanced reactive current” prescribed by existing grid codes. For the VSM-type 

algorithm in this thesis, a dynamic braking is introduced, which involves setting the virtual 

inertia constant H to an extremely high value (such as 1000 s) when there is a fault event 
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detected, i.e. when the converter terminal voltages are less than 0.85 p.u. chosen as the 

GB Grid Code [12], to prevent the integrator changing the frequency of the converter 

and advancing the operating angle under such circumstances. Such implementation 

reduces the post fault power oscillations and minimises rating requirements for converters, 

and therefore could potentially increase system stability. Related studies will be introduced 

in Chapter 5. It is rather convenient to implement such algorithm in VSM-type control as 

it is simply based on software, while for traditional synchronous machines, it requires 

additional expensive plant such as resistor banks. 

 

2.10 Summary 

In this chapter, the reasons for the presence of non-synchronous devices have been 

reviewed against the background of anticipated increasing energy demand and CO2 

emission limitation efforts around the world. With the ambition to achieve 100% 

renewable energy resources, renewable energy targets have also been set by the majority 

of countries in the world. Great efforts have been made worldwide towards achieving 

those targets. The current status and future energy scenarios for non-synchronous devices 

have also been summarised. With increasing penetration of converters, the existing power 

networks are expected to face various types of operational challenges, such as frequency 

and voltage management, system stability and power quality issues which result from the 

control mode of the conventional DQCI converters. Grid code requirements for non-

synchronous devices to deal with those issues have been briefly outlined. 

The operation principles and motion mechanics of a SG have been introduced. 

Common controllers for a SG have been discussed, including turbine-governor control, 

voltage regulator control and PSS, which ensure a reliable, stable and securable operation 

of the generator itself and also the power network it is connected to. Most of the 

renewable power generation are connected to the AC grid via power electronic converters. 

The two most common types, LCC and VSC based HVDC transmission systems have 

been described and compared. LCC-HVDC has been the main HVDC technology for 

decades and the drawbacks of this technology, such as commutation failure and lack of 

flexibility to change the power flow direction, have been recognised. Those limitations 
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can be overcome by the VSC-HVDC technique. Configuration of VSC-HVDC and its 

conventional control system have been discussed.  

Conventional DQCI control for VSC, i.e. vector current control with PLL to 

synchronise with the AC grid, has been introduced. It has also been discussed that 

satisfactory performance of the PLL and DQCI control is based on the assumption that 

the converter is connected to a stiff grid. This is no longer be true under high penetration 

of converters in the future power networks and could lead to serious stability issues. 

Converter control algorithms need to be designed and validated to improve converter 

performance as well as make it possible to achieve high penetration. Additionally, 

converter control techniques that have the potential of assisting system stability under 

high penetration of converters have been reviewed and discussed. To deal with the 

inadequate performance of the conventional DQCI control scheme in a weak AC grid, 

additional controllers have been proposed based on the conventional DQCI control, such 

as inertia emulation, frequency and voltage droop control and enhanced PLL techniques, 

which have been reviewed. While removing the DQCI control and PLL, the most popular 

choice for converter control are the VSM concepts, which have been widely discussed in 

the field. A brief review of the current state-of-art of VSM algorithms have been provided. 

Among the various techniques of VSM, two representative models, i.e. VSM0H and 

VSM-type controller, have been selected to be systematically investigated in this thesis 

according to their outstanding advantages. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, simulation models used in the studies of system stability and tipping 

point will be introduced, including a RGBT model based on RMS-simulation in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory, and a higher-fidelity APS model based on EMT-simulation 

in MATLAB SimPowerSystems. A dedicated method termed in this thesis as TPS will be 

introduced along with a set of detection criteria to determine whether the system is viable 

or unviable. The method is utilised to establish the tipping points under a variety of system 

conditions and inverter control regimes. Moreover, a frequency response analysis tool, 

termed as NFP method, will also be presented. All associated definitions and terms used 

in further simulation studies are also explained and discussed. 

 

3.2 Tipping point search method 

In order to evaluate stability issues under high penetration of conventional converters, 

a TPS method along with a set of realistic criteria from the network operator perspective 

is defined in this thesis. The TPS method can be used to assess the tipping points using 

time-domain dynamic power system models. System stability indicators including 

frequency, RoCoF, voltage magnitude, voltage THD, locking signal from PLL in the 

DQCI controller, and voltage flicker perception level have been considered to determine 

whether the system is unstable (either unstable or have unacceptable performance, termed 

here as unviable). In this thesis, when any of the following statements become true, the 

system is recognised as unstable: 

 System frequency is outwith the operating range 47 Hz to 52 Hz for a period 

longer than 500 ms, with reference to [1, 2]; 

 Magnitude of RoCoF exceeds 1 Hz/s;  

 Magnitude of the terminal voltage out of the range of ±30% of the nominal 

voltage level, with reference to [2, 3] but with additional headroom for capturing 

the instability phenomenon; 

 Voltage THD level is higher than 8% for a period longer than 1 s, with reference 

to [2, 3]; 
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 The PLL locking signal in converter DQCI control is unlocked for a period longer 

than 1 s; 

 Flicker perception level of voltage exceeds 1.96% [4] for duration of 1 s. 

Frequency, RoCoF and terminal voltages are usually monitored in traditional power 

networks. Given the ongoing transformation of power networks occurring through the 

introduction of converter-interfaced generation, monitoring both the state of the PLL 

and voltage flicker perception level should also be monitored. In the case of the PLL state, 

if the PLL cannot synchronise with the power network, the DQCI controller will perform 

in an undesirable manner; specifically, modifications to the active power setpoint could 

influence AC voltage or reactive power output more than active power output, while 

modifications to the reactive power setpoint of the converter could influence active power 

output more than reactive power output, as has been suggested by [5].Voltage flicker 

perception level is selected as well to detect the oscillatory modes appeared in the system 

at certain marginal unviable case, as when increasing the instantaneous penetration level 

of converters, oscillations will firstly be seen before the system collapses. Such marginal 

unviable cases will be introduced in detail in Chapter 4. Note that indicators mentioned 

above will be measured for both SG and DQCI converter.  

For different types of test events, the instability detection mechanism will be activated 

with certain time delay following the event, so that the actual instability can be detected 

rather than the system dynamic response during the recovery time period. In this work, 

the TPS searching is activated 1.5 s after the load step event, and 5 s after the fault event.  

There have been several types of instantaneous penetration level definitions discussed 

in literature such as [6-8], where either a specific equation has been developed for 

instantaneous penetration level, or a set of capacity values for implemented non-

synchronous devices are stated. Examples for instantaneous penetration level equation 

are shown in formulas (3-1)~(3-3), where PNSG and SNSG are the combined active power 

output and apparent power rating of all of the NSG, PSG and SSG are the combined active 

power output and apparent power rating of all the SGs, PDemand is the total system demand, 

PHVDC_import is the imported active power into the network via HVDC links (as part of the 

total NSG output power in the system), and PHVDC_export is the exported active power from 

the power network via HVDC links (as an element of total system demand). 
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Generally, when exploring the effects of various factors/converter controllers on the 

tipping points, the trends of penetration level should be similar regardless of which 

definition is used. However, in order to achieve a meaningful TPS result based on a certain 

definition, it is important to consider how the operating conditions of a power system are 

defined. For example, using definition (3-1), it would be preferable to fix the value of 

demand in order to have a common denominator in all calculations but it is not a realistic 

assumption as demand in a power network fluctuates significantly during the day. 

Therefore, in this thesis, definition (3-2) is used for the APS model in Matlab, which is 

defined as the ratio of VA ratings of the NSG to the total generation ratings (those of the 

NSG and SG) in a power network. In such way, while conducting the TPS studies, system 

rating is defined and fixed, which is closer to the reality as the total capability of installed 

generation should be a known value and generally does not change continuously unless 

one is commissioned or decommissioned. And the definition (3-3) is used for the RGBT 

model in PowerFactory which includes the import and export power through the 

international HVDC links.  

 

3.3 Simulation models 

For studies of tipping points for converters, appropriate APS model is necessary 

which should fulfil following requirements: 

 It should contain detailed representative models of different generation types with 

their corresponding controllers, and basic infrastructure such as loads and 

transmission lines. The focus of this thesis is the converter interaction with the 

AC grid it is connected to, and effects of penetration of converters on system 
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stability at transmission level. Therefore, it is assumed that DC side of the 

converters are well controlled, i.e. DC link voltage stays at constant.  

 Ratings and/or power output of the generators should be adjustable to achieve 

various penetration levels of converters and capable of conducting TPS studies. 

Moreover, for the APS models, parameters such as transmission line impedance 

can be configured either to be a fixed or a variable one, where the variable 

impedance reflects the realistic network condition changes when penetration of 

converters varies in a real network. In this work, line impedance following after a 

certain type of generation is set as per-unit values where higher penetration of this 

generation will lead to lower line impedance.   

 Parameters in the network, including system impedance, generation/load settings, 

controller settings, and any other parameter of interest should be easily adjustable 

to make sure the effects of various factors on system tipping points can be 

investigated.  

 As much as possible the simulation model should be computationally efficient as 

the search engine performs a great number of repeated simulations to identify the 

tipping points which should be completed within a reasonable timescale.  

In this thesis, two power system models have been used; a RGBT model in 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory (provided by GB National Grid) and an APS model built in 

MATLAB SimPowerSystems. The RMS-simulation based RGBT model is an equivalent 

network model representing the GB National Electricity Transmission System built and 

used by GB National Grid for system analysis and research purposes. It has mainly been 

used in this thesis for quantifying system issues under high penetration of converters. In 

order to conduct system dynamic studies based on EMT-simulation and improve 

simulation efficiency, the APS model is built not only for studies of system stability issues, 

but also the studies of TPS and exploring of effects of various types of converter 

controllers on the tipping points.  

3.3.1 RGBT model in PowerFactory 

A 37-bus equivalent network representing the National Electricity Transmission 

System of GB (based on dynamic phasor-type RMS simulation) has been made available 

for the purposes of this research. The network was modelled in DIgSILENT 
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PowerFactory by GB National Grid and it is presented schematically on the transmission 

map in Figure 3-1. Each node in the model represents a part of the system and is 

composed of relevant generation (represented as a mix of different energy sources), 

demand and HVDC interconnectors. As shown in Figure 3-2, generators within each 

zone were catagorised by fuel type, including coal, gas, nuclear, oil, hydro, pump storage, 

marine, biomass, wind, interconnectors, and synchronous compensation or embedded 

SG if this option is selected (shown as ‘others’), all of which are represented by SGs or 

static generators, including corresponding dynamic controllers as well as Static Var 

Compensators (SVCs)/static synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) to reflect system 

reinforcements under high NSG scenarios. 

The estimated active and reactive power demand (including contribution from 

embedded generation) is modelled in each zone. Transmission lines are modelled where 

the overall impedance is derived based on the line topology in each zone. All conventional 

generation is fitted with a basic governor which provides a degree of frequency control. 

Appropriate excitation systems and AVR are selected for each fuel type.  

As a number of assumptions are made in the creation of the reduced model, there will 

inevitably be limitations in terms of the accuracy of the obtained results. As a central 

substation is selected to represent the connection point of all generators contained in a 

specific zone, the electrical distance between individual generators is not captured, which 

could have an impact on the ability to capture local oscillatory modes. This RGBT model 

has been validated using the full GB model held by National Grid by conducting a series 

of tests including load flow and dynamic response. Thus, this reduced model is considered 

sufficient for the TPS studies in this thesis. 
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Figure 3-1. Reduced GB 36-bus/substation transmission model under 2030 Two Degrees 

Scenario in DIgSILENT Power Factory with UK map outline from [9] 
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Figure 3-2. General layout of each substation in the RGBT model (HVDC interconnectors 

and static compensators are not shown) 

 

Figure 3-3. Example section of the spreadsheet for dispatching the generation in the RGBT 

model to achieve various instantaneous penetration levels 
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For the case studies in this thesis, the reduced GB model has been dispatched 

according to the GB 2030 Two Degrees scenario [10]. An Excel spreadsheet has been 

used to vary the proportion of power provided from SG and NSG to achieve different 

instantaneous penetration levels of NSG in the system, with an example snapshot shown 

in Figure 3-3. Generation are dispatched zone by zone, prioritizing by fuel type and scaling 

the MVA rating of each machine and step up transformer accordingly. Loads connected 

at each substation can be scaled similarly.  

Studies in [6] have shown that the maximum penetration level of NSG is in the region 

of 65% of dispatched generation (MW), or 75% in terms of connected generation capacity 

(MVA) for the GB power system. These limits were established using the same RGBT 

model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory as used in this thesis.  

 

3.3.2 APS model in MATLAB 

In order to carry out dynamic studies over a wider range of frequencies, it is more 

suitable to utilise higher fidelity models with a smaller amount of generators, so that it is 

more focused on each of the types of the generators, rather than allowing simulations to 

become complicated and to have to incorporate an excessive amount of factors in the 

investigations and scenarios. Accordingly, an aggregated power network model based on 

EMT-simulation has been built in MATLAB SimPowerSystems, as shown in Figure 3-4. 

The model includes a single/aggregated SG, converter models with different types of 

controllers, transmission lines and loads. 

A conventional synchronous machine model has been used in this model with 

standard IEEEG1 steam turbine and governor model [11] and AC1A excitation system 

applied on the control for the SG, operating at minimum loading of 60%. In this thesis, 

the main purpose is to study the interaction of converters with the AC grid and its 

maximum instantaneous penetration level into an AC network without leading to unstable 

situation. Therefore, it is of importance to be able to investigate the dynamics of the 

inverters and their impact on the AC grid. The model of a VSC-HVDC link is chosen (as 

it is the most common converter technology) to represent the non-synchronous devices 

in the network, i.e. the DQCI converter. As it is assumed that the DC link voltage is 

constant and well-controlled, a fixed DC voltage source is used to represent the rectifier 
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side of the link, as shown in Figure 3-5. Loading of the DQCI converter is set to 60% 

referred to [12, 13].  Conventional active and reactive power controllers are chosen as the 

outer controllers to achieve desired power flow in the system. To test the steady-state 

stability, a small load step of 1% with respect to the main load, is chosen.  For transient 

stability testing a balanced three-phase solid fault is applied at the SG PCC with a fault 

clearance time set to 100 ms which is a typical expected clearance time at the transmission 

level in the GB network [2].  

 

Figure 3-4. Configuration of the APS model in MATLAB SimPowerSystems 

 

Figure 3-5. Model of DQCI converter in the APS model in MATLAB SimPowerSystems  
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One difficult aspect of simulating high penetration of converter-connected generation 

is that of initialising the simulation components, i.e. machines, governors, AVRs, and all 

converter components including PLLs and dq-axis control loops. The simulation of 

interest must not contain an infinite bus since frequency, voltage and power quality 

deviations from nominal are crucial part of the simulation. In this scenario, standard 

initialisation techniques based on load-flow solution are not sufficient. The approach 

taken in this thesis is to start the simulation with the base load, SG and an infinite bus 

initially connected together. Subsequently, the converter-based devices can be connected 

to the simulation, after their PLLs have synchronised with the voltage at the PCC. These 

devices are best added in the order of most-stable first, and least-stable last. The 

appropriate active and reactive power setpoints for each device can be estimated before 

the simulation, based upon the scenario load, the desired power split, and the droop slopes. 

However, the simulation model contains power losses, voltage drops, and 

line/transformer reactive power demands, which can be hard to estimate exactly until all 

the devices are connected and stabilised. Therefore, after all devices have been connected, 

small adjustments are made to the setpoints (termed as “power balancing control”), so 

that the active and reactive power exchange with the infinite bus reduces to almost zero, 

i.e. 0.002 p.u. based on the total system rating. Once this is achieved, the infinite bus can 

be disconnected from the simulation, and removing it should not introduce a significant 

disturbance to the system. The simulation after that point represents the behaviour of the 

network in the absence of any infinite bus, which may, or may not, be stable.  

In the APS model, the instantaneous penetration level of converters is varied based 

on the VA ratings of the generations as shown in (3-2), with a fixed total system VA rating 

(including both SG and converters) of 60 GVA with reference to the GB system rating 

in 2016/17 [14]. The active power consumption of the main load is set as the sum of total 

active power from all generation, and the reactive power consumption is defined using 

the assumed power factor of 0.95 lagging. Therefore, when the instantaneous penetration 

level defined for converters in the APS model is increased, the VA rating as well as the 

actual power output from the DQCI converter are increased. Transmission lines are 

connected between each type of generation and the main load which are defined in per-

unit (p.u.) with base power the same as the VA rating of the generation they are connected 

to. 
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3.4 NFP method 

In a meshed AC electrical network with many generators and loads, fundamental 

frequency changes continuously and it is therefore important to gain understanding of 

how individual devices contribute to frequency stability and active power balance. This 

can be achieved by examining how a device responds to a change in network frequency. 

The novel NFP method described in this section facilitates a useful visualisation of the 

response of a device to variations in network frequency over a range of dynamic 

frequencies. A clear distinction can be observed between devices that provide frequency 

support through droop-slope type response and inertial-type response. Even though the 

method is not a classical stability assessment technique, the graphical representation is 

similar to the commonly used Bode type plots, and therefore, gives a useful and easily 

understood insight into the device’s dynamic behaviour, and can offer indication of 

potential instability due to interaction of various types of devices at specific frequencies.  

The NFP method places the device within a hypothetical or “test” power system in 

which frequency is forced and modulated in a sinusoidal fashion at frequency fNFPmod, 

with a small amplitude ∆f (1% is assumed in this thesis) about the nominal frequency f0, 

which can be expressed as shown in equation (3-4).  

The value of fNFPmod changes from 10-3 Hz to 20 Hz. The device responds to this 

changing frequency with a modulated active power output, as shown in equation (3-5). 

Figure 3-6 gives a schematic illustration of the model setup used in NFP method.  

The amplitude of the frequency modulation ∆f is kept small so that no unnatural 

saturation of device control loops occur. The active power amplitude modulation ∆P (in 

p.u.) and phase modulation Φ∆P together form a response R, as defined in equation (3-6), 

when normalised to ∆f. 

)2cos( mod0 NFPffff   (3-4) 

)2cos( mod PNFPsetout fPPP    (3-5) 
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Due to the potential complexity of the systems being analysed, it may not be a trivial 

exercise to derive transfer functions representing the system dynamics, particularly in low 

inertia systems where PLL control systems are present in [15], with which Bode plots can 

be generated. Consequently, the combination of the time domain simulation, in which a 

frequency perturbation is applied (see Figure 3-6), with Fourier analysis will, in some 

situations, be easier to realise. In both cases, the amplitude of the voltage is assumed to 

remain constant at 1 p.u., so that the analysis is purely an examination of the interaction 

between active power and frequency. The NFP charts for amplitude and phase are plotted 

by setting on the x axis, and plotting the amplitude and phase of R. 

 

Figure 3-6. Illustrative schematic of NFP method where network frequency is perturbed 

and amplitude and phase of the active power change is measured 

3.4.1 Linearised model of a SG  

The analytical model of SG used for the NFP analysis is introduced in this section. In 

this thesis, the SG is modelled with the IEEEG1 steam turbine and governor model [11] 

as shown in Figure 3-7. For the purpose of the NFP analysis, the linearised model of SG, 

which is essentially the relationship between measured frequency fpu and active power 

output Pe is derived based on the schematic shown in Figure 3-8. Six main transfer 

functions representing various functions of the SG are denoted in Figure 3-8.  

0

PP
R

f

f

 


 
 
 

 
(3-6) 
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Figure 3-7. Diagram of the IEEEG1 steam turbine and governor model [11]  

 

Figure 3-8. Schematic of the SG model in this thesis 

Transfer function A(s) represents the derivation of angle (rad/s) from measured 

frequency (pu) with transfer function written as in (3-7), where f0 is the nominal frequency 

in Hz. The stator angle 𝜑𝑆 is derived from the measured frequency (pu) based on A(s) 

and rotor angle 𝜑𝑅 is taken from the output of the SG.  

The operating principles of the electrical part in the SG as well as the electrical 

damping are represented by E(s) as shown in (3-8). The first part of E(s) is the 

02
( )

f
A s

s


  (3-7) 
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representative of the power-angle relationship discussed in (2-1) assuming sinδ≈δ and 

both generator terminal voltage and voltage at the connection point of the SG to the 

network are 1 pu. X’
d is the transient reactance of the SG in pu. The second part of E(s) 

represents the electrical damping of the machine whose amount is limited by physical 

constraints on the damper windings and also on electrical losses associated with them. DE 

is the electrical damping factor, τDE is the time delay simulated for the electrical damping, 

and ω0 is the nominal frequency in rad/s. Similarly, the mechanical damping is represented 

in (3-9) while the mechanical damping factor DM is fairly low as for any real synchronous 

machine with significant mechanical damping, i.e. friction or viscous windage, would be 

rejected on efficiency grounds.  

Based on the diagram of IEEEG1 turbine and governor shown in Figure 3-7, it can 

be divided into three sub-parts to represent the functions of governor droop control D(s), 

fate and valve response V(s), and turbine machine response M(s), whose transfer functions 

are shown below in (3-10), (3-11) and (3-12) with standard time constants T and gains K 

set with reference to [11], and Df is the frequency droop gain in percentage (pu/pu) set as 

4% as default.  

The relationship between rotor angle 𝜑𝑅 and active power output is shown in (3-13), 

with representations of mechanical power output from the turbine and governor model 
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Pm, electrical power output Pe and mechanical damping power Pdm expressed in (3-14), 

(3-15) and (3-16) respectively.  

The relationship between rotor angle 𝜑𝑅 and stator angle 𝜑𝑆 can then be derived as 

shown in (3-17).  

Considering (3-7), (3-15) and (3-17), the relationship between electrical power output 

Pe and measured frequency fpu can be expressed as below shown in (3-18). 

Therefore, the NFP responses in both magnitude and phase can be analysed when 

the network frequency is perturbed.  

3.4.2 Key trendlines 

On the NFP plots, the x axis is the dynamic frequency of a network perturbation that 

is applied to the device, and the y axis shows the ∆P magnitude and phase respectively, 

which the device responds with. On the chart there are three key features, plus a number 

of more subtle details which can be interpreted to give further understanding of the device 

response, as shown in Figure 3-9 (a) and (b), for amplitude and phase respectively, which 

are explained in detail in this section. Note that asymptotes RDroop, RH and RHD shown in 

Figure 3-9 are obtained from classical linear analysis.  

( )
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P P P
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     (3-13) 
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Firstly, if the generator is configured with a governor and frequency droop, this 

creates an asymptote where R→1/Df as fNFP mod →0 where Df is the frequency droop 

slope. If the governor and droop slope are operating correctly, the device response must 

approach this asymptote, as the frequency of the perturbation tends to zero, which is 

illustrated as response RDroop. The amplitude of RDroop is expected to stay at 25% of ∆P. 

This is due to 1% network frequency change with the assumed 4% frequency droop slope. 

At the same time the phase tends to 180° due to the inverse relationship between active 

power and frequency in the drooped control arrangement.  

At lower frequencies on the x axis, the plots reveal the combined effect of droop 

control, together with governor and prime-mover response (in the frequency range 0~0.2 

Hz on the x axis, i.e. response time longer than 5 s).  

The effects in the frequency range of 0.2~2 Hz, i.e. time response between 0.5 s and 

5 s, represent rotor dynamics and everything that would be encompassed in any device 

claiming to provide true inertia. This creates a second key asymptote RH as depicted in 

Figure 3-9 (drawn for the idealistic synchronous machine without damping), and is 

expressed by equation (3-19). The response must intercept this asymptote (in both 

amplitude and the 90 phase advance relative to the droop asymptote RDroop).  

One key point about the true inertia is that by definition, rotor angle has a 2nd-order 

transfer function relationship with active power (refer to the swing equations introduced 

in section 2.5.2), i.e. perform as resonance due to the finite value of inertia constant H. 

Such resonance is unavoidable in any device which provides true inertia and must be 

damped to avoid sustained oscillations, as in a real synchronous machine.  
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(a) Amplitude chart 

 

(b) Phase chart 

Figure 3-9. Illustration of the key featured responses R introduced by the NFP method 

based on linear analysis method 
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The third key feature is that for any device which intercepts the inertia asymptote RH, 

there must be a resonant peak that occurs, typically in the region of 1-3 Hz. The resonant 

frequency is dependent on inertia (real or synthetic), impedance Xd’ and damping (real or 

synthetic), and is shown as response RHD. Both responses RH and RHD are presented with 

the assumption that there is no governor controller attached to the generator (i.e. the 

machine operates like a synchronous compensator or a flywheel). NFP response plots of 

SG and DQCI converter with all associated controllers will be introduced and analysed 

in Chapter 4.  

One important bi-product of the 2-nd order transfer function relationship in a real 

synchronous machine is that there is an upper bandwidth (in terms of modulations of 

network frequency) at which the swing equation is applicable. This upper bandwidth is 

bounded by the rotor resonant frequency, generally in the 2~5 Hz region for normal 

values of H (2~10 s) and Xd’ (~0.1 p.u.). Meanwhile, for low modulation frequencies of 

the network, i.e. < 0.1~0.2 Hz, the inertial contribution drops towards zero and instead 

the effect of droop settings and governor response become dominant. 

 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, two types of power system models used in this thesis have been 

introduced and discussed. The RMS-simulation based RGBT model in DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory will be used for studies of system stability under high penetration of 

converters, and further studies considering the effects of various types of converter 

controllers will be carried out in the EMT-simulation based on APS model in MATLAB 

SimPowerSystems.  

The TPS method applied for investigations of tipping point has also been described 

with a set of detection criteria on system indicators including frequency, voltage, voltage 

THD, locking signal in the DQCI converter control and voltage flicker perception level 

designed specifically to capture the instability introduced by high penetration of 

converters.  
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A frequency-domain analysis tool, NFP method, has been presented which can be 

used to compare response of converters with different types of control with that of a SG, 

with three key featured responses such as droop, inertia and damping.  
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4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, system instability introduced by high penetration converters will be 

investigated in both the RMS-simulation based RGBT model in DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory and the EMT-simulation based APS model in MATLAB 

SimPowerSystems, along with the system tipping points in terms of transient stability and 

small signal stability. A sensitivity analysis investigating the effects of various selected 

factors including system inertia, system impedance, DQCI converter capacity factor and 

non-linear rectifier load on the tipping points is presented. Most of the sensitivity is 

analysis is conducted using the APS model due to the lower computational cost and 

preferable modelling flexibility.  

 

4.2 Instability introduced by converters  

Traditionally, power system stability analysis has been based on the physics of 

electrical machines. This is because power systems have, historically, been mostly powered 

by synchronous machines. However, as power systems transition from the classical (SG 

dominated) power system to a converter dominated system, the validity of the traditional 

analysis is called into question; accordingly, a revised approach to stability analysis is 

required which accounts for the converters and their control systems, i.e. the TPS method 

introduced in this thesis. In this section, system instabilities introduced by high 

penetration of converters will be demonstrated.  

 

4.2.1 RGBT model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory 

The RMS-simulation based RGBT model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory reflects the 

generation capacity under 2030 Two Degrees scenario; the simulation has a sampling time 

of 0.5 ms. A three-phase solid fault is applied on two of the four HVAC England-Scotland 

interconnectors (lines between Zone 26 and Zone 27 W shown in Figure 3-1) to test the 

system stability, i.e. the N-2 criterion (one of the common test cases chosen by GB 

National Grid as stated in [1]). This fault is applied at different instantaneous penetration 

levels, where the instantaneous penetration level is defined by equation (3-3) which 

involves import/export power from HVDC transmission systems.  
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In the RGBT model, a variety of case studies are considered including all 

combinations of the following influencing factors: varied NSG, varied demand level, and 

varied import and export from international HVDC links as shown below and also in 

Table 4-1. 

 High (37 GW), Medium (30 GW) and Low (24 GW) RES production from 73 

GW of installed capacity; 

 30 GW, 35 GW and 40 GW demand compared with present variation from 18 

GW to 60 GW; 

 0 GW HVDC import/export, 3 GW HVDC import and 10GW export, and 10 

GW HVDC export only. 

The fault event is applied at 1 s with a duration of 140 ms [2] and total simulation 

time is 5 s. When the instantaneous penetration level of the DQCI converters is low, the 

system is able to return to normal operation shortly after the fault clearance as shown in 

Figure 4-1. However, as the instantaneous penetration level increases, transient instability 

and even small signal instability occur as can be observed in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 

respectively. For the transient instability case shown in Figure 4-2, the system is able to 

maintain normal operation before the fault is applied; however, the system becomes 

unstable after the fault, indicating a loss of synchronism within the network. When the 

instantaneous penetration level is increased further, the system becomes unstable even 

before the fault event as can be observed in Figure 4-3. In this scenario, steady state 

stability cannot be maintained. It is noticeable that the waveforms, immediately after the 

loss of stability, contain high frequency components which are different from typical 

transient instability cases with conventional SGs. This highly nonlinear unstable response 

can sometimes lead to numerical converge issues at a later stage of the simulation which 

is sometimes unable to complete, such as that shown in Figure 4-2.  
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Figure 4-1. Active power, reactive power and terminal voltage for a Scottish SG in the 

RGBT model under a stable case with converter penetration level slightly below tipping point  

 

Figure 4-2. Active power, reactive power and terminal voltage for a Scottish SG in the 

RGBT model under an unstable case with converter penetration level slightly above tipping 

point  

 

Figure 4-3. Active power, reactive power and terminal voltage for a Scottish SG in the 

RGBT model under an unstable case with converter penetration level significantly above tipping 

point  
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Table 4-1. Operating range in relation to NSG%, demand, and HVDC import and export in 

the RGBT model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory (✓ stands for the presence of stability and ✕ 

stands for the absence of stability) 

Instantaneous 
penetration level 

of  NSG 

No HVDC 
Import/Export 

3GW HVDC Import 
10GW HVDC Export 

No HVDC 
Import 10GW 
HVDC Export 

Load (GW) Load (GW) Load (GW) 

40 35 30 40 35 30 40 35 30 

Low (24 GW) ✔ ✕ ✕ ✔ ✔ ✕ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Medium (30 GW) ✕ ✕ ✕ ✔ ✕ ✕ ✔ ✔ ✕ 

High (37 GW) ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ ✕ 

 

Table 4-1 shows the system stability thresholds in terms of instantaneous penetration 

level of NSG for varied system demand level and HVDC import/export in GB power 

system. It can be seen clearly that the instantaneous penetration level of NSG could have 

a significant impact on system stability; indeed, all cases with a “High” instantaneous 

penetration level of DQCI converters appear to be unstable. Using the definition of 

instantaneous penetration level adopted in this thesis, when the demand level in the 

network decreases, the instantaneous penetration level of NSG increases; thus, it is no 

surprise that the system tends to become more unstable.  

Owing to seasonal variations in wind, solar radiation, weather and human activities 

(energy consumption wise), the daily demand profile varies from season to season. As a 

result, the instantaneous penetration level of NSG also changes continually and the 

network could potentially reach a tipping point. Meanwhile, power flows via HVDC links 

in and out of the GB power system could also have an impact on the system stability; this 

is particularly true when the HVDC is exporting power since it leads to lower 

instantaneous penetration level of NSG and therefore higher system tipping points.  

Tipping points found in the RGBT model with the base settings are approximately 

70% for transient stability and 85% for small signal stability in terms of dispatched MW 

based on equation (3-3).   
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4.2.2 APS model in MATLAB SimPowerSystems 

The system instability has been found in the higher-fidelity EMT-simulation based 

APS model in MATLAB. Similarly, a small load step (1% with respect to rating of the 

main load) is used to test the system small signal stability, and a 140 ms three-phase solid 

fault is applied in the middle of the system to test the transient stability. 

As introduced in 3.3.2, an infinite bus is connected at the beginning of the simulation 

to assist model initialisation, which will be disconnected when power (both active and 

reactive) contributed from the infinite bus is shared by the generation, i.e. smaller than 

0.01 p.u. based on the system MVA rating for 1 s. Total simulation time is 30 s and the 

test events are applied at 20 s where the system is expected to be stable following the 

initialisation process. Note that the APS model is configured according to the base case 

(with setups summarised in Appendix A). 

Infinite bus control is activated 2 s after the DQCI converter is switched on, which 

will distribute the active and reactive power output from the infinite bus to each type of 

generation (SG and DQCI converter in this case). This way, when the infinite bus is 

disconnected, there will not be a significant disturbance to the network which itself could 

lead to instability. As seen in Figure 4-4, both the SG and converter operate satisfactorily 

during the initialisation process where frequency and voltage is controlled within the 

desired operational range. Note that the voltages measured at both the SG and converter 

terminals are 1 p.u. before the power balance control is activated, after which the voltage 

set points of both the generator and converter have been adjusted to fulfil the 

requirements of reactive power flow including losses on the transmission lines and 

transformers. No significant disturbance is introduced by the process of removing the 

infinite bus from the system (which occurs at ~7.4s). 

In terms of small signal stability (with load step test), at relatively low penetration 

levels, the system operates satisfactorily as shown in Figure 4-4. When the load step event 

is applied at 20 s, both SG and DQCI react to the event due to their control systems 

(governor and AVR control for the SG, and frequency and voltage droop control for the 

DQCI-controlled converter) and get back to a small signal quickly after the event. The 

PLL is able to maintain satisfactory synchronization during the entire simulation, which 

indicates a stable operation of the converter control system.   
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Figure 4-4. System performance for an example under a stable case with converter 

penetration level below tipping point for small signal stability (60% instantaneous penetration 

level based on generation VA ratings) 
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Figure 4-5. System performance for an example under a stable case with converter 

penetration level slightly below tipping point for small signal stability (71% instantaneous 

penetration level based on generation VA ratings) 
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Figure 4-6. System performance for an example under an unstable case with converter 

penetration level slightly above tipping point for small signal stability (72% instantaneous 

penetration level based on generation VA ratings) 
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As the instantaneous penetration level increases, increasing oscillations following after 

the infinite bus disconnection and load step events can be seen in the power outputs and 

terminal voltages. Figure 4-5 demonstrates a marginally stable scenario in which large, but 

decaying, oscillations can be seen following islanding of the network. 

However, as the instantaneous penetration level increases further, significant 

oscillations whose amplitudes grow with time (as opposed to decay in the previous 

scenario) are found in the system frequency, voltage and power outputs from the 

generation after the initialisation stage as shown in Figure 4-6. The fact that the system 

cannot even survive the disconnection of the infinite bus, which in this setup is equivalent 

to a very small load step, definitively demonstrates that small signal stability is 

compromised in weak systems. It should be noted that under these conditions, the 

frequency of DQCI converter ramps between 40 Hz and 60 Hz which is a result of the 

frequency limitations applied to the PLL. In this case, this is where a tipping point is 

reached. It is obvious that almost all the stability indicators introduced in the TPS method 

are expected to be tripped in this unstable case, such as frequency, RoCoF, voltage, flicker 

perception level, and converter PLL locking signal. Voltage THD levels do not exceed 

the operation limitation as there is no harmonic content existed.  

A similar phenomenon has been found with the transient stability (with the fault test) 

as shown in Figure 4-7~Figure 4-9, where system performance under stable, marginally 

stable, and marginally unstable cases are displayed respectively. With a relatively low 

penetration level of the converters, it can be seen that both the SG and DQCI converter 

behave satisfactorily without the infinite bus connected to the network; furthermore, the 

generator and converter are both able to survive the 140ms three-phase fault, returning 

to steady state operating conditions quickly after the disturbance. In marginally stable 

cases, the system can still continue normal operation before the fault event; the generator 

and converter are able to return to steady state after the disturbance as well; however, 

significant oscillations can be seen in the generation power outputs, terminal voltages and 

frequencies. As the instantaneous penetration level increases, the instability started to 

present and the oscillations grow with time. Tipping points found in the APS model based 

on the base model are 71.5% for small signal stability and 65.8% for transient stability.  
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Figure 4-7. System performance for an example under a stable case with converter 

penetration level below tipping point for transient stability (60% instantaneous penetration level 

based on generation VA ratings) 

 

 

Figure 4-8. System performance for an example under a stable case with converter 

penetration level slightly below tipping point for transient stability (65% instantaneous 

penetration level based on generation VA ratings) 
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Figure 4-9. System performance for an example under an unstable case with converter 

penetration level slightly above tipping point for transient stability (66% instantaneous 

penetration level based on generation VA ratings) 

Note that, in general, tipping points found in different simulation models could vary 

because system configuration and settings are significantly distinguished from one 

simulation to another. However, the existence of the tipping points is important to be 

revealed. 

Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 show the dq-axis currents in the DQCI converter control 

under a stable case and an unstable case for transient stability and small signal stability 

respectively. It can be seen that, for the stable cases, both id and iq are well controlled with 

reference idref and iqref, where the magnitude of idq is constrained to around 2 p.u. (in RMS 

value) by its corresponding PI controllers in recognition of the semiconductors’ limitation 

on overcurrent capability. A small disturbance can be seen at 20 s where the load step 

event occurs as shown in Figure 4-10(a), and significant spikes present in both id and iq 

due to the fault occurrence but they can return to original small signal levels after the fault 

is cleared as shown in Figure 4-11(a).  
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(a) 71% instantaneous penetration level based on generation VA ratings (a stable case) 

    

(b) 72% instantaneous penetration level based on generation VA ratings (an unstable case) 

Figure 4-10. Responses of dq-axis currents for small signal stability 

   

(a) 65% instantaneous penetration level based on generation VA ratings (a stable case) 

   

(b) 66% instantaneous penetration level based on generation VA ratings (an unstable case) 

Figure 4-11. Responses of dq-axis currents for transient stability 
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However, for the unstable cases, it can be seen that oscillations are introduced in idq 

and idqref, due to the poor track of PLL when the system becomes weaker. Also as voltages 

measured at the DQCI converter connection point will be used in the PLL and inner 

current control loop in the DQCI converter control system, the increasing oscillations in 

the voltage waveforms will cause further deterioration of the network stability.  

In [3], it is discussed and proven based on state-space linear analysis that small-signal 

stability of the DQCI control is directly related to the phase angle output of the PLL 

relative to the system reference angle. The system reference angle is ideally that of a stiff 

point in the network, such as a strong grid connection point. In this thesis, as there is no 

infinite bus connected in the APS model, the stiffest point is considered to be the 

connection point of the SG. Intuitively and based on analysis in [3], the higher the angle 

difference between DQCI converter measurement point and the SG connection point, 

the system is expected to be more unstable; this is because of phase tracking errors which 

lead to undesirable cross-coupling in the inner current control loop. In this thesis, such 

angle difference is quoted as steady-state angle difference (SSAD).  

 

Figure 4-12. Effects of penetration level of converters on the SSAD in APS model 

Figure 4-12 shows the SSAD in the APS model with instantaneous penetration level 

of converters increases from 10% to 70% (as tipping point of small signal stability for the 

base model is 71.5%). It can be seen that the angle difference increases while penetration 

level increases, from 12.8º to 19.0º which is aligned with discussion above. Such angle 
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disturbances directly affect the operation of the inner current controllers in the DQCI 

converter by introducing unexpected cross-coupling in the dq-axis currents idq. Note that 

for later case studies, the SSADs in the APS value are all measured with a fixed 

instantaneous penetration level of 50% and based on the base model except for the factors 

to be investigated which will be varied.  

 

4.2.3 NPF analysis 

As introduced in 3.4, response, R, of a specific type of generation and its controllers 

can be analysed using the NFP method, either using classical analysis of the device transfer 

function (if known), or by time-domain simulation (and Fourier analysis). To carry out 

analysis based on transfer functions, main function blocks of the generation controllers 

have to be linear, such as that of a SG. In this section, the NFP charts describing responses 

of the SG and a DQCI converter will be demonstrated based on the time-domain 

simulation analysis method, while the simulation model for NFP analysis is validated by 

comparing the response of a SG obtained by both linear analysis and time-domain 

simulation analysis. As shown in Figure 4-13, the two approaches are generally consistent 

both in terms of the amplitude and phase. Note that the models for SG and DQCI with 

their controllers are the same as in the APS model in aspects of both configuration and 

settings, and both are set with a 4% frequency droop slope.  

NFP charts of SG and DQCI converters are shown in Figure 4-14, marked as RSG 

and RDQCI along with the three key features RDroop, RH and RD discussed in 3.4. The results 

indicate that the modulation frequency fNFPmod requires actions which are faster than the 

prime mover and governor are physically capable of, but that the modulation frequency 

is too slow to initiate a large inertial contribution. For a real SG attached to a prime mover, 

there is usually a band of modulation frequencies between these two initial regions, i.e. 

0.001 to 0.2 Hz which represents dynamics of 5s or longer, for which the amplitude of 

RSG both diminishes in value and approaches the droop asymptote. The convergence with 

droop asymptote is due to the dominance of the turbine governor. For a modulation 

frequency range of approximately 0.2 to 2 Hz, i.e. 0.5 to 5 s dynamics, RSG follows the 

inertia asymptote RH (and RHD) for both amplitude and phase, until it reaches a rotor 

oscillation mode at around 2 Hz. For modulation frequencies higher than 2 Hz, i.e. 
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dynamics faster than 0.5s, RH (and RHD) is dominated by the machine damping effect, 

where amplitude response decreases and phase lags with increasing frequency. The 

response RSG follows RH and RHD in their corresponding modulation frequency regions as 

expected.  

In comparison, the response RDQCI is quite different. In the region 10-3 to 10-1 Hz, RDQCI 

follows the droop asymptote; this is due to the 4% frequency droop slope applied in the 

DQCI converter. It starts to drop off in amplitude for modulation frequencies higher 

than 0.2 Hz, which does not follow the inertia asymptote. This is to be expected since 

there is no inertia contribution from the DQCI converter. Similarly, the phase of RDQCI 

begins to drop from around 0.02 Hz and experiences an even deeper slope after 4 Hz. 

Note that the ‘spike’ seen in the phase chart of RDQCI  is the wrapped phase which is 

displayed in the range of 0º to 360º. This reduction in phase response of the DQCI 

converter can become nearly anti-phase with the SG rotor oscillation. A significant phase 

difference up to 130º between RSG and RDQCI can be introduced when the SG is following 

the inertia asymptote at around 0.3 to 0.5 Hz. Even larger differences can be found at 

high modulation frequency regions beyond 4 Hz, which can be easily affected by any 

settings in the DQCI control system and would be difficult to predict in any actual power 

system. In addition, oscillations found in APS model when approaching marginally 

unstable cases have frequencies in the range of 4 to 8 Hz, which is consistent with the 

NFP charts where large phase differences are evident. Therefore, the steep phase slopes 

shown in the NFP charts could indicate a tendency for instability at high penetrations.  
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(a) Amplitude chart 

 

(b) Phase chart 

Figure 4-13. Comparisons of NFP responses for SG obtained based on classical linear 

analysis and numerical simulation  
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(a) Amplitude chart  

 

(b) Phase chart 

Figure 4-14. NFP charts for SG (RSG) and DQCI converter (RDQCI) obtained by time-

domain simulation along with the three key trend-lines RDroop, RH, RHD predicated by classical 

linear analysis  
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4.3 Investigation of possible reasons for instability 

Among the significant number of factors in a power system that can have an effect 

on the system stability and tipping points, factors of interest, such as system inertia, system 

impedance and load types, will be explored as the most influential in this section. Note 

that the APS model in MATLAB is used in this section to limit the complexity and 

required simulation time for conducting numerous tipping point studies which could be 

excessive in the DIgSILENT PowerFactory RGBT model due to large number of 

generators.  

4.3.1 System inertia 

In a power network, the overall system inertia is typically defined by (4-1), where N is 

the total number of generators, Hi is the inertia constant of generator  (measured in 

seconds), Si is the VA rating of generator , Ssystem is the total system VA rating, and Hsystem is 

the aggregated system inertia constant (measured in seconds). When the combined ratings 

of converters increases, generation that contributes to system inertia decreases and 

therefore, overall system inertia will decrease as well. In the TPS studies for the effects of 

inertia, besides of the “natural” changing of system inertia with different penetration levels, 

the inertia constant in the SGs, HSG, is varied. Normally, HSG for a single turbine generator 

is in the range of 2~10 s depending on the turbine type and number of poles of the rotor 

[4].  

system

N

i

ii

system
S

HS

H

 1  

(4-1) 

In the MATLAB APS model, the inertia constant of the SG, HSG, is varied between 

1 s and 10 s, and two extreme test cases are also included where HSG is 50 s and 100 s. 

This is to explore the effect of high inertia constant in the simulation model, even though 

the values are unrealistic in the real world. As seen in Figure 4-15, system inertia does not 

affect the tipping points in terms of small signal stability significantly, with tipping point 

only varying less than 0.6% while HSG increases, even with the extreme cases (not shown 

on the graph). Additionally, the SSAD measured at steady state with varying inertia is 

shown in Figure 4-16. With HSG increases, the SSAD only changes less than 0.4º, which 
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is in agreement with the tipping point results. The relationships between tipping points 

and SSAD cannot be visualised clearly in this case study as the effect of system inertia is 

fairly less significant. Note that when measuring the SSAD in this section, system settings 

are the same with that in the base model whilst the factor to be investigated (such as 

system inertia) is varied to explore its effects.  

In terms of transient stability, inertia has a positive effect on the tipping point as 

shown in Figure 4-15. It appears that system inertia affects more significantly in the range 

of 1~3s of HSG by increasing the tipping points from 59.3% to 67.8% (was 67.8% for 

base model where HSG =5 s). This is understandable as inertia only play an effect during 

a short time period after disturbances and is expected to influence more on the transient 

stability, rather than long-term small signal stability.  

It leaves no doubt that system inertia is important to maintain normal system 

operation, such as discussed in system operator documents [5, 6] and research papers [7, 

8]. However, based on the studies above, the system inertia turns out to be a non-

significant factor for tipping points as well as the system stability defined in this thesis.  

 

Figure 4-15. Effects of system inertia on tipping points in terms of small signal stability and 

transient stability based on the APS model in MATLAB 
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Figure 4-16. Effect of system inertia on SSAD in the APS model  

 

4.3.2 System impedance 

In a power network, system impedance could change constantly/continuously with 

varying system configurations, for example, removing/adding of transmission lines, 

varying loads and generation, etc. With increasing penetration of RES and HVDC links, 

system impedance is expected to increase, which makes the power networks weaker. In 

order to investigate on the effects of system impedance in a more intuitive way, in the 

APS model, the impedance (both resistance and reactance) of the transmission line 

connected after the DQCI converter is varied, i.e. increased from 4 km to 36 km (20km 

in the base model).  

The tipping point results are shown in Figure 4-17 in terms of both small signal 

stability and transient stability. With the converter transmission line longer, i.e. system 

impedance higher, it can be seen that the system is liable to become unstable in terms of 

both small signal stability and transient stability, with tipping points dropped to 

approximately 51.6% and 53.1% respectively in the investigated range. This is in 

corresponding with the expectations as the higher the system impedance, the larger 

voltage deviation is introduced at the converter connection point due to increasing 

disturbances shown in the PLL and inner current controller in the DQCI control, and 
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therefore affect the network stability as a whole. It also shows that the increased system 

impedance has slightly higher impact on the tipping points in terms of transient stability.  

Figure 4-18 shows the SSAD measured in the APS model when varying the converter 

transmission line length. As the line length increases, i.e. system impedance increases, 

increasing SSAD has been introduced to the system which is as expected. Across the 

investigation range, the SSAD varied for about 37.4º. It can be noticed that the trend of 

SSAD shown in Figure 4-18 aligns with that of the tipping points for small signal stability 

shown in Figure 4-17. By showing the results of the SSAD with relationship to tipping 

points, as shown Figure 4-19, it confirms the theoretical analysis that the system could 

become more unstable with higher angle difference between the converter PCC and grid 

reference point.  

Figure 4-18 shows the SSAD measured in the APS model when varying the converter 

transmission line length. As the line length increases, i.e. system impedance increases, 

increasing SSAD has been introduced to the system which is as expected. Across the 

investigation range, the SSAD varied for about 37.4º. It can be noticed that the trend of 

SSAD shown in Figure 4-18 aligns with that of the tipping points for small signal stability 

shown in Figure 4-17. By showing the results of the SSAD with relationship to tipping 

points, as shown Figure 4-19, it confirms the theoretical analysis that the system could 

become more unstable with higher angle difference between the converter PCC and grid 

reference point.  

The studies show a clear effect of the system impedance on system stability, which 

also implies the negative effect of converters when they are connected with the grid due 

to the high impedance between the converter terminal and grid connection point. Also it 

is preferable to keep the system impedance lower the possible within an acceptable range 

related to the system ratings to maintain stability and enhance system strength. However, 

this value is difficult to estimate for a real power system due to the complex system 

architecture and configuration, including constantly varying generation and load.  
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Figure 4-17. Effects of system impedance on tipping points in terms of small signal stability 

and transient stability based on the APS model in MATLAB 

 

Figure 4-18. Effects of system impedance on SSAD in the APS model 

 

Figure 4-19. Relationship between tipping points in terms of small signal stability and SSAD 

with effects of system impedance 
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4.3.3 Converter capacity factor  

The actual average electrical energy output from various types of generation over a 

certain time period divided by their maximum rated electrical energy output in the same 

period of time is quoted as the generation’s capacity factor [9]. Normally, capacity factor 

of a specific generation can vary depending on various factors such as their capability and 

reliability of electricity production, electricity demand, as well as constraints from 

regulations and market forces. For conventional generation such as coal fired power 

plants and nuclear power plants, the capacity factors are at an average of 60% to 90% 

mainly due to their operation efficiency and running costs [10]. However, for RESs, 

capacity factors could be much lower, at an average around 10% to 40% [10]. One of the 

key reasons for such low capacity factors in renewable devices (besides of that have been 

mentioned above) is the nature of the RESs, which come from natural sources and local 

weather conditions could become an important impact factor, such as wind, solar and 

hydro. Ongoing technology improvements on RES are making them more reliable and 

competitive electricity sources with increasing capacity factors. According to [11], the 

capacity factors for onshore wind, offshore wind and solar PV averaged across the world 

are 33%, 31% and 26% respectively.  Examples of estimated capacity factors for different 

types of utility-scale renewable energy generation in 2017 in the U.S. are shown in Figure 

4-20.  
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Figure 4-20. Range of recent capacity factor estimates in 2017 for utility-scale renewable 

energy technologies in the U.S. [12] 
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For the case studies in this thesis, capacity factor is defined as the actual power output 

from the generation and its rated power. The range of capacity factor to be explored on 

the DQCI converter is selected as 10% to 100% taking account of the current status and 

expected future scenarios.  

Effects of capacity factor in the DQCI converters on the tipping points for both small 

signal stability and transient stability are shown in Figure 4-21, while generally the tipping 

point increases slightly for capacity factor lower than 40~50% but drops rapidly (for about 

17.7%) beyond that. The highest tipping points that occur in the APS model are 72.3% 

for small signal stability (with DQCI capacity factor of 50%) and 68.6% for transient 

stability (with DQCI capacity factor of 40%).  

It can be observed that the tipping point is relatively insensitive to capacity factor 

when the capacity factor is between 0 and 50%; conversely, the tipping points exhibit 

strong sensitivity to capacity factor once the capacity factor is increased beyond 50%. This 

is reasonable as the power angle between the DQCI converter PCC and the stiffest point 

in the network, i.e. the SG PCC, could be larger due to increased power outputs from the 

converters based on their ratings, based on power angle equation in (3-1). In Figure 4-22, 

it can be seen that the SSAD decreases slightly within 5º but increases greatly by about 

23.1º with capacity factor increased from 50% to 100%. The relationship between tipping 

points in terms of small signal stability and SSAD, again, confirms the theory where higher 

SSAD could leads to lower tipping points, as seen in Figure 4-23.  

Therefore, despite the obvious economic advantages of operating at a higher capacity 

in the DQCI converters, there could potentially be a danger of system becoming unstable 

when DQCI converters are at high capacity factors, which should be considered by 

system operators and manufacturers. It is assumed that all the DQCI converters operate 

under the same capacity factor in this section; however, in reality, a set of converters at 

any instant can have a set of values of capacity factor (potentially one unique value for 

each converter), which could produce different results. However, it is believed that it is 

of more importance to show that there could potentially be an impact from the capacity 

factor in DQCI converters but rather than the exact values of tipping points.  

Compared with the system impedance case studies discussed in section 4.3.2, where 

tipping point in terms of small signal stability changes for 51.6% with SSAD changes for 
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37.4º, the DQCI capacity factor case studies have a change in tipping point of 17.7% in 

terms of small signal stability with SSAD changes for 23.7º. The trends confirm the theory 

that a power system is expected to be more unstable with higher SSAD between the 

converter terminals and the stiffest point in the network.  

 

Figure 4-21. Effects of DQCI converter capacity factor on tipping points in terms of small 

signal stability and transient stability based on the APS model in MATLAB 

 

Figure 4-22. Effects of DQCI converter capacity factor on SSAD in the APS model 
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Figure 4-23. Relationship between tipping points in terms of small signal stability and SSAD 

with effects of DQCI converter capacity factor 

 

Table 4-2. Comparisons of changes in tipping point (in terms of small signal stability) and 

SSAD for system impedance and DQCI CF case studies 

Case studies Tipping point change SSAD change 

System impedance 51.6% 37.4º 

DQCI capacity factor 17.7% 23.7º 

 

4.3.4 NLL 

Power systems are designed to operate at frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz; however, certain 

types of devices could produce currents and voltages with frequencies that are integer 

multiples of the nominal fundamental frequency, which are known as power system 

harmonics. As a form of electrical pollution, the presence of harmonics in the power 

networks leads to voltage and current distortion. Conventionally, harmonics problems 

could mainly be caused by saturated devices, e.g. the third harmonic currents caused by 

saturated iron in transformers and machines has been encountered by using delta 

connection of the transformer to block the third harmonic currents [13]. Recently, these 
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power quality issues have become more complicated due to the increasing use of power 

electronic devices in the power networks.  

Normally, in a stiff power system with a relatively low impedance and high short-

circuit level, the power quality problems are not significant as the voltage/current 

distortion in such networks is usually small. However, when the system is weak with high 

impedance and low short-circuit level, problems caused by the harmonics cannot be 

ignored anymore. Unlike some of the transient events, such as lightening which only lasts 

a few milliseconds, harmonics will produce continuous distortion of voltage and current 

waveforms which is a small signal periodic phenomena, and so does the side effects it 

could produce, such as device overheating, impact on measurement accuracy, and 

nuisance tripping. 

Note that the THD is used as the measure of the harmonic distortion in this thesis, 

as introduced in Chapter 3.  

 

Figure 4-24. Configuration of three parallel single-phase rectifier (with resistor and capacitor 

connected in parallel at the DC side) forming as the NLL 

In this section, three single-phase bridge rectifiers are connected in parallel to form 

the three-phase NLL, as shown in Figure 4-24, which normally produce voltage distortion 

with odd number harmonics. A resistor load is connected at the DC side of the rectifier 

along with a capacitive filter in parallel, while their values (for single phase) are calculated 

based on (4-2) and (4-3). Vdc is the voltage level at the DC side of the single-phase rectifier, 

PNLL is the total power consumption at the NLL (whose a third is the power consumption 

at each rectifier), f0 is the nominal frequency in Hz, and kripple is the percentage of voltage 

ripple which is normally set to 5%. A test model in MATLAB is built to test the non-

linear rectifier load as shown in Figure 4-25, which consists of a three-phase source block 

to represent the network (with X/R ratio of 10 and short-circuit level of 10 GVA), a delta-

wye 275kV/11kV transformer, a total load of 100MW where a resistive load and a non-
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linear rectifier load share equally. The delta-wye transformer is used to eliminate the triple 

harmonics at the load side.  
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To visualise the harmonic distortion, the Fourier Analysis Tool in MATLAB 

Powergui is used where 10 cycles are selected for the measurement based on the IEC 

61000-4-7 standard and phase A of selected voltages/currents is analysed as example. 

When there is no non-linear rectifier load connected, i.e. the resistive load consumes 

100MW, no harmonic contents are seen in both voltages and currents in the system, with 

an example of Fourier Analysis on the network voltages as shown in Figure 4-26, and also 

the magnitudes of the voltages and currents stay at 1 p.u.  

However, when the rectifier NLL is connected (consuming 50 MW of the total load), 

both voltage and current waveforms are distorted with significant harmonic contents. As 

shown in Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28, significant odd order harmonics are seen in both 

the voltage and current waveforms at the load PCC, which are the unique characteristics 

of the single phase NLL. It can also be seen that both of the waveforms are distorted 

from the normal sinusoidal ones, with significantly increased magnitude of the current at 

the load PCC; however, the magnitudes of voltages and currents at the fundamental 

frequency are lower (0.9879 p.u. and 0.9322 p.u. respectively) as a fact due to the effects 

of increased harmonics. THD levels are increased significantly as well, i.e. 7.61% and 

43.09% shown in the load voltage and current waveforms respectively.  

Since the delta-wye transformer connected in between of the load PCC and network 

PCC, it is clearly that the 3n harmonics, i.e. 3rd, 6th, 9th, etc. generated from the NLL are 

greatly suppressed, as seen in Figure 4-29 and Figure 4-30 of the Fourier analysis of the 

voltage and current at the network PCC. Increased THD levels have been witnessed in 

the analysed waveforms at the network PCC but which are less than that are measured at 

the load PCC due to effects of the transformer.  
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In the APS model, the rectifier NLL (three single phase rectifier loads connected in 

parallel) is connected in parallel with the system main load. A delta-wye isolation 

transformer (with nominal system voltage level of 275 kV set to both primary and 

secondary side of the transformer) is connected right after the NLL to assist system 

performance under the presence of harmonic contents.  

 

Figure 4-25. Model configuration for testing the single-phase rectifier NLL 

 

Figure 4-26. Fourier analysis of harmonic distortion of phase A of the network PCC 

currents when NLL is not connected 
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Figure 4-27. Fourier analysis of harmonic distortion of phase A of the load PCC voltages 

when NLL is connected 

 

Figure 4-28. Fourier analysis of harmonic distortion of phase A of the load PCC currents 

when NLL is connected 
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Figure 4-29. Fourier analysis of harmonic distortion of phase A of the network PCC 

voltages when NLL is connected 

 

Figure 4-30. Fourier analysis of harmonic distortion of phase A of the network PCC 

currents when NLL is connected 
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Figure 4-31. Voltage THD measured at the SG PCC with various percentages of NLL in the 

APS model 

 

Figure 4-32. Effects of various percentages of NLL out of total system load on tipping 

points in terms of small signal stability and transient stability based on the APS model in 

MATLAB 

As seen in Figure 4-31, with increasing penetration of NLL in the network model, the 

voltage THD level experiences a dramatic change, increasing from 0% to 12.7%. In the 

TPS method, limitation on voltage THD level selected for instability detection is 8%. 

Therefore, with it is expected that when the non-linear rectifier load increases to above 

about 16% out of the total system load in this APS model, the system could be classified 

as unstable, which is aligned with the tipping point results shown in Figure 4-32. It can 
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be seen that tipping points in terms of both small signal stability and transient stability 

drops slightly due to the increased percentage of NLL which could slightly bring “forward” 

the instability phenomenon, but the system will be unstable with more than 16% of NLL 

where the power quality could be problematic.  

 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the system instability introduced by high penetration of converters, as 

well as the stability thresholds, i.e. the tipping points, in terms of transient stability and 

small signal stability have been investigated in both power system models in DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory (RMS-based simulation) and MATLAB SimPowerSystems (EMT-based 

simulation).  

Effects of system parameters, including system inertia, system impedance, converter 

capacity factor and NLL, on system tipping points have been investigated using the TPS 

method in the APS model. It has been found that there is a direct relationship between 

the voltage SSAD between the converter terminal(s) and the stiffest point in a network 

with the system stability as well as tipping points, where higher SSAD could lead to lower 

tipping points, i.e. negative effect on system stability.  

The ranges and trends of tipping points are useful to system operators and 

manufacturers. However, learning in details of the combined effects of all the various 

factors in a power network (which could be more than a hundred) could end up in a 

complicated multi-dimensional studies which does not sits in the aims of this thesis. Note 

that the tipping points could vary in a different model with various configuration and 

setups. Meanwhile, poor power quality contents in real power networks, such as converter 

switching noises, could potentially decrease the tipping points and destabilise the system 

significantly.  
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5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the effectiveness of the converter control techniques reviewed and 

discussed in Section 2.9 will be investigated in the APS model based in MATLAB 

Simulink. The NFP analysis tool is used to compare the performance of the 

aforementioned control algorithms against that of a synchronous generator. Distinct from 

the DQCI converter, which causes the converter to behave as a current source, the VSM 

algorithm makes the converter operate as a voltage source. The latter is regarded as 

preferable from a system stability perspective as it compensates for the loss of critical 

services that synchronous generators naturally provide. Case studies including load step 

and balanced/unbalanced fault events have been carried out on the VSM0H converter 

and VSM-type converter to provide insights of their dynamic responses.  

 

5.2 Frequency and voltage droop controllers on DQCI converter 

In the APS model, frequency and voltage droop controllers are implemented as an 

augmentation of the DQCI converter control; more specifically, the active power and 

reactive power setpoints are based on frequency and voltage variations respectively. First-

order low-pass filters (LPFs) are applied to both droop controller outputs. Principles and 

implementation of the droop controllers are shown and discussed in section 2.9.1.2.  

In this section, the effects of frequency and voltage droop controllers on system 

stability and tipping points are investigated. The droop slopes (Df and Dv) and time 

constants in the LPFs (τ_Df  and τL_Dv) of both the frequency and voltage droop controllers 

are included in the analysis. Based on [1-3], the droop slope gain to be investigated ranges 

from 4%, representing an aggressive droop response, to infinity, representing no 

frequency/voltage droop response with actual setting in the model to be 1e9. Based on [4] 

the maximum admissible value for the time constants that enable full initialisation of the 

simulation (i.e. settling into a steady state) in 30 s is 0.5 s. Therefore, in this section, time 

constant to be investigated for both controllers varies between 0.01 s to 0.5 s.   
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Figure 5-1. Effects of frequency droop slope Df  in DQCI converter and its LPF time 

constant τ_Df  on system tipping points for small signal stability 

 

Figure 5-2. Effects of frequency droop slope Df  in DQCI converter and its LPF time 

constant τ_Df  on system tipping points for transient stability 
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Figure 5-3. Effects of voltage droop slope Dv in DQCI converter and its LPF time constant 

τL_Dv on system tipping points for small signal stability  

 

Figure 5-4. Effects of voltage droop slope Dv in DQCI converter and its LPF time constant 

τL_Dv on system tipping points for transient stability 
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Effects of frequency and voltage droop slopes in the DQCI converter and time 

constant in their corresponding LPFs on the system tipping points in terms of both small 

signal stability and transient stability are shown in Figures 5-1~Figure 5-4. The figures 

demonstrate that the tipping points can be affected significantly when changing the 

selected settings in both controllers. However, with high droop slopes, i.e. 100% and 

beyond, the time constants in the LPFs have very little impact on the tipping points.  

It can be also seen that the droop controllers can have a negative effect on system 

stability; system stability is further compromised when the drooped signal is poorly 

filtered. These results are reasonable as the introduction of droop controllers increases 

the interactions in the inner current control loop in the DQCI converter. Meanwhile, less 

filtering means there could be more noise produced by the measurement process.  

When comparing the results from both droop controllers, it can be seen that the 

voltage droop controller has a greater influence on the tipping points than does the 

frequency droop controller. This also reveals the main cause of instability, i.e. the 

disturbed drive voltages at the converter terminal when the network is weak that are then 

fed back to the DQCI control system could definitely worsen the control performance.  

 

5.3 SEBIR control in DQCI converter 

SEBIR control is considered to have the potential to improve system stability during 

loss of generation. Effectively, the converters with SEBIR control attempt to measure 

frequency and provide a power adjustment proportional to RoCoF and a particular 

chosen value of emulated inertia constant HSEBIR as explained in Section 2.9.1.1. The 

control principle for the SEBIR controller is as given in (5-1), where M(s) represents a 

measurement window/filter for RoCoF, F(s) represents post-filtering applied to the 

measurement of RoCoF, and R(s) represents the response of the actual power control in 

the converter. Note that df/dt is the measured RoCoF in Hz/s and system nominal 

frequency is f0 in Hz.  

dt

df

f

H
sMsFsRP SEBIR

pu

0

2
)()()(  (5-1) 
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It is important to note that particular measurement methods used to measure 

frequency and RoCoF are of great importance to the performance of SEBIR control. For 

example, the PLL found in the conventional control topology could be used to measure 

frequency, from which RoCoF is estimated. However, it has been shown (e.g. in  [5]) that 

using a PLL to measure frequency is not always accurate or effective. Therefore, frequency 

measurement methods to be investigated in this section for SEBIR control include both 

P class Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) and M class PMU. A high level review of the 

PMUs can be found in [6].  

The P class PMU uses a symmetrical filter with a length of 3 cycles, and so the 

measured value is vulnerable to disturbances and noise from transients, inter-harmonics, 

flicker and instrumentation noise. Using a P class PMU to measure either frequency or 

RoCoF is generally not recommended for these reasons. Nevertheless, it is selected to 

highlight the sensitivity of SEBIR control to RoCoF measurement quality.  

The M class uses a filter with a substantially longer measuring window of 11 cycles; 

consequently, the measured value contains significantly reduced noise and ripple levels in 

comparison to the P class measurement. A low-pass filter is added to the power setpoint 

adjustment signal ∆PSEBIR, separately from the low-pass filter applied for the frequency 

droop signal ∆PDf, as shown in Figure 5-5.  

 

Figure 5-5. Implementation of SEBIR control in addition to the active power controller for 

DQCI converter in the APS model 
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Figure 5-6. Tipping points in terms of steady state stability in APS model with SEBIR 

control implemented on DQCI converter using M class PMU to measure the RoCoF 

 

Figure 5-7. Tipping points in terms of steady state stability in APS model with SEBIR 

control implemented on DQCI converter using P class PMU to measure the RoCoF 
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It has been found that significant filtering is required for the SEBIR signal ∆PSEBIR in 

the APS model due to noise generated from the measurement process, even when using 

PMU measurement. Otherwise, system stability limits could easily be reached even with 

a small amount of converters. For this reason, the time constant in the SEBIR low-pass 

filter to be investigated is chosen to be from 0.5 s to 1 s.  

Intuitively, with increasing inertia constant in the SEBIR control, i.e. increasing effect 

of SEBIR control in the system, the system should become more stable, with higher 

tipping points. However, Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 show that the introduction of SEBIR 

control is counter-productive; that is, stability margins are diminished, rather than 

enhanced. This phenomenon is independent of choice of PMU (P or M class), and also 

independent of the noise levels in the signals. It is also noticed that using M class PMU 

to measure the RoCoF produces much better results (with respect to tipping points) than 

using the P class PMU.  

In this “inadequate” provision of “synthetic inertia”, a total time lag of more than 

approximately 1 cycle produces a response markedly different from that of a synchronous 

generator. The time/phase lags mean that although the power response may be “useful” 

in terms of dealing with frequency nadir, the phase of the response can be quite different 

to the 90º phase advance that the true inertia possesses. If the delays are too long, the 

SEBIR control will provide no mitigation of the initial RoCoF during an event. 

Furthermore, if the delay happens to cause a phase lag that is 180º different from the 

equivalent true inertial response, the output power adjustments provided by the SEBIR 

control could operate in anti-phase to the rotor swings of a real synchronous machine, 

magnifying classical rotor oscillations, and thereby, degrading network stability.  

One of the key problems in abetting short-term changes in grid frequency through 

SEBIR controllers is determining RoCoF. RoCoF measurements are notoriously 

susceptible to large errors and ripples in the presence of noise, potentially due to various 

power quality imperfections. DQCI converter designers would typically expect smooth 

power targets to their inner current control loops. To achieve this, long measurement 

windows and long filtering time constants are applied, such as the P class and M class 

PMUs. If the total measurement window and response lag become too great, it poses a 

serious doubt on whether the SEBIR control could be helpful at all in mitigating system 
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RoCoF. Publications [7, 8] discussed similar effects of SEBIR control which was better 

termed as “Fast Frequency Response”.  

To visualise the impact of measurement and control delays, the SEBIR control has 

been applied on the NSG in the RGBT model with manually-adjustable control delay, as 

the frequency/RoCoF measurement appears to be “instantaneous” in PowerFactory. 

Analysis of the impact of measurement delay in the SEBIR control on the converter 

response is shown in Figure 5-8. It can be seen that even a short time delay of two cycles 

(40ms) causes instability in the network.  

A deeper understanding of the critical difference between a true inertial response from 

a synchronous machine and the SEBIR response from a DQCI converter can be gained 

by studying the NFP charts shown in Figure 5-9. Clearly, the SEBIR response is different 

to that of the real synchronous machine, particularly with respect to phase of the response. 

It appears that the SEBIR-equipped DQCI converters, either with P or M class PMUs, 

can act in antiphase to SG rotor oscillations, at particularly “unfortunate” combinations 

of RoCoF measurement window and/or filter lags. The response is good in terms of the 

low-frequency dynamics, but is quite different to a real synchronous machine in terms of 

modulation frequencies above 0.2 Hz. The results might look quite different if different 

RoCoF measurement windows or filter windows were applied. Nevertheless, it is 

interesting to note that implementing SEBIR control on conventional DQCI converters 

may not assist system stability as has previously been suggested. 
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Figure 5-8. Effects of SEBIR control with various delay in the control loop in the RGBT 

model shown from frequency measured at a Scottish nuclear station in GB network  
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(a) Amplitude chart 

       

(b) Phase chart 

Figure 5-9. NFP charts for SG, DQCI and SEBIR-equipped DQCI obtained by time-

domain simulation along with the key trend-lines RDroop and RH predicated by classical linear 

analysis   
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5.4 VSM0H converter control 

As introduced in 2.9.2.1, VSM0H control algorithm makes converter behave like a 

voltage source. Such a converter control technique is expected to be less insensitive to 

power quality issues and high frequency oscillations in the voltage waveforms at the point 

of common coupling (PCC). Accordingly, the VSM0H algorithm is beneficial to system 

stability under high penetration of converters.  

In this section, responses of VSM0H converter to system disturbances such as load steps 

and faults are simulated. The results of NFP analysis are also studied and compared with 

the synchronous generator. Subsequent to this, an APS model is developed comprising a 

VSM0H converter connected in parallel with SG and DQCI converter. This model is then 

used to evaluate the tipping points in terms of small signal stability and transient stability.  

5.4.1 VSM0H dynamic response 

 

Figure 5-10. Network model for comparison studies of SG and VSM0H-type converter 

Figure 5-10 shows a schematic diagram of the electrical network modelled in 

MATLAB Simulink which is used in the comparative studies of a SG and a VSM0H-type 

converter under various system disturbances including a 5% load step, a balanced three-

phase fault, and an unbalanced phase-to-phase fault. The two types of generation are 

connected in parallel and share the 400 MW load (with a lagging power factor of 0.95), 

equally. The transformers, rated at 200 MVA with 0.15 p.u. reactance and 0.005 p.u. 

resistance, step up the voltage from 33 kV (distribution level) to 400 kV (transmission 

level). Both lines have a reactance of 0.04 p.u. and resistance of 0.005 p.u. (X/R ratio of 
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8) on 200 MVA base. The two types of generation are configured so that their responses 

are comparable. The test events are applied at 30 s and the total simulation time is 40 s. 

5.4.1.1 Load step with VSM0H converter 

A 5% load step relative to the system main load with a lagging power factor of 0.95 is 

applied in this case to test responses of the generation to a power imbalance event.  

Responses of both SG and VSM0H are shown in Figure 5-11. It can be seen that both 

generators respond to the additional load step and a new system equilibrium is achieved.  

As soon as the frequency starts to deviate from its nominal value, the active power output 

of both generators ramp up. In the SG, inertia and governor controller contribute to 

frequency response and help to regain power balance in the network. The peak value of 

the first pulse in SG active power response is determined by the machine inertia and is 

proportional to RoCoF. On longer time scales, the increased power output is achieved 

through governor control.  

With the VSM0H being a static voltage source, its current output instantly increases, 

causing the active and reactive power to evolve accordingly. As the input to the core 

control loop, the drive voltage magnitude and angle are changed correspondingly based 

on the droop equations. Such responses take place over a cycle due to the one-cycle 

boxcar filter applied to the measured active and reactive power. After the initial cycle, its 

power outputs (P & Q) gradually increase to support the additional load. Values of active 

and reactive power of both generators settle at the same levels due to the same frequency 

and voltage droop slopes applied. 

It can be noticed that voltage measured at the SG PCC dropped more than that 

measured at the VSM0H PCC. This is due to the slower response of the voltage regulator 

than the droop response and reactive power support from VSM0H. It is also worth 

mentioning that under an event featuring power imbalance, the frequency experiences a 

rapid ramp from the initial frequency to the new frequency over one fundamental cycle. 

This could be beneficial to frequency nadir after the disturbance (under the assumption 

that sufficient energy is available at the DC bus); however, it could also introduce a high 

initial value for RoCoF, which needs careful consideration to avoid the unnecessary 

tripping of RoCoF-sensitive protection devices.  
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(a) Active power output 

 

(b) Frequency 

 

(c) Reactive power output 

 

(d) Voltage 

Figure 5-11. Responses of SG and VSM0H converter under the event of a load step 
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5.4.1.2 Balanced three-phase fault 

In this case study, a balanced three-phase fault is applied in at the load PCC at 30 s 

with a duration of 140 ms. Current limitation of the VSM0H converter is set to ± 2 p.u. 

Response waveforms including voltages, currents, frequency, active power, voltage and 

reactive power of SG and VSM0H converter are shown in Figures 7-12~Figure 5-14. 

Both generators perform satisfactorily, producing balanced currents during the fault; 

both recover after the fault is removed. It can be seen that, similar to the SG, VSM0H 

starts to provide current injection to the fault location immediately after the fault is applied. 

Contributing to fault current is required and desired in power systems so that the fault 

event can be detected by protection devices and cleared effectively before causing more 

serious problems. However, due to the hardware limitation on the converter itself, 

converter currents are normally limited to 1.5~2 p.u. as seen in Figure 5-13(b) compared 

to 4~10 p.u. as seen in Figure 5-12(b) (instantaneous current contribution from 

synchronous sets). Therefore, with high penetration of converters (regardless of the type 

of control technique) in the future power networks, it is important to bear in mind that 

the fault current contribution will be significantly reduced such as discussed in [7].   

The voltages of both generators experience a significant drop due to the vicinity of 

the fault. The voltage magnitudes are determined by the electrical proximity (impedance) 

of the relevant generator to the fault location, which are the same for SG and VSM0H 

converter in this model. Similarly, active power outputs from the generators dropped 

significantly during the fault due to the reduced voltage levels.  
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(a) SG terminal voltages 

    

(b) SG currents 

Figure 5-12. Responses of SG under a balanced three-phase fault 

 

(a) VSM0H terminal voltages 

  

(b) VSM0H currents 

Figure 5-13. Responses of VSM0H converter under a balanced three-phase fault 
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(a) Active power output 

 

(b) Frequency 

 

(c) Reactive power output 

 

(d) Voltage 

Figure 5-14. Responses of SG and VSM0H converter under the event of a balanced three-

phase fault 
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5.4.1.3 Unbalanced phase-to-phase fault with VSM0H converter 

Under unbalanced phase-to-phase fault, similar to the case with balanced three-phase 

fault, the VSM0H converter responds quickly in a similar way as the SG. It is worth 

mentioning that during the phase A to phase B fault VSM0H (as a voltage source) 

produces corresponding unbalanced currents naturally, in the way similar to SG. On the 

other hand, a DQCI-controlled converter typically has the objective of behaving as a 

balanced sinusoidal current source and a modified control algorithm is required to provide 

the capability of generating unbalanced currents, e.g. to meet the requirements stated in 

grid code documents such as [4]. The voltage-source behaviour of the VSM0H is 

therefore critical. It mitigates power quality and high-frequency oscillations in the voltage 

waveforms at the connection point. On the other hand, behaving in a similar way to the 

SG makes it possible to inherit fundamental ways of operation and control of the 

traditional power systems, such as the conventional protection schemes, and therefore, 

reduces various barriers and challenges during the transition to networks with significant 

penetration of converters.  

 

(a) SG terminal voltages  

 

(b) SG terminal currents 

Figure 5-15. Responses of SG under the event of an unbalanced phase A to phase B fault 
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(a) VSM0H terminal voltages 

   

(b) VSM0H terminal currents 

Figure 5-16. Responses of VSM0H converter under the event of an unbalanced phase A to 

phase B fault 

 

5.4.2 Tipping point studies 

For this study the VSM0H converter was implemented in the APS model in 

MATLAB Simulink. The VSM0H model is connected in parallel with the SG and DQCI 

converter to explore the system tipping points with various penetration levels of VSM0H-

type converter, as shown in Figure 5-17. As introduced in section 3.3.2, impedance 

(resistance and reactance) of the transmission lines is the same in p.u. while its value in 

Ohms is scaled according to the VA rating of the generation connected behind of the line. 

In this model, the penetration level of VSM0H represents its percentage VA rating relative 

to the total converter VA ratings, i.e. DQCI converter and VSM0H converter combined 

rating. For example, with 60 GVA system rating, 50% of converter penetration and 5% 

of VSM0H represent SG rating of 30 GVA, DQCI converter rating of 28.5 GVA, and 

VSM0H converter rating of 1.5 GVA.  
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Figure 5-17. APS model in MATLAB Simulink with implementation of VSM0H converter 

in parallel with SG and DQCI converter for tipping point studies 

 

Figure 5-18. Tipping points in terms of steady state stability and transient stability in APS 

model with VSM0H converter implemented 

The tipping point results in terms of both small signal stability and transient stability, 

found using the APS MATLAB model with implementation of VSM0H converter, are 

shown in Figure 5-18. It can be seen that utilisation of VSM0H converter in a power 

network with high penetration of converters could have a positive effect on the system 

tipping points and overall system stability both in terms of small signal and transient 

stability. For small signal stability, with VSM0H converter contributing to 13% of the total 

converter connected generation capacity, the tipping point can be pushed up to 100% 
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from around 72% where no VSM0H converter is used. To achieve system transient 

stability with 100% penetration of converters approximately 17% of VSM0H is needed 

only, based on this specific model configuration. Although the results found in a different 

simulation model or in the real power networks could vary, studies in this thesis clearly 

show the potential of the VSM0H control algorithm to increase penetration levels of 

converter connected generation in the future and the feasibility of achieving 100% 

converter penetration by utilising such control algorithm.  

Work in [9] has employed the VSM0H control in converters based on the duplicated 

real site network model (with parameters defined as in the real devices such as lines and 

transformers) in MATLAB Simulink where multiple DQCI converters and VSM0H 

converters are connected at various locations in the network. It has been demonstrated 

that algorithms similar to VSM0H permit system configurations where all power is 

provided by converters. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the VSM0H 

converter has certain advantages during balanced/unbalanced fault, and in mitigating 

power quality issues.  

5.4.3 NFP analysis 

The NFP charts of VSM0H converter are compared against that of the SG and the 

three key characteristics as shown in Figure 5-19. VSM0H responses obtained from both 

linear analysis and numerical simulation are shown with acceptable differences. Unlike the 

SG responses and the three key characteristics, VSM0H performs steadily across the 

various modulation frequency ranges in both magnitude and phase. Furthermore, they 

mostly follow the droop asymptotes due to the droop equations applied in the VSM0H 

converter, except for the slight differences which occur at around 10~20 Hz; this could 

be due to the use of boxcar filter in the VSM0H converter. These results are consistent 

with the tipping point results which revealed the positive effect of VSM0H converter on 

system stability.   
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(a) Amplitude chart 

 

(b) Phase chart 

Figure 5-19. NFP charts for SG and VSM0H converter obtained by time-domain simulation 

along with VSM0H trend and the key trend-lines RDroop, RH and RHD predicated by classical linear 

analysis   
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5.5 VSM-type control 

The VSM-type control technique is expected to provide many of the benefits of the 

VSM0H algorithm, but with the added ability of providing “true” inertial support. Both 

techniques drive the converter as a voltage source, similar to synchronous machine. 

Among various VSM techniques discussed in technical literature which can provide 

different features of a synchronous machine, a relatively simple VSM-type model which 

emulates the basic SG functionality was built and is utilised in this section for the purposes 

of comparative analysis.  

The VSM-type converter responses to system disturbances (load step change and 

faults) as well as the NFP analysis are investigated and compared with the responses from 

SG. Tipping points obtained from the APS model with implementation of VSM converter 

are also explored.  

5.5.1 VSM-type converter dynamic response 

 

Figure 5-20. Network model for comparison studies of SG and VSM-type converter 

Similar to the case study model used in the previous section with VSM0H converter, 

VSM-type converter is connected in parallel with a SG supporting the system main load 

as shown in Figure 5-20. Similar system configuration is adopted so that the results can 

be compared directly. Disturbances including load step, balanced and unbalanced faults 

are applied. The test events are applied at 30 s and the total simulation time is 40 s. For 

the VSM-type converter, its virtual inertia constant is set to 5 s which is the same as that 

of the SG. Damping factor of the VSM-type converter is set to 0.5 in the base case. Note 
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that theoretically the VSM damping factor could be set to 1, i.e. providing critically 

damped generator, as there is no physical limitations on the VSM compared to a real SG.  

 

5.5.1.1 Load step with VSM-type converter 

Responses of SG and VSM-type converter to 5% load step are shown in Figure 5-21. 

With the same IEEEG1 Governor applied, both generators are able to respond to the 

load step in a stable way and a new steady state condition is reached. It can be seen that 

both generators react quickly and in a similar manner due to the same governor control 

and similar operation mechanism. When there is more load connected to the network, 

both generators accelerate and generate more power to support the additional load based 

on the droop settings in the governor and voltage regulator. As both generators have 

either real or virtual inertia, oscillations introduced by the interactions between the two 

generators can be witnessed from their power outputs, and it takes longer for the 

frequencies to settle to a new level after the event.  

In the case studies carried out in this section the damping factor, ζ (Zeta), in the VSM-

type control algorithm is set to 0.5. Unlike conventional SG where many of the parameters 

are determined by the physical design of the machine, in VSM-type converters, all 

parameters are defined in software and could be changed in real time with no additional 

hardware cost (subject to converter physical limitations). Therefore, the damping factor ζ 

can be increased significantly without incurring extra cost or real energy loss. Effects of 

the damping factor ζ in VSM-type converter on its active power response following after 

the same load step event is shown in Figure 5-22. It can be seen that the post-event 

oscillations observed in the active power output of VSM-type converter decay with 

increasing damping factor ζ. This would be highly desirable in aspect of system operation 

for network stabilisation, although damping the rotor resonance too much might detract 

from some of the beneficial inertial response which will be investigated using the NFP 

method.  
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(a) Active power 

 

(b) Frequency  

 

(c) Reactive power 

 

(d) Voltage 

Figure 5-21. Responses of SG and VSM-type converter under the event of a load step 
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Figure 5-22. Effects of various damping factor zeta in VSM-type converter on its active 

power output measured at the PCC 

5.5.1.2 Balanced three-phase fault with VSM-type converter 

For the case of the 140 ms balanced three-phase fault in the middle of the network, 

i.e. at right side of the load PCC, resulting voltages and currents measured at the PCCs of 

SG and VSM-type converter are shown in Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24. Similar to the 

VSM0H converter, the VSM-type converter starts to output fault currents instantaneously 

after the fault is applied as it is a voltage source like the SG, while the injected fault 

currents are limited to 2 p.u. compared to the 5 p.u. contribution from SG. 

Waveforms of active power, frequency, reactive power and voltage amplitude of SG 

and VSM-type converter are shown in Figure 5-25. It can be seen that both generators 

perform satisfactorily and can recover from the fault after the fault is cleared. During the 

fault event, active power outputs of the two generators drop significantly while reactive 

power outputs boost to support the fault currents. With the dynamic breaking applied in 

the VSM controller, the virtual inertia constant is significantly increased when fault events 

are detected, i.e. when voltage drops to below 0.85 p.u. 
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(a) SG terminal voltages 

 

(b) SG terminal currents 

Figure 5-23. Responses of SG under the event of a balanced three-phase fault 

 

(a) VSM-type converter terminal voltages 

   

(b) VSM-type converter terminal currents 

Figure 5-24. Responses of VSM-type converter under the event of a balanced three-phase 

fault 
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(a) Active power output 

 

(b) Frequency 

 

(c) Reactive power output 

 

(d) Voltage 

Figure 5-25. Responses of SG and VSM-type converter under the event of a balanced three-

phase fault 
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As a result, the frequency deviation of VSM-type converter is arrested with its pre-

fault operating frequency maintained while SG accelerates with an increasing frequency. 

However, once the fault clearance is detected, virtual inertia constant is changed back to 

its original value (5 s in this case) and both generators will continue to work 

resynchronised and settle down to reach the steady state. As the current of VSM-type 

converter during fault is limited by the converter hardware, the reactive power output is 

lower than that from the SG. However, with reactive power naturally reduced on fault 

clearance, the risk of post-fault over-voltages is lower. 

5.5.1.3 Unbalanced phase-to-phase fault with VSM-type converter 

In this case, the unbalanced phase A to phase B fault is applied at the same fault 

location, i.e. next to the load PCC, at 30 s with a duration of 140 ms. Responses of SG 

and VSM-type converter to this unbalanced fault are shown in Figure 5-26 and Figure 

5-27. As a voltage source, VSM-type converter naturally produces unbalanced currents 

according to the type of the fault in a similar way as the VSM0H converter and SG. 

 

(a) SG terminal voltages 

  

(b) SG terminal currents 

Figure 5-26. Responses of SG under the event of an unbalanced phase A to phase B fault 
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(a) VSM-type converter terminal voltages 

   

(b) VSM-type converter terminal voltages 

Figure 5-27. Responses of VSM-type under the event of an unbalanced phase A to phase B 

fault 

 

5.5.2 Tipping point studies 

The VSM-type converter model is implemented in the APS model and connected in 

parallel with the SG and DQCI converter to explore the system tipping points with 

existence of VSM-type converter, in a similar way as described in section 5.4.2 with the 

VSM0H tipping point studies. Settings of the VSM-type converter are the same as those 

used for the comparison case studies as well. Tipping point results in terms of both small 

signal stability and transient stability are shown in Figure 5-28. It can be seen that with 

introduction of VSM-type converter, system stability can be significantly improved. 

Under 100% converter penetration the system can achieve stable operation in terms of 

small signal stability with only 14% of VSM converter VA rating contribution.  However, 

to ensure system transient stability under 100% converter penetration, 18% of VSM-type 

converter contribution is required. 
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Both the VSM0H and VSM algorithms can provide a significant benefit to system 

stability. The results demonstrate that 100% converter penetration can be achieved. With 

moderate contribution from those converters both transient and small signal stability can 

be satisfied.  

 

Figure 5-28. Tipping points in terms of steady state stability and transient stability in APS 

model with VSM-type converter implemented 

5.5.3 NFP analysis 

Responses of VSM-type converters to network frequency perturbation are 

investigated using the NFP analysis method and compared against that of the SG and the 

three key characteristics as shown in Figure 5-29. Results of VSM-type converter from 

both linear analysis and numerical simulation are shown. It can be seen that the responses 

of VSM-type converter are similar to that of the SG as they employ the same governor 

controller. Within the modulation frequency range, the response RVSM firstly follows the 

droop asymptote, diminishes in value due to the dominant effect of the governor 

controller with modulation frequency slower than 0.2 Hz, then rises up following the 

inertia trendline and finally decreases after it reaches a rotor oscillatory mode and the 

damping effect starts to dominate. Compared with the NFP charts of VSM0H converter 

in section 5.4.3, which does not resemble the SG characteristic, the VSM-type converter 

behaves rather similarly to the SG including the inertia contribution and rotor dynamics. 
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(a) Amplitude chart 

 

(b) Phase chart 

Figure 5-29. NFP charts for SG and VSM-type converter obtained by time-domain 

simulation along with VSM trend and the key trend-lines RDroop, RH and RHD predicated by 

classical linear analysis   
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(a) Amplitude chart 

 

(b) Phase chart 

Figure 5-30. Effects of damping factor Zeta in the VSM-type control on the NFP charts 

(obtained by time-domain simulation)   
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Additionally, the effect of electrical damping in the VSM-type converter is 

investigated in the NFP charts and is shown in Figure 5-30. It can be seen that with higher 

damping factor ζ, the rotor oscillation at around 2 Hz can be reduced, which means 

decreased settling time for the converter to settle down after events. However, it could 

also be noticed that both NFP magnitude and phase of VSM-type converter could be 

tilted away from the inertia trendline; therefore, a trade-off between inertia contribution 

and damping should be taken into consideration while configuring ζ.  

 

5.5.4 Test of VSM-type control algorithm in PowerFactory 

The VSM-type technique has been implemented in the RGBT model in DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory and tested by National Grid (UK) with details published in [10]. In the 

RGBT model, the generation termed as “Marine” (which represents the marine and solar) 

is equipped with VSM-type technique while the “Wind” model is controlled based on the 

conventional DQCI control algorithm. Three studies have been carried out including  

(a) the investigation of the required proportion of VSM-type converter to rectify 

instability problem associated with conventional DQCI converters, (b) trip of a 1600 MW 

generation, and (c) system split between Scotland and the rest of GB. Findings from those 

studies are briefly discussed below. Note that the penetration level of either NSG or VSM 

is defined according to (3-2) stated in section 3.2. 

(a) With a double circuit fault applied on two of the four HVAC interconnectors 

connected between Scotland and England and trip on the Scottish border, the 

proportion of VSM-type converter required to rectify the instability problem 

associated with conventional DQCI converters has been studied. It has been 

found that maximum of VSM-type converter needed to achieve stable operation 

of the network is around 25% (~35% maximum of VSM-type converter is 

required for a low noise result) which showed a realistic possibility of achieving 

100% converter penetration. 

(b) A severe case was simulated where a 1600 MW SG is tripped under 97% 

penetration level of NSG with 75% of the NSG modelled as VSM-type converter 

(the remaining 25% were DQCI converters). It was found the system can survive 

and all generators operate satisfactorily sharing the power, with power limiting 
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algorithm installed on the VSM-type converters so that the close-up VSM units 

would not operate beyond their ratings.  

(c) With the same double circuit trip applied on all four HVAC interconnectors 

crossing the England/Scotland border and after which the GB network is split, 

i.e. equivalent to England and Wales experiencing a loss of 4.6 GW generation, it 

has been found that the system can survive such severe event with VSM-type 

converter contributing 25% of the total capacity of NSG under 93% penetration 

level of NSG. It has also been found that with higher penetration level of VSM-

type converter in the network, this capability required to get through such event 

could be reduced. 

 

5.6 Benefits of grid forming converters 

Studies in this chapter demonstrated the potential of grid forming converters (with 

VSM0H and VSM-type control algorithms explored as representatives) to allow 100% 

penetration of NSG. The grid forming converters have been considered as promising 

solutions to the future power networks with high penetration of converters by system 

operators such as in [11] by National Grid (GB) and [8] by ENTSO-E (Europe). Such 

converters behave as a balanced three-phase voltage source behind a constant filter 

impedance and with a control bandwidth smaller than 5 Hz. These characteristics have 

been demonstrated to have significant benefits against a number of challenges faced by 

the future power systems. The key benefits can be summarised as follows:  

 Contribution to system inertia and provision of synchronising torque to the 

system, in order to help with the high RoCoF issue; 

 No reliance on a stiff voltage source as conventional DQCI converters, and 

provision of reference voltage to the network; 

 Provision of fast (sub-cycle) fault current response and ability to act as a sink to 

counter unbalance in system voltage; 

 Enhancement of system stability, and ability to mitigate the issues associated with 

high penetration of conventional DQCI converters mainly resulting from the 

poor performance of PLL and high bandwidth (≥ 50 Hz) of the control system; 
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 Ability to deal with sub-synchronous oscillations and interactions with 

conventional synchronous machines4; 

 Potential to mitigate power quality issues such as harmonics, inter-harmonics and 

unbalance in system voltage1;  

 Reduce the possibility of voltage instability during or post fault, e.g. voltage 

collapse, blocking or over-voltage, with utilization of the dynamic breaking block 

(for VSM-type controllers); 

 Ability to be modelled in the RMS simulation and so conduct larger electrical 

system studies.  

Additionally, the grid forming converter controls could be added to HVDC, large 

scale transmission connected or deeply embedded wind/solar power, or energy storage 

devices. In combination of its abilities stated above, it is considered an ideal candidate for 

NSG applications in the future power networks. Whilst the results presented are very 

encouraging, VSM-type and VSM0H techniques are not the only existing solutions to 

ensure stability of future power networks. Nevertheless, these control strategies point to 

a solution which is comprehensive in nature and can potentially address multiple issues. 

Potential disadvantages associated with grid forming converters should also be 

considered while implementing such techniques in the power system. These are 

increased/higher frequency ripple in the converter DC side current resulting from AC 

voltage unbalance or harmonics, cost of over-rating converters when providing power 

support, source of energy behind of such converters, and possibility of traditional power 

system instability.  

 

5.7 Summary 

Based on the tipping point studies, NFP analysis and comparative case studies, the 

effectiveness of alternative converter control techniques in enhancing stability of power 

networks with high penetration of converters have been quantified. The maximum 

achievable system tipping points are summarised in Figure 5-31. The systematic 

                                                 
4 Note that this ability is not within scope of the thesis.  
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assessment included, but was not limited to, selected parameters of supplementary droop 

controllers on DQCI converter, SEBIR control, VSM0H control and VSM-type control.  

While certain combinations of droop slope and filtering time window settings for 

variants of the DQCI controller may be beneficial to system stability, uncertainties of such 

effect are of concern in a real power network. For example, with SEBIR control 

implemented on DQCI converters, rather than providing expected inertial response, 

delays in the measurement and control process have practically excluded this type of 

control from the inertial response category. As proposed in [7, 8], it is better to refer to 

SEBIR as ‘fast frequency response’. Moreover, it has been found in this chapter that 

contrary to initial expectation implementing SEBIR type control can potentially 

destabilise the network. On the other hand, the VSM0H and VSM-type control algorithms 

(as representatives of grid forming converters) have shown positive effects on system 

stability. Both methods effectively enhance system stability and have the potential of 

achieving 100% penetration of converters in a network. 

 

Figure 5-31. Summary of maximum achievable system tipping points in terms of both 

transient stability and small signal stability with various converter control technologies 
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6.1 Conclusions 

Conventional power networks have been dominated by synchronous generation such 

as thermal plants that use coal or gas as energy recourse, the very nature of which has 

raised concerns related to environment, economics and politics in recent years. Future 

power networks are expected to transform rapidly from the conventional, predictable and 

controllable synchronous generation portfolio to a non-synchronous and less-predictable 

energy scenarios with increasing penetration of intermittent renewable energy sources and 

power transfers via HVDC links. With the majority of countries worldwide signing up to 

environmental agreements to reduce CO2 emissions and increase the use of renewable 

resources, challenges introduced by the dramatic transition which the existing power 

networks are facing, attract wide attention of system operators, manufacturers and 

researchers.  

Modern converters typically operate on the vector current control principle, referred 

to as DQCI control in this work, which employs a phase locked loop (PLL) to provide 

synchronisation with the grid, from which a dq frame is established. However, the 

theoretical justification for the DQCI control algorithm is ultimately rooted in the 

assumption that the converter is connected to a strong AC system, such that the PLL 

dynamics can be ignored in the analysis. It has been widely discussed and reported that 

dynamics of the PLL are largely dependent on system strength; thus the stability of the 

DQCI controller is also dependent on system strength. As the proportion of DQCI 

converter capacity rises, the effective grid impedance between the voltage sources (i.e. 

synchronous generators) and the converters increases. At some point, termed as system 

tipping point in this thesis, the aggregated transient reactance is so large that, when added 

to the grid impedance, it causes the DQCI converters to become unstable. This instability 

is primarily related to the high variability of the voltage at the converter connection point 

when the converter injects its currents into a large equivalent grid impedance. 

In this thesis, based on a RGBT model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory (RMS 

simulation) and a higher-fidelity APS model in MATLAB Simulink (EMT simulation with 

significantly reduced number of buses), system instabilities have been detected and 

assessed in terms of both transient stability and small signal stability under high 

penetration of conventional DQCI converters as discussed in Chapter 4. In order to study 

the stability thresholds, i.e. the tipping points, a tipping point search (TPS) method has 
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been established in this work which iteratively searches for the critical penetration level. 

At each iteration the method determines whether the system is stable based on a set of 

assumed detection criteria using the following indices: frequency, RoCoF, voltage 

magnitude, voltage THD, PLL locking signal in the DQCI controller, and voltage flicker 

perception level with reference to grid code requirements. Systematic stability 

quantification in both RMS simulation and EMT simulation is one of the main 

contributions of this work. 

To gain insight into the effects of various parameters on a power network, the tipping 

points have been investigated under changing system inertia, system impedance, converter 

capacity factor and load type. The results have shown a strong correlation between system 

tipping points and system impedance, which echoed the reported stability issues 

associated with the poor converter control performance when system impedance is high.  

As mentioned in Chapter 4, with increasing capacity factor in DQCI converters 

system tipping points have been found to decrease, mainly as a result of increased system 

equivalent impedance. At the same time, contrary to some discussions found in technical 

literature, inertia has been proven to have little effect on the system tipping points, 

although it is still very important from the point of view of system operation. Moreover, 

a direct relationship between the tipping points and the steady-state voltage angle 

difference between the converter terminal(s) and the stiff point in a network has been 

verified.  The higher angle difference could lead to lower tipping points, i.e. negative effect 

on system stability. 

Additionally, with an increasing amount of NLL, such as electric vehicle chargers, 

harmonics could be introduced into the network, causing a degradation in power quality. 

While this is not a particularly significant issue in conventional stiff power networks, it 

cannot not be ignored in networks with high penetration of converters. With introduction 

of NLLs in the system model, it has been found that the voltage THD level increased 

significantly. Therefore, the system tipping points could be reduced significantly when 

there are enough non-linear loads connected and where the power quality could be 

problematic in Chapter 4. 

It should be noted that the absolute value of the tipping points established in this 

work is subject to specific modelling assumptions and could be different in a different 
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simulation model or in a real power network. It has been found that the trends of tipping 

points are affected by interactions between many factors in the model. Learning in detail 

about the combined effects of various factors in a power network (which could easily 

include more than a hundred parameters) could lead to very tedious multi-dimensional 

studies which go beyond the aims of this work. In this thesis, it is of more importance to 

reveal the instabilities associated with high penetration of converters and potential ranges 

of stability thresholds that could potentially result in future power networks, and also to 

provide a coherent analytical framework (the TPS method) which could be applied to any 

power system model for studying the tipping points. 

Another simulation based tool which has been introduced in this work, i.e. the NFP 

analysis tool, allows a visualisation of the response of a device to variations in network 

frequency over a range of dynamic frequencies as introduced in Chapter 3. With this tool 

a clear distinction can be made between devices that provide frequency support through 

droop-slope type response and devices with inertial-type response. The NFP analysis can 

be carried out based on either a linearised model or time-domain simulation model. 

Although this method is not a classical stability assessment technique, it can be used to 

give a useful graphical insight into the device behaviour during network disturbances, and 

may offer indication of potential instability with implementation of various types of 

devices in a power network. Three key trendlines, RDroop (droop asymptote), RH (inertia 

trendline) and RHD (trendline of inertia and damping effect), obtained for a synchronous 

machine plus a number of more subtle details have been established and can be 

interpreted to give further understanding of the device response in both magnitude and 

phase. By comparing to the key trendlines and responses of various controllers to a SG 

(RSG), it has been found that the NFP response of a DQCI converter (RDQCI) is significantly 

different in both magnitude and phase. As expected, RDQCI does not follow either RH or 

RHD; this is because there is no inertia inherently provided by such converters; that being 

said, a converter may be able to contribute to frequency response by employing frequency 

droop controller. However, for the phase chart of RDQCI, a significant phase difference 

between RSG and RDQCI has been found where the DQCI converter could become nearly 

anti-phase with the SG rotor oscillation; this could imply the stability issues at high 

penetration of DQCI converters, as discussed in Chapter 4. It also has been noticed that 

this phase difference could easily be affected by any settings in the DQCI control system 

and would be rather difficult to predict in any actual power system. 
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In order to achieve the goal of high (up to 100%) penetration level of converters in a 

power network, stability issues with the DQCI control need to be overcome. The recent 

state-of-art of converter techniques that have the potential of resolving system stability 

issues have been reviewed and discussed. In this thesis, groups of the proposed techniques 

have been categorised based on whether DQCI control and PLL are used or not. By 

applying the novel TPS method and NFP analysis tool, the tipping points of networks 

with various types of converters connected could be studied.  

Supplementary control loops and/or modifications can be added within the DQCI 

control system so that desired features could potentially be built on the basis of existing 

technology, such as inertia emulation, frequency and voltage controllers, and enhanced 

PLL algorithms, as discussed and investigated in Chapter 2 and 5.  

 In the conventional power systems, system inertia is contributed by synchronous 

units (both generators and motors). The rotors of those machines are directly 

coupled with the grid which allows power disturbances to be directly transferred 

onto mechanical torque. The torque naturally acts on the machine rotor and thus 

provides a frequency response quoted as inertial response. However, as renewable 

energy generation or HVDC interconnectors are normally connected to the AC 

grid via power electronic devices, they are decoupled from the AC grid and do 

not contribute to system inertia. This can be compared to a roller which slows 

power transfer between the generator and the network while a change in 

frequency at one side will not affect the other. Therefore, it has been a rather 

popular topic to emulate inertia on the converter interface to provide instant 

frequency support during power imbalance events. Intuitively, with inertia 

emulation implemented on the DQCI converter, the network is expected to be 

more stable with higher system tipping points, i.e. higher penetration level of 

converters should be achievable.  

However, it has been found in this work that the inertia emulation technique 

implemented on a converter interface, i.e. the SEBIR control, which adjusts 

converter power output according to the measured RoCoF and with reference to 

the Swing Equation, requires significant signal filtering. Insufficient SEBIR signal 

noise reduction could destabilise the system at a much lower tipping point than 

would otherwise be possible. Furthermore, although frequency nadir following 
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power disturbances could be reduced with well-filtered SEBIR control applied to 

the converters, this form of response is distinctly different from the true inertia 

provided by synchronous machines. Therefore, it is best to refer to SEBIR-type 

control as “fast frequency response”. Examined by the NFP analysis, DQCI 

converters equipped with SEBIR control does not align with the inertia trendline 

and it could act antiphase to SG rotor oscillations at particular “unfortunate” 

combinations of RoCoF measurement window and/or filter lags which may be 

difficult to predict in any real case.  

 Frequency and voltage droop controllers have been applied to the synchronous 

units in the conventional power networks and found to be effective in facilitating 

power sharing between generators after any power imbalance events. Such 

controllers have been widely discussed and utilised in converter-interfaced 

generation to provide necessary active and reactive power support so that the 

frequency and voltage could be controlled within desired operating ranges. From 

the results of system tipping points in terms of both small signal stability and 

transient stability, it has been found that implementing the droop controllers on 

DQCI converter could possibly have a negative effect on system stability and it 

could be worse if the drooped signal is insufficiently filtered. Again, this is due to 

increased interactions introduced by the droop control signals in the high-

bandwidth inner current control loop in the DQCI converter, as well as the 

disturbed voltages measured at the converter PCC when connected to weak grid. 

Therefore, to reduce such negative effects as much as possible, especially when 

applying aggressive droop slopes on DQCI converters, the drooped signals need 

to be carefully filtered.  

 Based on technical literature, improving the performance of the PLL could 

potentially help in resolving control stability issues associated with the DQCI 

converters. One of the solutions is to reduce the bandwidth of the PLL so that 

the stability thresholds can be increased, however, this could result in a slower 

dynamic response of the converter. Another solution is to synchronise the PLL 

with a more stiff point in the network. This could be a slack bus, a stiff source in 

the network, or a virtual stiff point established by estimating an equivalent grid 

impedance. The key objective is to ensure that the voltages fed into the PLL are 

less disturbed. However, there are uncertainties about the existence of such stiff 
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point in a real power network. With increasing penetration of converters, the 

accuracy of the estimated grid impedance when establishing the virtual remote 

point cannot be guaranteed. The power network infrastructure/power flow is 

constantly changing especially with utilisation of less-predictable renewable 

energy sources such as wind and solar PV. Therefore, these techniques have not 

been further explored in this work.  

Due to the identified unsatisfying grid synchronisation of a PLL and resulting control 

stability issues, the alternative converter control algorithms that replace the conventional 

DQCI controller have been reviewed and investigated. Considering the benefits for 

existing system operation, stability enhancement as well as control and protection systems, 

it is of great benefit to mimic the operation principles of a traditional synchronous 

machine on a converter interface. Furthermore, traditional synchronous machines with 

the speed governor control and excitation control provide favourable features to support 

system operation in either transmission or distribution networks. This includes the 

provision of natural inertia and damping of system oscillations, frequency regulation 

through governor control, control of voltage and reactive power flow, islanding operation, 

and balanced/unbalanced fault current infeed. Therefore, the VSM concept, or often 

quoted as the grid forming converter by ENTSO-E and GB National Grid, has been 

increasingly popular in this field in recent years which enables the converters to operate 

(to certain extent) in a way similar to synchronous machines.  

Among the various VSM techniques proposed by researchers which emulate different 

features of a synchronous machine, the VSM0H control and a VSM-type control have 

been selected as representative candidates to be investigated in this work as discussed and 

investigated in Chapter 2 and 5. Essentially, both techniques (and the majority of the other 

types of VSM-type converters) behave as a robust balanced three-phase voltage source 

set behind a filter impedance, forming a similar setup to that found in SGs. This is in stark 

contrast with the DQCI-controlled converter, whose objectives are such that the 

converter behaves as a balanced sinusoidal current source. This voltage-source behaviour 

is important; consequently, the VSM-type converter mitigates power quality and high-

frequency oscillations in the voltage waveforms at its connection point, and could provide 

balanced/unbalanced/non-linear load currents instantaneously as a natural response to 

system events.  
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 As a simplified version of the full model of a synchronous machine, the VSM-

type control algorithm established in this work emulates the rotor dynamics and 

damping based on the electrical angle change across the filter impedance, which 

is considered to be equivalent to a rotor angle. In other words, this VSM-type 

response contains only “spring” (power output is proportional to virtual rotor 

angle) and “damper” (power output is proportional to the derivative of virtual 

rotor angle) terms. Also, this VSM response adds an extra “mass” term via a finite 

value of virtual inertia constant which changes the device from purely damped 

response to one with a 2nd order transfer function with an associated natural 

resonant frequency, i.e. providing virtual inertial response. Under situations where 

a fault (either balanced/unbalanced) happens in the network, the VSM-type 

control in this work adopts a dynamic braking technique which sets the virtual 

inertia constant to an extremely high value when the converter terminal voltages 

are detected as less than 0.85 p.u. based on the GB Grid Code requirements to 

prevent the integrator changing the frequency of the converter and advancing the 

operating angle under such circumstances. Such implementation reduces the post-

fault power oscillations and minimises rating requirements for converters. 

Another advantage of the VSM-type converter is that its parameters could be 

configured to suit any desired needs such as high damping factor to reduce post-

event rotor oscillations, while conventional SGs have many physical constraints.  

Tipping point results when implementing VSM-type converter into the network 

were promising: system stability could potentially be improved significantly with 

a much higher tipping points, in terms of both transient stability and small signal 

stability, even with 100% penetration level achieved in this specific simulated 

power system model with a small amount of VSM-type converter contributing to 

the total converter capacity. This technique has been also tested in the RGBT 

model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory which has shown a similar effect on system 

stability. The NFP charts for VSM-type converter showed a great similarity to the 

SG when the same governor controller is applied to both generators.  

 An alternative to the VSM-type is the VSM0H, so termed because it does not 

emulate inertia. The phase angle synthesised at the swing bridge is purely derived 

from an integrator which advances at the rate determined from a conventional 

droop slope of frequency versus measured active power output, and the 
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magnitude is derived from a conventional voltage droop slope of voltage versus 

reactive power. With the measurements of active and reactive power averaged 

over 1 cycle (using adaptive boxcar filter), the derived drive voltages sent to the 

switching bridge appear to be steady during scenarios with the presence of 

unbalance and harmonics. Therefore, the VSM0H converter could behave as a 

stable balanced voltage source to the grid. It should be noted that although there 

is no inertia emulation in the VSM0H control, in fact, if a VSM0H converter 

(alone) is feeding a power island and an active power load step occurs, then the 

frequency would experience a rapid ramp from the initial value to a new frequency 

over one fundamental cycle as determined by the averaging filter window length 

and droop slope settings. As a result, this control strategy does not directly 

mitigate high RoCoF following an event, but the frequency nadir can be well 

managed by the VSM0H strategy.  

Similarly, it has been found in this work that the VSM0H-type converter behaves 

in a stable manner across the whole frequency range on the NFP charts, and it 

can provide positive effect on system stability with much higher system tipping 

points.  

The key advantages of the VSM techniques investigated in this work compared to the 

conventional DQCI controller are briefly summarised below. 

 As VSM converter behaves as a voltage source to the grid with much limited 

control bandwidth, compared with DQCI converter which operates as a current 

source, it could potentially reduce the risk of instability, controller interaction and 

the effects of imbalance and harmonics on the measurements. It could also 

potentially provide synchronising power and a reference voltage for other VSMs, 

SG and DQCI based generation.  

 While still limited to the maximum instantaneous currents allowed through the 

converter hardware, VSM techniques allow faster and more appropriate fault 

infeeds in a similar way as the traditional synchronous machines. With mechanism 

of the dynamic braking applied (such as in the VSM-type control demonstrated in 

this thesis), a possibility of voltage instability during or post fault could be reduced. 
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 Unlike conventional SG where many of the parameters are determined by the 

physical design of the machine, for VSM converters, variables are defined in 

software and could be changed in real time with no additional hardware cost.  

 Compared to the conventional high-bandwidth DQCI controller (mostly analysed 

using EMT simulation), it is easier to model the VSM0H and VSM-type 

controllers using RMS simulation which makes it possible to conduct large system 

studies using software packages such as DIgSILENT PowerFactory. 

Both techniques (VSM0H and VSM-type) can be both implemented in the future 

power networks, along with other promising control techniques, which point to solutions 

that are comprehensive in nature and resolving multiple issues. However, it should also 

be noted that as the majority of VSM techniques drive the converter as a voltage source, 

it is important to implement current limitation (even during short-term current overloads) 

in the control system to avoid damage to converter hardware, especially with the presence 

of fault events.  

The TPS method for detection of system stability threshold has a generic nature and 

can be used to any system model, with the set of criteria easily to be modified based on 

different network requirements. Moreover, with the assistance of NFP analysis tool, 

generation responses when exposed to various network frequency perturbations can be 

visualised and compared to gain deeper understanding of how they behave, interact and 

potentially reveal useful information on reasons for certain instabilities. Such studies could 

become increasingly relevant in the future power networks as more and more converter-

interfaced devices are expected to be implemented with various control techniques. It is 

vital to fully study such control techniques on system dynamics and more importantly 

their effect on the network stability. 

6.2 Future work 

The work presented in this thesis proposed tools, TPS method and NFP analysis tool, 

to study the instabilities and tipping points associated with conventional converter-

interfaced devices with various control techniques in the future power networks. In the 

light of the direction that this work took, the following research avenues may be of interest 

to both academia and industry: 
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 Since the focus of this work was on the connection of converters to the power 

system, a constant voltage source has been used at the DC side of the converters; 

thus, it was assumed that an infinite amount of energy can be generated 

from/absorbed by the DC side. A more detailed model of the energy source, such 

as wind farm or PV array, should be modelled in the future, coupled with which 

should be an investigation into the effects of finite energy supplies on system 

stability. And the converter control algorithms discussed in this work can be 

applied to the rectifier of the HVDC link or converter connected by generation 

to explore their impacts and interactions with the control system for the energy 

sources.  

 Effects of various types of converter connected in parallel in the same power 

network can be investigated in terms of their interactions with each other and 

system dynamics under disturbances such as power imbalance, faults and islanding 

operation.  

 Representative converter control techniques have been selected and investigated 

in this work. More converter control algorithms that have the potential of assisting 

system stability under high penetration of converters could be proposed by 

researchers which can be tested in terms of their impact on system tipping points 

and dynamic responses utilising the TPS method and NFP analysis tool 

introduced in this work.  

 Stability limits and performance of various types of converters could be tested in 

a more complicated power network model and/or the converter hardware-in-

loop (CHIL) environment to more realistically establish their impact.  

 The NFP analysis tool is based on network frequency perturbation which mainly 

reveals the dynamic active power responses of different generator. On the other 

hand, network voltage perturbation (NVP) method, which can be used as a 

companion of the NFP method, could be established to enable a study of the 

coupling between the frequency and voltage responses of the power system, to 

further improve insight and understating of the potential for instability in power 

systems with high penetration of converters.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A      Settings for APS model in MATLAB 

TABLE I 

SETTINGS FOR EVENTS 

Parameter Value 

Load step size  0.01 p.u. 

Fault duration 100 ms 

Fault resistance 0.002 Ω 

 

TABLE II 

SETTINGS FOR DQCI CONVERTER (BASE CASE) 

Parameter Value 

Rated AC voltage acnomV   100 kV 

Nominal DC link voltage dcnomV  200 kV 

Phase reactor resistance PRR  and 

inductance PRL  
0.002 p.u., 0.2 p.u. 

Switching frequency 
switchingf  4000 Hz 

Capacity factor 
DQCICF  60% 

Frequency droop slope 
,f DQCID and LPF 

,f DQCI time constant 
4%, 0.5s 

Voltage droop slope 
,v DQCID and LPF 

,v DQCI  time constant 
8%, 0.5s 
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TABLE III 

SETTINGS FOR SG 

Parameter Value 

Rated terminal voltage acnomV      33 kV 

Inertia constant SGH  5s 

dX , '

dX , ''

dX  1.65 p.u., 0.25 p.u., 0.2 p.u. 

qX , '

qX , ''

qX , lX  
1.59 p.u., 0.46pu , 0.2 p.u., 0.14 

p.u. 

'

dT , ''

dT , '

qT  4.5s, 0.04s, 0.67s 

Capacity factor SGCF  60% 

Governor model 
IEEEG1 Steam turbine and 

governor model 

Frequency droop slope 
,f SGD   4% 

Excitation system AC1A Excitation system 

Voltage droop slope 
,v SGD  8% 

 

TABLE IV 

SETTINGS FOR AC NETWORK 

Parameter Value 

Total system rating 
SystemS  60 GVA 

Rated network voltage nomV  275 kV 

Line resistance LineR  and inductance LineL  

(each line) 
0.005 p.u., 0.04 p.u.  

Load model RLC series circuit 

Load power factor LoadPF  0.95 lagging 
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Appendix B       Clarke and Park transformation 

For electric machines, their behaviours are usually described by three-phase voltage 

and current which are time-varying, and their mathematical modelling and analysis of such 

device are often complex. Normally, mathematical techniques will be employed to reduce 

three time-varying AC quantities to two DC quantities and therefore simplify the analysis 

process. This is often applied to the power converter control system as well. 

In order to simplify the analysis and control of the three-phase sinusoidal signals, it is 

common for the VSC to be controlled in the two-dimensional stationary αβ-frame or 

rotational dq-frame. While they have the same benefit of reducing the control efforts, 

analysis under the rotational dq-frame have additional merits such that a sinusoidal 

command tracking problem can be transferred to an equivalent DC command tracking 

problem to enable the PI control, and the time-varying inductances under abc-frame can 

be transformed to equivalent constant parameters [1]. Moreover, it is more unified as 

components in the large power systems are formulated and analysed in dq-frame [2]. This 

means that the control system should only act on perturbations off the nominal values. 

The Clarke transform converts the three-phase signal (abc) to a two-phase signal where 

the two components (αβ) are orthogonal. The Park transform then converts the αβ signal 

to a dq signal. Relationships between the three types of coordination frames are shown in 

Figure B-1 and Table B-1, where the position of d-axis with respect to a-axis or α-axis is 

determined by θ=ωt and ω is the rotational speed of the dq reference frame.  

 

Figure B-1.Vector diagram defining the SRF and voltage vector orientations  
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Table B-1. Transformations between abc-frame, dq-frame and αβ- frame (with voltage 

vector V used as an example) 

Transformation Equations 

Clarke Transform  

abc to αβ 
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From dq to abc 
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Appendix C      Operation of VSC 

Figure C-1 shows a schematic diagram of a typical three-phase, two-level VSC. The 

most basic form of VSC, i.e. the half-bridge, single-phase, two-level VSC [1], is shown in 

Figure C-2. Three half-bridge VSCs connected in parallel form the three-phase 

configuration where each half-bridge converter is interfaced with one phase of a three-

phase AC system. This arrangement is called ‘two-level’ VSC as each of its AC-side 

terminals can assume either of the voltage levels. The two-level VSC can provide a 

bidirectional power flow path between the DC system and the three-phase AC system. In 

this section, the basic half-bridge converter configuration as shown in Figure C-2 will be 

used to understand the operation principles of a VSC.  

The half-bridge VSC consists of an upper switch cell and a lower switch cell, while 

each cell contains a fully controllable, unidirectional switch in parallel with a diode, i.e. Q1 

and D1, Q4 and D4 shown in Figure C-2. The net voltage on the DC side is maintained 

with DC sources, battery units, or more elaborate configuration such as the DC side of 

an AC/DC converter. In Figure C-2, two DC voltage sources have been used to represent 

the DC system, each with voltage magnitude of VDC/2. For the AC side, an AC voltage 

source is used to represent the AC network that the VSC is interfaced with. A phase 

reactor (a series RL branch) is included to provide filtering of harmonics whilst ensuring 

a low-ripple AC-side current. It is called a two-level converter as the switched AC-side 

voltage, at any instant, is either voltage at node p or at node n, according to which switch 

cell is on. The fundamental component of the AC-side voltage is usually controlled using 

a PWM technique [3, 4]. 

The PWM can be carried out by various types of techniques, such as sinusoidal PWM 

[5, 6], space vector PWM [5-7], and selected-harmonic-elimination PWM [8, 9]. The most 

common PWM technique used for VSC is to compare a high-frequency periodic 

triangular waveform, the carrier signal, with a slow-varying waveform known as the 

modulating signal, as shown in Figure C-3. The carrier signal is a periodic triangular 

waveform (often used for high-power converters) with period of Ts and changing its 

magnitude between -1 and 1. Figure C-4 presents an example of PWM waveforms for a 

three-level converter.  
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Figure C-1. Schematic diagram of a three-phase, two-level VSC 

 

Figure C-2. Simplified circuit of a half-bridge converter 
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Figure C-3. Schematic diagram of the mechanism to generate PWM gate signal 

 

 

Figure C-4. Signals based on PWM switching strategy: (a) carrier and modulating signals; (b) 

switching function of the switch; and (c) switching function of the switch [1] 
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